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1

Researching governance issues by the use of
case studies

1.1

Outline of appendix

The outline of this appendix is designed to facilitate the independent
and selective reading of different parts of the report.
Chapter 1 ‘Researching governance issues by the use of case
studies’ describes the methodology used in the synthesis and
analysis of the case studies. In this chapter, there is a table (figure
4) listing all case studies. Figure 7 provides an overview of how the
case studies, by the case study authors, are classified in terms of
the territorial category they represent and indications of which
dimensions of governance are of particular relevance to each of the
case studies. Key dimensions are vertical and horizontal
collaboration/integration,
and
participation,
openness
and
innovative practices.
Chapters 2-7 discuss the case studies organised under the six
different types of territorial categories:
•

Trans-national and cross-border regions (chapter 2)

•

National case studies (chapter 3)

•

Regional, polycentric and urban network case studies (chapter
4)

•

Functional urban areas and metropolitan regions (chapter 5)

•

Urban-rural areas (chapter 6)

•

Intra-city case studies (chapter 7)

All chapters deal with the key dimensions and each chapter includes
concrete examples from the case studies. The overall findings of the
territorial categories are summarised in a table and a short
conclusion is also provided at the end of each of the chapters.
Chapter 8 provides an analytical conclusion on governance trends
generated from all case studies. This chapter cuts across the
territorial categories. The first part of this chapter includes the
themes of vertical and horizontal collaboration as well as that of
participation, openness, innovative practices and European policy
impacts. Thereafter follows a section that discusses trends of good
governance from all the case studies (i.e. openness, participation,
accountability, effectiveness and coherence), followed by a final
section on qualitative territorial impact assessment (where
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examples of best practise in territorial governance found in the case
studies is given).

1.2

Introduction

One of main goals of this ESPON project is to carry out case studies
that will shed light on important, current developments within the
realm of urban and territorial governance in the ESPON29 countries.
In the ToR document it is pointed out that: “…case studies,
elaborated in a comparable way, are of an outstanding importance
for this project and purpose, compared to other former ESPON
projects” (page 13). The case studies are carried out in order to
provide a “comprehensive analysis and diagnosis of governance
trends, applications, mechanisms at EU, trans-national, national and
sub-nationals level, as well as the identification of existing territorial
disparities and tentative outlining models of governance” (Tender,
WP 5).
In this chapter some methodological reflections concerning the
process of researching governance issues in comparative European
context through case study methods is conveyed. Furthermore, we
describe the process and the steps from the national overviews
(NO) to the process of designing the case studies (CS) and finally
undertaking the synthesis of the case studies, as well as identifying
some of their potential policy implications.
Case studies can be researched by the use of either inductive or
deductive approaches. Until today, a wealth of comparative case
studies on urban governance and spatial planning has been carried
out on an inductive basis, which has led to the acknowledgment of
the variety of stakeholders and tools engaged in urban and
territorial governance throughout Europe. There has however been
an ambition to do something more than simply highlighting best
practice, which has been evident in the overall explorative
methodology of the project, stressing the advantages of combining
quantitative and qualitative research methods.
There is no one way in which qualitative and quantitative methods
can be combined. Hybrid approaches (cf. Schreier in press)
comprise a number of phases, some of which are qualitative, others
quantitative; all, however, are equally necessary for achieving the
objective of the approach. In the case of sequencing, qualitative
and quantitative methods are employed within one and the same
study, although in different phases of the research process. The
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most common example would be a qualitative phase of data
collection that is followed by a quantitative phase of data analysis.
At the same time it is evident that governance defies a simple, ‘a
priori’ definition, cf. FIR. However, within this ESPON project
governance is operationalised as those ways in which a capacity to
build an organizational consensus, agreeing on the contribution of
each partner, and agreeing on a common territorial development
vision can be achieved.
Due to the ubiquitous and multi-faceted nature of governance, the
case study selection process turned out to be a useful exercise in
further clarifying the research questions, by the use of working
hypotheses and a mix of quantitative and qualitative methods (see
for example Gissendanner, 2003). Within this ESPON project it has
been the ambition to avoid the ‘inductive trap’. This is done by
linking the activities of various WPs, most notably the national
overviews and the data collection (WP2 and WP4, respectively), and
also by providing an analytical matrix. The analytical matrix is
developed in such a way that the qualitative observations can be
systematized, for example by referring to the observations in the
(synthesis of the) national overviews, and yet at the same time it is
‘flexible’, enabling the national teams to include interpretations
based on their insights into the institutional and historical legacies.
The genesis of the analytical matrix is described very briefly in the
next paragraph – and in greater detail in section 1.7 below.
The analytical matrix developed for the case studies and the case
study synthesis draws upon the observations from the national
overviews that tools and mechanisms of cooperation and
coordination in the 29 countries could be grouped according to
geographical scale, or geographical dimensions – as was already
envisaged in the tender. Hence, as shown in the summary analysis
of the national overviews, the main differences were found between
(A) trans-national, cross-border regions, (B) national, (C) regional,
polycentric urban networks, (D) functional urban areas and
metropolitan regions, (E) urban–rural relationships and (F) intraurban relationships. Furthermore, based on initial analysis of
governance patterns, it soon become apparent that further
analytical dimensions of horizontal and vertical cooperation,
coordination practices and tools (formal and informal, legal and
non-statutory – including civil society participation) were of
relevance. These were thus incorporated in the guidelines for the
case studies.

9

In this report the questions concerning governance will primarily be
analysed ‘horizontally’, i.e. by analysing how various governance
dimensions express themselves within each of the ‘geographical
dimensions’. In some cases, when it comes to the discussion of
participation and innovative practices these are analysed ‘vertically’,
i.e. by analysing the geographical variation within each of the
dimensions of governance.

Figure 1

Analytical matrix for case study synthesis

Governance dimensions

Geographical
dimensions

’Framing’

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A
B

’Synthesis’
- horizontal

C
D
E
F

’Synthesis’ vertical

1.3

Conclusion

Methodological considerations

In the last couple of decades the conditions of sub-national, urban
and regional development have changed rather markedly
throughout Europe. Concomitantly multi-level and multi-actor policy
processes have unfolded in Western Europe during the 1990s.
Authorities at sub-national levels have been faced with new
challenges, and new ideas about co-ordination, negotiation and
control involving actors at different scales. Despite the affinity of
problems at the sub-national level in the different European
countries, the routes towards new forms of urban and territorial
governance and final outcomes display considerable variation. The
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routes depend upon contextual factors, such as industrial and
institutional legacies, as well as political and administrative cultures,
including established practices for negotiation between public bodies
and private actors, as well as the division of labour between
national, regional and local authorities. The variation – and
complexity of the phenomenon of governance – forms quite a
challenge to comparative, European research.
The concept of governance has been discussed at length within this
ESPON project in the FIR. Amongst the most important observations
regarding urban and territorial governance one can note that the
linear top-down decision-making model is not working effectively
any more and the borders between levels of government are
changing in significance. There is a wide-spread recognition that a
new form of governance which involves working across boundaries
within the public sector as well as between the public, private and
community sectors is underway. Many European cities and regions
are experiencing a shift from a traditional model of hierarchical
power to a system where power is shared and split between
multiple stakeholders in a network-based constellation. Central
government no longer has the official monopoly of decision, if they
ever had. These transformations have led to a number of further
reform processes, of which the most visible are the multiplicity of
actors and interests involved in decision-making and the
fragmentation of responsibilities (pp. 5-6, FIR).
Governance represents however a shift, not a substitution, from
‘government’ to ‘governance’, and reflects a change from growth
control to promoting development and collective action procedures,
from authoritarian decisions to negotiated consensus building (in
governance models, multi-actor interactions are regulated through a
wide set of social modes of coordination rather than by a limited set
of hierarchically defined organisational procedures), involving
several actors (a governance process involves by definition a
complex set of public and non-public actors, based on flexibility,
partnership and voluntary participation).
Our definition of territorial governance is an organisational mode of
collective action based on partnerships and coalition building
amongst public and private partnerships, oriented towards a
commonly defined objective (cf. SIR, p 9). The territory is a
dynamic and active context, as well as an arena of action in itself,
particularly stressing the role of proximity, sense of place and
territorial identity to promote the collective action of local coalitions,
and their capacity to organise relations with other territories.
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Territorial governance actions (TGA) are the outcome of a complex
negotiated process in which resources are exchanged and partly
shared, objectives are defined collectively, and consensus or
agreement is sought in a process of negotiation and interaction,
which may be more or less formal.
The nature of the case study selection and the focus on territorial
governance actions, which are often identified in cases where a
spatial and/or territorial vision of some kind is emerging as part of
the governance process is the reason for most of the cases being
rather consensus-oriented or at least seeking an agreement through
a negotiation and reconciliation process. Therefore the aspects of
conflict and conflict-resolution, which are extremely central to
governance, are less present in the case studies.
The key challenge of territorial governance is to create the
conditions that allow collective action. Those conditions are linked to
the “territorial capital”, which includes


Intellectual capital (socially constructed knowledge resources)



Social capital (nature of relations among actors)



Political capital (power relations and the capacity to mobilise
other resources to take action)



Material capital (financial and other tangible resources, including
fixed assets and infrastructures)



Cultural capital (material and immaterial heritage)



Geographical
capital
constraints/opportunities…)

(natural

features,

A key challenge facing the governance process in seeking to use
and develop this territorial capital is the creation of horizontal and
vertical cooperation or coordination between various levels of
government (multi-level governance, vertical relations), between
sectoral policies with territorial impact, between territories, as well
as between governmental and non-governmental actors (multichannel governance, horizontal relations). It is equally challenging
to achieve integration and coherence between disparate
responsibilities, competences and visions of territories, in order to
help territorial cohesion in a sustainable way. Public powers have an
important role to play in meeting these challenges. The creation of
horizontal and vertical co-operation/coordination between various
levels of government, as well as between governmental and nongovernmental organisations and achieving integration between
disparate responsibilities have become central focus areas in
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assessing effective governance (see Figure 2, adapted from FIR,
p.4). Here the issue of effective governance vs. good governance is
not going to be discussed, though it will be returned to in the
analysis of the case studies. Here ‘effective governance’ refers to
achieving the goal and main objective set for the governance
process and ‘good governance’ refers to addressing the principles of
good governance outlined through out the 232 project. Another
issue worth clarifying is the question of ‘losers’ and ‘winners’ that is
referred to in the synthesis analysis below. As we had a strong
interest in investigating possible changes in power balance, the
question of whose interests were better or worse taken into account
in implementing the governance example in question was one of the
aspects investigated e.g. question “Were there obvious winners and
losers as a consequence of the decision which was taken?”.

Figure 2

Levels of coordinating Spatial Development

Source: adapted from Fig. 7, ESDP (1999 p.36)

Vertical co-ordination addresses co-ordination among territories at
different geographical levels, where the principles of multi-level
governance is a key feature:
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[W]e are seeing the emergence of multi-level governance, a
system of continuous negotiation among governments at
several territorial tiers -supra-national, national, regional and
local- as the result of broad process of institutional creation
and decisional reallocation that has pulled some previously
centralized functions of the state up to the supra-national
level and some down to the local/regional level (Marks, 1993,
p.392).
Problems of horizontal co-ordination display themselves in many
ways, posing challenges to the effective governance, as well as to
the coherence of policy action. At the root of the problems here is
the inability to co-ordinate both territorial policies, i.e. interaction
among policy sectors and actors (public/non public actors), and
territorial relations that occur at the same territorial level.
A third ‘dimension’ of importance for sub-national governance
relates to the quality of decision-making process in terms of the
principles included in the White paper on Governance. Public
participation is seen as a particularly important principle here, as it
is one of the core principles, not only of the White Paper on
European Governance (WPEG), but also as one of the five indices of
UN-HABITAT’s Urban Governance Index and one of the three pillars
of the Aarhus Convention. This dimension, as well as ‘openness’
(again one of the five principles from the WPEG) was included
amongst the governance dimensions that were originally reported
as a separate heading to be investigated in all the case studies. The
remaining three WPEG principles, i.e. accountability, effectiveness
and coherence, were also included in the guidelines for analysis.
Amongst other themes that were addressed was the degree and
nature of innovation, as well as the degree of success or failure.
Here the temporal aspect was equally of relevance: needless to say
if the process or practice was still only being established, it was
perhaps too early to judge whether it was a success. A minimum
criterion of success was the final decision on implementation, but in
some cases the examples provided interesting examples of the
governance process, even though the final decision was not reached
and in this sense the governance process turned out to be a failure.
There was also an attempt to assess factors that characterize good
governance (prerequisites, “mechanisms”), as well as their possible
“transferability” (transferability of conditions, but also transferability
as the capacity of adaptation to solve specific territorial problems
and assist decision making).
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1.4

Selection of the case studies

In order to ensure in-depth, qualitative case studies it was decided
that each partner should select a maximum of 2 case studies per
country, including trans-national and cross-border regions. In most
of the countries two case studies were indeed carried out, whilst in
the smallest countries only one case study was completed. All in all,
54 case studies have been carried out, meeting the expectation that
we would complete 50-60 selected cases, cf. tender. The partners
were asked to indicate the profile of the selected case studies,
based on ESPON typologies and a brief description of the interesting
features of the case study proposed. This was intended to provide
an overall picture of the proposed case studies, which could also
help to avoid a situation where all of case studies would be
positioned at one end of the matrix.
Every country was to have at least one case study and all case
studies were to be selected in a way that would help to highlight the
main governance characteristics or processes of change in the
country in question.

1.5

Designing the case studies – overview

According to guidelines for the case studies, developed in cooperation by the TPG, each of the case studies should contain
approximately 20 pages of information and description, organised
under analytical dimensions and heading as follows (the actual
questions to be answered are included as an appendix to this
report):
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Figure 3

Organisation of case studies

Organisation of case studies:
Part I: Context for the Case Studies
Part II: Thematic Sections: Key Aspects of Governance
Identified in Case Studies
I: Vertical relations during processes of public decision making
in the case study (effectiveness, coherence, accountability,
subsidiarity)
A: Vertical multi-level (of territories) relations of governance
B: Decentralisation, devolution, regionalisation
II: Horizontal relations during processes of public decisionmaking in the case study (effectiveness, coherence, accountability,
openness)
A: Horizontal “multi-channel” relations between actors, governmental
and non-governmental (civil society, private sector),
B: Horizontal relations among territories, coordination of territorially
based policies, multi-sectoral or integrated policies approaches
III Participation, openness
A: Public (non-governmental) participation in the processes of decisionmaking, and the implementation of decisions
B: Openness
IV Innovative tools, practices and mechanisms
V Outcomes (policies, strategies, and aspects of ‘integrated
policies’):
A: The decision(s):
B: Implementation
Part III: Governance failures and successes
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Part I, the context, is identifying objective aspects, which could be
the base for typologies, while the context also enables the case
studies – and the synthesis – to be linked to other ESPON
classifications or typologies: the geographical type of territory, the
type of institutional framework, currently, but also in the longer
term (maintenance of regime, incremental change and rapid
change), and spatial planning framework.
The subdivisions in part II stem from reflections on types of
governance that were reported on in the FIR and SIR
(considerations based upon the literature on governance and
operationalisation of the typologies of governance, respectively). It
should be noticed that in the previous interim reports it was
suggested that the Open Method of Coordination (OMC) was to be
analysed as a separate theme, but the national overviews (WP2)
had indicated that it was more appropriate to include an analysis of
OMC in the analysis of vertical relations. Also, in the preparation of
the guidelines it was felt that it was too difficult to operationalise
‘integrated policies’. Aspects that relate to ‘integrative policies’ were
then included in section V ‘Outcomes’. ‘Outcomes’ is to be
understood in ‘procedural’ terms, i.e. it is focusing on the decision
making process and the process of implementation, both of which
may contain ‘integrative’ elements.
Beforehand, it was expected that there would be a considerable
variation in the case studies due to the fact that the national teams
are focusing on various thematic aspects in part II of the case study
analyses. So, depending on the character of the case study in
question in some of the cases, for example, issues of vertical
coordination are in focus whereas in other studies issues of
horizontal coordination are of prime interest. Hereby, it is ensured
that the case studies are carried out in a way that allows for an indepth analysis of the most distinctive features of each of the case
studies. Accordingly, the case study synthesis (see next section) will
also have to reflect the fact that some of the case studies are
addressing certain issues in part II more than others. It should be
noted that despite the fact that the selection of case studies has
rested with the national researchers, the case studies are
distributed rather evenly between the various thematic aspects in
part II. This allows for a comparison of cases within each of the
thematic aspects identified. Hence, there is a direct link between
the typologies of governance discussed in earlier working packages
as well as in the previous interim reports, and the results of the
case studies.
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Part III on ‘Governance failures and successes’ were included in the
guidelines on the basis of a core team meeting held in Valencia in
February 2005. The main argument for the inclusion of this,
perhaps more analytical, approach was that it would be too difficult
to draw conclusions on the basis of the case study material unless
the national teams had worked out the pros and cons beforehand,
as the effectiveness and success of the cases necessarily needed to
be assesses in their national context.
In order to ensure comparability of the case studies on a more
quantitative basis, each of the research teams was asked to follow a
‘numeric approach’ by which the qualitative analysis of the case
studies is supplemented by a ranking of the importance of the
themes related to part II and part III.
1.6

Case Studies – an overview

Map 1 shows the geographical distribution and location of the case
studies that were eventually carried out. Figure 4 provides a list of
the case studies with their identification number that is used
throughout the project.
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Map 1

Distribution and location of case studies

Figure 4
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Figure 1.4
Country
1. Portugal
2. Austria

3. Italy

4. France
5. Germany
6. Belgium
7. Switzerland
8. Slovenia
9. Czech Rep.
10. Spain

11. Hungary
12. Denmark
13. Estonia
14. Finland
15. Latvia
16. Norway
17. Sweden
18. Lithuania
19. Ireland
20. Romania
21. Slovakia
22. U.K.
23.
Luxembourg

Case study identification

Case Study
1.1 The Atlantic Axis (Eixo Atlântico)
1.2 Metro do Porto
2.1 Leoben
2.2 Regional managements in Austria
3.1 Mezzogiorno Development Programme – Integrated
Territorial Projects (PIT) – Calatino Sud Simeto
3.2 Project of Promotion of Sustainable Development
Processes in the Pinerolese (PPSP)
4.1 The “Pays” policy
4.2 The analysis of the town planning instruments of the
urban area of Lyon
5.1 The Socially Integrative City (Duisburg, Essen or Herne)
5.3 New planning bodies (Hannover)
6.1 The development of Zaventem airport
6.2 The project “Tour et Taxis”
7.1. Greater Zurich Area
7.2 “Glow.dasGlattal”
8.1 The influence of European corridors and displacement of
Schengen borders on regional growth
9.1. Brownfields
9.2 Sprawl in Prague Metropolitan Area
10.1 Pla Estratègic del Litoral Metropolità de Barcelona (PEL)
10.2 Pla Director del Sistema Urbanístic Costaner (PDUSC)
10.3 Pla Territorial Metropolità de Barcelona (PTMB)
11.1 The Process of Developing the National Spatial Plan
11.2 The Process of Developing the Spatial Plan for the
Agglomeration of Budapest
12.1 The Triangle Area
12.2 The Oresund Region
13.1 Via Baltica
14.1 The Structural Land Use Plan of Lahti Region
14.2 Haparanda-Torneå
15.1 Zemgale Technological Park
15.2 Kurzeme Transport System Initiative
16.1 Trøndelag counties: common regional development plan
16.2 Enhetsfylke Hedmark.
17.1 Västra Götaland Region
17.2 ARKO-collaboration
18.1 Comprehensive plan of the territory of Lithuania, adopted
in 2002
18.2 Vilnius city strategic plan 2002-2012
19.1 Greater Dublín GD
19.2 Atlantic Gateways AG
20.1 Development and spatial planning in the Tourism
Development Micro-region “Gutin Mountains”
20.2 Prahova County – Ploesti Area*
21.1 Slovak Spatial Development Perspective 2001
21.2 Pilot Study of the residential area Jánošíková, Malacky
22.1 Strategic Waste Management in England –SWM
22.2 South Yorkshire Partnership (UK) Case Study
23.2 The “Pôle européen de développement”
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Country
24. Cyprus
25. Bulgaria
26. Greece

27. Poland
28.
Netherlands
29. Malta

Case Study
24. The “Greater Nicosia Development Plan”
25. Master Plan for the Metropolitan Area of Sofia
26.1 Devolution of powers, regionalization and spatial
planning
26. 2 Prefectural development companies: An instrument for…
27.1 Euroregion Nysa (Neisse)
27.2 Transport Policy in a metropolitan area. The case of
Warsaw
28.1 Knooppunt Arnhem Nijmegen (KAN-region)
28.2 “Het Drielandenpark” (Park of three countries)
29.1 The Regeneration of Cottonera
29.2 Garigue: A wasted land or a fertile land?

*This case study was only available in the shape of numerical tables and it is
therefore not possible to include it in the case study synthesis and analysis.

1.7

Synthesis of case studies

While preparing the case study synthesis (at meetings held during
the second half of 2005 in Stockholm, Brussels and Dortmund with
the participation of researchers from Nordregio, IGEAT and IRPUD)
a prime concern was to ensure that the synthesis would provide
findings that could be related to the results of other ESPONprojects. The link between the ESPON 2.3.2 case studies, as well as
the supplemental ‘numerical approach’, and the results of other
ESPON projects is primarily established by crossing the applied
‘typology of governance’ (part II in the guidelines for the case
studies, see above) with a ‘geographical typology’ that has been
based upon viewpoints and definitions used in other ESPON
projects, cf. SIR. By crossing the two ‘typologies’ it has been
possible to construct an analytical matrix:
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Transnational/
cross-border
(ch.2)
National (ch.3)
Regional
Polycentric
Urban
Networks
(ch.4)
Functional
Urban
Areas,
Metropolitan
Regions (ch.5)
Urban-Rural
(ch.6)
Intra-city
(ch.7)

The analytical matrix can also be read as a synopsis for the case
study synthesis. In general the case study synthesis has consisted
of two interrelated analytical processes: a ‘horizontal’ synthesis,
which was carried out by using a geographical grouping of the case
studies, and a ‘vertical’ synthesis, which was primarily focusing on
dimensions of ‘good governance’, e.g. public participation, openness
and innovative and interesting practice. The ‘horizontal’ synthesis
and the ‘vertical’ synthesis formed the principal input to the
overarching synthesis. The synthesis for each of the dimensions was
undertaken in an inductive way, which means that the cases were
read across the governance dimensions for each of the six
geographical dimensions separately. Each of those six ‘horizontal’
syntheses has then fed into the separate ‘territorial synthesis’
chapters (chapters 2-7 in this report).
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III:
Governance trends

II, V B:
Outcomes - implementation

II, V:
Outcomes – decisions

II, IV :
Innovative
and
or
interesting
tools,
practices and mechanisms (ch.8.3.3)

II, III B:
Openness (ch.8.3.2)

II, III A:
Public Participation (ch.8.3.1)

II, II A:
Horizontal – ‘multi-channel’

II, I A:
Vertical: Multi-level relations

I: Context

Geographical
dimensions:

devolution,

Governance
dimensions:

II, II B:
Horizontal – co-ordination and integrated
policies

Analytical matrix for case study synthesis

II, I B:
Vertical:
Decentralisation,
regionalisation

Figure 5

A similar process was also carried out on the two governance
dimensions participation and openness and the factor of innovative
practices. These were analysed one by one and became input into a
concluding sub-chapter 8.3.
In order to make sure that the chosen analytical strategy is
adequate, and if necessary to adjust it accordingly, it was decided
to process a number of case studies for each of the ‘synthetic’
chapters. A first step thus included a pilot study to formulate and
test an analytical framework for synthesis, based upon the
guidelines for case studies. In the analytical framework each
question from the guidelines was still present, but the answers to
the questions were now registered in a very synthetic way (in most
cases ‘yes’ or ‘no’). This synthetic way is nevertheless allowing
nuances to be expressed, and even comments if something
important has to be underlined. The requirement of being synthetic
is obvious, as there were over 50 case studies, but the possibility
for comments and nuance is also important, as based on the
treatment of the case studies governance trends were then
identified. The general analytical framework was then used to treat
one case study for each geographical category, in order to refine it
further. This process led to some changes in the analytical
framework:


The two sections on vertical relations of the guidelines, II, I, A
and B (multi-level relations and decentralisation, devolution, and
regionalisation) were merged



In the section on the horizontal relations (II, II) the part
concerning multi-channel relations (A), was supplemented with
the part of section B that deals with territorial coordination



The other part of section B (integration and coordination ) was
seen to concern both vertical as well as horizontal integration or
coordination, and should be addressed in each of those
accordingly



The part on innovative tools, practices and mechanisms was
extended to ‘innovative and/or interesting’ tools, practices and
mechanisms, as the concept of innovation was in some cases
seen potentially problematic.

All these changes were made after the test period, and were based
on the practical treatment of several case studies. This process led
to the final ‘analytical framework’, which was the same for each
geographical territory, except for some additions for the
transnational/cross-border cases, cf. appendix.
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The changes can be depicted in a revised version of the analytical
matrix (the synopsis) in the following way:

Figure 6

Revised version of analytical matrix for case study
synthesis;

Transnational/
cross-border
(ch.2)
National (ch.3)
’Regional’
Polycentric
Urban
Networks
(ch.4)
Functional
Urban
Areas,
Metropolitan
Regions (ch.5)
Urban-Rural
(ch.6)
Intra-city
(ch.7)
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Governance failures and successes

Outcomes - implementation

Outcomes – decisions

Innovative and/or interesting tools,
practices and mechanisms (ch.8.3.3)

Openness (ch.8.3.2)

Public Participation (ch.8.3.1)

Horizontal: ‘Multi-channel’
Territorial co-ordination

Vertical: Multi-level relations, and
decentralisation, devolution, and
regionalisation

Geographical
dimensions:

Context

Governance
dimensions:

Figure 7
Governance
dimensions:
Geographical
dimensions:

Overview of case studies

Vertical: Multi-level relations, and
decentralisation, devolution, and
regionalization. Open method of
coordination (OMC)

Horizontal: ‘Multi-channel’
Territorial co-ordination

Public Participation and openness
(ch.8), and innovative and/or
interesting tools, practices and
mechanisms (ch.9)

Transnational/
cross-border
(ch.2)

1.1
8.1
12.2
13.1
14.2
17.2
23.2
27.1
28.2

1.1
8.1
12.2
13.1
14.2
17.2
27.1
28.2

12.2
13.1
14.2
17.2
23.2
27.1
28.2

National
(ch.3)

2.2
4.1
9.1
11.1
15.2
18.1
21.1
26.1

2.2
4.1
9.1
11.1
15.2
18.1
26.1

2.2
4.1
9.1
11.1
15.2
18.1
21.1

Regional,
Polycentric,
Urban
Networks
(ch.4)

3.1
10.1
12.1
15.1
16.1
16.2
17.1
19.2
22.1
28.1

3.1
10.1
12.1
15.1
16.1
17.1
19.2
22.1
22.2
28.1

3.1
10.1
12.1
15.1
16.1
16.2
22.2
28.1

1.2
4.2
6.1
7.1
7.2
9.2
10.3
11.2
14.1
19.1
20.1
24
25
27.2

1.2
4.2
6.1
7.1
9.2
10.3
11.2
14.1
19.1
20.1
24
25
27.2

2.1
3.2
20.2*
26.2
29.2

2.1
3.2
5.3
10.2
20.2*
26.2
29.2

Functional
Urban Areas,
Metropolitan
Regions
(ch.5)

Urban-Rural
(ch.6)
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1.2
4.2
6.1
7.1
7.2
9.2
11.2
14.1
19.1
20.1
24
27.2

2.1
3.2
10.2
26.2
29.2

Intra-city
(ch.7)

6.2
18.2
21.2
29.1

5.1
18.2
21.2
29.1

5.1
6.2
18.2
29.1

*This case study was only available in the shape of numerical tables and it is
therefore not possible to include it in the case study synthesis and analysis.

Based on the information from the case study authors, each case
study was identified regarding its geographical dimension in the
analytical matrix. The case study authors also indicated which
governance dimensions that were of particular relevance for each
case. Figure 7 provides an overview of this classification. Each case
study only appears in one geographical dimension and will be dealt
with in the respective chapter below (2-7). In a few cases there
were ambiguities regarding the classification of a case study that
may have characteristics of more than one geographical dimension.
Therefore, once case (22.2) appear in the analysis both in chapter 4
and 6, but it is first and foremost regarded as belonging to the
category ‘regional, polycentric urban networks’ and is therefore
placed in that dimension in figure 7.
The development of the analytical framework has helped the
persons undertaking the synthesis to extract the essential features
of each of the case studies, and at the same time the process of
condensing the material were facilitated. Also, the fact that some of
the analyses has been done during the ‘pilot study phase’ in
November and December 2005, while the rest were carried out in
February-April 2006 and by a number of different people, clearly
necessitated a common analytical framework. Based on the entries
in the analytical framework (the extracted and condensed
information) an overview, a synthesis, of the processes for each of
the dimensions analysed was thus established.
The results of the synthesis supplement the results from the
indicator-based study, and also duplicate the analytical distinction
between the structural and the process level in the interpretation,
as sketched out in the figure 2. Aspects relating to the process
dimension (e.g. questions such as ‘regionalisation’ or ‘devolution’)
can be interpreted by the use of the analysis provided in ESPON
3.2. It has been the aspiration of the research team that the two
lines of research will also contribute to identifying current and
possibly future trends in territorial governance. The final analysis of
the case studies also included the development of first ideas for
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policy implications, to be developed into policy recommendations on
the three ESPON scales of analysis (micro, meso and macro) in the
final report and in co-operation with the members of the TPG.
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2

Trans-national and cross-border regions
It is Incremental Evolutionary Transformation,
that is, gradual tinkering and bricolage,
punctuated by moments of epochal or
paradigmatic change, that best describes the
processes of change in western capitalist
states and it is probably this which is captured
by the exploding number of works on
“governance” in recent years. (Loughlin 2004,
8)
In
the
context
of
an
increasing
Europeanisation and internationalisation of
non-central governments, cross-border cooperation among contiguous local and
regional authorities is only one special case
amongst a variety of other such initiatives.
[…] These co-operation initiatives tend to
focus on public policy co-ordination among
participating
authorities
provided
they
manage to go beyond merely ceremonial
declarations of common cross-border visions.
(Perkmann 2003, 12)

2.1

Introduction

This analysis seeks to address the nature and challenges of
governance
in
trans-national
and
cross-border
regional
constellations in Europe. The citations above refer to some of the
key aspects apparent in the governance of these European crossborder entities: the evolutionary nature of these constellations
and their gradual Europeanisation, which often oscillate between
mere declaratory or diplomatic nature and more explicit coordinating efforts within different policy sectors, including
territorial/spatial planning. Examples of both extremes are found
amongst the case studies and the decisive factors influencing the
nature of these entities seem to be linked to the degree of formality
and the legal status, the functional / sector-specific scope, and the
historical perspective (connected also to cultural and identity
issues). Schmitt-Egner‘s definition of ‘cross-border co-operation’ as
‘cross-border interaction between neighbouring regions for the
preservation, governance and development of their common living
space, without the involvement of their central authorities’
(Schmitt-Egner 1998: 63, cited in Perkmann 2003, 4) is one part of
the story, even though there are degrees to which the central
authorities are involved and in some cases the extension of crossborder regions from mere (?) ‘working communities’ to legal entities
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in their own right may require a more active participation of the
central authorities as well.
Most of the case study regions are cross-border cases and
Euroregions (or examples of processes taking place in them). Whilst
it is beyond the scope of the analysis here to provide a more
universal analysis of ‘Euroregions’, some clarifying remarks may be
called for. In most cases the case studies are types of cross-border
or "frontier institutions" (CoE 2000, 16), which are denoted by a
collective relationship across a frontier with at least publicly
recognised, if not necessarily official, status. It may cover situations
ranging from a relationship endorsed by an intergovernmental
agreement to the close links established between associations on
different sides of a frontier. All these relationships that are
institutionalised by agreements, protocols, statutes or lasting and
regular contacts must have three basic parameters, which tie in
with any definition of the trans-frontier region:


an area of varying size, delimited to a certain extent;



communities or administrative units separated by a common
frontier:



local and regional functions, whether single, multiple or general,
with corresponding powers. (Ibid.)

The institutionalization may vary and here the legal personality
becomes of interest. Three types of ‘Euroregions’ have been
identified in this respect:
1. Euroregions without legal personality (working communities or
communities of interest)
2. Euroregions which are based on private law
3. Euroregions which are based on public law (Council of Europe
2006)
As has been noted previously by the Council of Europe, many of the
"Euroregions", especially those newly established in the central and
eastern European countries seem to be in fact working communities
and communities of interest, perhaps more appropriately seen as
forums for informal trans-frontier information and consultation.

2.2

Case study descriptions

1.1 Atlantic Arc is a Portuguese-Spanish cross-border case of a
voluntary association comprising 18 municipalities, half of which are
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located in Northern Portugal and the other half in the region of
Galicia (far North-western Spain). The initiative’s main goal was to
enhance the role of the North-western Iberian Peninsula and
especially that of its main cities. The Axis’s Charter was approved in
June 1992.
12.2 The Öresund Region is a cross-border initiative, initiated by the
Swedish and Danish government to jointly develop Skåne and
Zealand regions with the aim of integrating economic development
in the two regions, located on each side of the Sound. Whilst the cooperation stems from early 1960s, the current form of political
organisation ‘The Öresund Committee’ was established in 1992 and
consists of political representatives from regional and local
authorities in Skåne and Greater Copenhagen. Öresund is one of the
8 cross-border regions under the auspices of the Nordic Council of
Ministers, as well as an Interreg Programme area.
13.1 Via Baltica is a trans-national case study, consisting of the
international road corridor running from Finland to the Baltic states
of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, that is of vital importance for land
transport in the Eastern part of the BSR. Development of the route
started in 1991 and obtained the status of a Pan-European Corridor
in 1994.
14.2 Haparanda-Tornio is a cross-border case, summarised here in
the ways in which it has put forward a spatial plan for the city
centres developed within this twin city on the northern SwedishFinnish border (project “On the Border” / “Rajalla”). The cities have
a long tradition of close co-existence and co-operation and gradually
this have been developing towards an idea of a merged twin-city
across the national borders.
17.2 ARKO co-operation (named after the two original communities
that established the co-operation, i.e. ARvika and KOngsvinger) is a
Swedish-Norwegian
cross-border
collaboration,
originally
established in 1965. Co-operation consists today of 7 Norwegian
and 4 Swedish municipalities and is one of the Nordic Council of
Ministers cross-border areas.
23.2 ‘Pôle Européen de Développement’ (PED, European Pole of
development) represents a cross-border case around the
“agglomeration of the PED” covering 27 municipalities, of which 20
are in France, 4 in Belgium and 3 in Luxembourg. The initiative is
centred around “Parc International d’activités”, including activity
zones in the three countries seeking to promote the economic
dynamism of the area.
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27.1. Euroregion NYSA represents a cross-border case, which was
established in December 1991 as the very first Euroregion in Central
Europe across the Polish, German and Czech borders. There are 50
municipalities belonging to the Euroregion from Poland.
28.2 Het Drielandenpark/Park of Three Countries encompasses the
southernmost part of the Netherlands, the eastern part of Belgium
and the German area of Aachen and Eschweiler, that have a long
history of co-operation, in which in 2001 the Drielandenpark project
was established as a cross-border initiative for achieving an
integrated management approach to the Spatial Development of the
area, focusing on nature conservation, landscape qualities, cultural
heritage, integrated water management and sustainable agricultural
practice.
In the case of cross-border communities, it seems to be the case
that the more mature ones (e.g. those in the Nordic countries), with
a long history behind them may in some cases be willing to move to
a more legally advanced form of co-operation as well (e.g. the
Finnish case study). The Nordic cases of “På Gränsen/Rajalla” in
Tornio-Haparanda, ARKO across the Swedish and Norwegian
borders, and Öresund across the Danish-Swedish border are all
examples where previous co-operation and long-standing historical
and cultural ties are central to achieving new governance models
across borders. They are closely connected to the Nordic Council of
Ministers co-operation, under which cross-border co-operation has
been financed and promoted in an organized manner since 1971,
with some of the cross-border initiatives stemming from even
earlier (e.g. Öresund-co-operation was already established in
1964). The nature of the co-operation and the concrete modes of
governance and management have however adjusted to changing
circumstances and have become more ‘Europeanised’, as the
countries involved in these initiatives have joined the EU. The latest
additions to the cross-border ‘family’ thus include those of the latest
accession, where the co-operation was established since the end of
the Cold War and has became institutionalised as Euroregions e.g.
NYSA-co-operation from 1991.

2.3

Context

The countries represented by the trans-national and cross-border
case study regions vary in their nature from a decentralised unitary
(e.g. Sweden and the Netherlands) to unitary centralised and
geographically limited (Luxemburg) or centralised (Portugal). There
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are no case studies however from federal EU Member States,
though the cross-border areas include one case of PortugueseSpanish co-operation (though from the point of view of Portugal).
This means that the perspective of the regions is that of
predominately
unitary
states,
with
differing
degrees
of
decentralisation. In most cases the case study regions are
constellations of voluntary co-operation between municipalities,
ranging from one municipality on both sides of the border (as in the
case of Tornio-Haparanda) to a broader group of municipalities
(most other case studies). All of the case studies also reflect strong
autonomy and activity from the local authorities. It seems that the
more recent the initiative, the more dependent it is on local
authorities and less attention is given to the involvement of private
stakeholders and the third sector. It is quite surprising however that
in cases where local authorities are the driving forces, relatively
little attention is given to the role of the citizens. One would assume
that these two go hand in hand, in the form of traditional
representative democracy. Openness and participation are however
quite limited to the traditional public sector representatives.
All cases are summarised below, with the exception of the Slovenian
case study that had a different template. Some examples based on
it are however given where relevant.
Four of the cases are centralised in terms of their (national) politicoinstitutional context (Portugal, Via Baltica, Luxemburg and
Slovenia), the rest are decentralised unitary (Öresund, HaparandaTornio, ARKO, NYSA and Het Drielandenpark). The status and also
the scale differ from one case to the next. Three are defined first
and foremost as ‘Euroregions’ (“Integrated Euroregions” with a
formal status - Atlantic Arc, Öresund, NYSA), two as voluntary cooperation regions formed by municipalities (ARKO and TornioHaparanda), Via Baltica is a TEN-project, PED/Lux a ‘co-operation
area’ and Het Drielandenpark a cross-border project. All have
municipalities as their constituent parts, except Öresund, where the
sub-national regional level is the main unit. The history of cooperation also varies considerably, as the oldest have already 40
years of existence behind them (Öresund – 1964, though the
current Öresund Committee dates from 1992 and ARKO – 1965,
though “revitalised” with the Swedish EU-membership), whilst even
the relative new-comers have existed since the early 1990s (Via
Baltica and NYSA since 1991, Atlantic Arc since 1992). The
Luxemburg case is slightly different, as it represents a cross-border
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agglomeration or “European tri-national pole” (and therefore has a
more functional status).
Except for the Luxemburg case, all case studies have a connection
to Interreg (or PHARE in case of NYSA), be it as a Interreg IIIA
region (Öresund) or as an active element in such a programme
(Interreg IIIA in the case of Haparanda-Tornio, Sweden-Norway in
the case of ARKO) or as a recipient of Interreg project funding
(Atlantic Arc - Interreg (A, B, and C), also Leader, Equal and Urban;
Via Baltica Nordica-Interreg IIIB, Het Drielandenpark – previous IIC
funding).
The spatial planning framework is in most cases informal, as in
most cases the constituent parts cannot have formal status in this
area, but strategic planning is undertaken with a common vision as
a framework for this activity (this is the core of the HaparandaTornio case study). In the ARKO case it is argued that ‘collaboration
has no remit in spatial planning’.

2.4

Vertical relations

In terms of the co-ordination efforts involved in the cross-border
cases, there is a lot of intangible “social capital” that is created and
whilst difficult to identify in quantifiable terms is central for the
future success of these initiatives and to the possibility of creating
innovative forms of co-operation, both vertically and horizontally. As
is argued in the Portuguese case…
The process has been fuelled by a great deal of political goodwill
over the last 18 years and has evolved accordingly – with ups and
downs in levels of enthusiasm. This Euro-region has nevertheless
achieved a certain degree of consolidation. There is territorial
identity and continuity, cultural identity and population density, and
this implies a strong density of liaison. Even so, the cross-border
character of this space of territorial governance naturally gives rise
to new issues on governance which are at times difficult to
overcome. (Portuguese case study report)
This also relates to the correspondence between national and crossborder forms of governance. If the national governance model is
centralized and top-down, it is very difficult to foster cross-border
initiatives that would be otherwise. The administrative culture is
therefore an aspect that needs to be borne in mind.
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In most cases membership in the co-operative bodies is distributed
evenly between the member countries’ representatives and there is
a rotating Presidency (e.g. Öresund, Atlantic Axis).
Most cases represent incremental change, though in the case of
Öresund there was also more profound structural reform and in the
case of PED/Luxemburg regime maintenance.
Central government has a role in implementation in Via Baltica and
Tornio-Haparanda, has an indirect role in NYSA and Atlantic Arc
(supervisory in the first, more central in the second with the central
authority with regional representation, i.e. the Northern Region
Planning and Development Commission of Portugal approves the
projects). In Öresund the central committee has observer status.
Only in ARKO is it argued that central government is without any
role.
Local interests are the main focus of the case studies in general,
though it is
worth pointing
out that also
traditional
governmental/inter-governmental concerns are of relevance. The
vertical relations thus are central and the reliance on the national
level for setting the rules of the game and facilitating the creation of
advantageous circumstances for trans-national or cross-border
initiatives should not be overlooked. In most cases the only conflictmanagement practice that exists is national rather than local or
regional (e.g. the referendum possibility which was available in the
Finnish case and in fact used on the Swedish side of the border, or
the fact that both Sweden and Finland received an official
notification from the EU commission concerning the directive on
environmental impact assessment). The question of legal status
may also be central, as in the Finnish case.

The Finnish cross-border case may also be of relevance for other
cross-border or trans-national regions that seek to solve the legal
conundrums associated with cross-border entities of this type, as
spatial planning is traditionally very much a national issue, and in
most cases also local. The case is an example of a first spatial plan
in a cross-border context, which has necessitated a national level
investigation into how to ensure that this can take place in a legally
appropriate and sustainable manner. The Ministry of the Interior set
up a working group for this purpose in 2001 and co-operation was
undertaken between the governments. The aim was to clarify the
legal potential for intensifying cross-border cooperation between
municipalities in Finland and Sweden on both sides of the national
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frontier, and to make proposals on this basis. The group was to
focus primarily on ways of setting up a joint cooperation body under
public law through which such municipalities would be able to
operate. There have been potential constitutional issues however
that have stood in the way of starting the drafting of a
constitutional treaty upon which the cross-border public body with
legal status could be based. These are in most cases connected to
the need to ensure that the constitutional rights of all citizens are
respected, e.g. the issue of linguistic rights. On the Finnish side
these issues have been solved in the investigation since 2002, in
Sweden there is another national investigation on-going, to be
reported in 2006. (Based on the Finnish case study report.)
In almost all of the cases it is argued that there is no conflict
resolution mechanism. In the Haparanda-Tornio case this is
included in national planning legislation and also the referendum
possibility (used on the Swedish side) is seen as potentially playing
such a role. In ARKO it is argued that there is no mechanism, but
neither have there been conflicts.
National or intergovernmental agendas and interests are naturally
also of key relevance when the future of Interreg funding is
considered, which is particularly referred to in the Nordic and Dutch
case studies. Bargaining will have to be undertaken and here the
local actors need to mobilize and get support both from national
capitals and across the EU. Here also the broader dynamic of
European integration may be of relevance. It is referred to
specifically in the Polish case study, where the broader European
agenda is also present through the post-Cold War context and it is
argued that the “future development of the Euroregion will depend
upon the advances in building of the European unity”.

2.5

Horizontal relations / integration

The nature of co-ordination and co-operation varies, with some
‘best practice’ being identified. All cross-border forms of cooperation seem to have ‘consensual decision-making’ as their ideal.
The degree to which this is achieved depends on the nature of the
sector and the nature of the questions at stake, i.e. how politicized
the issues at stake are.
The co-operative constellations are not seen as particularly dynamic
in terms of their actor-base, as none report ‘new actors being
involved’. Co-operation and dialogue is the preferred mode of
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interaction in almost all. In Öresund this includes specifically certain
strategically prioritized areas (e.g. innovation), in NYSA ‘planning
and implementation in dialogue’ is referred to and “Negotiation for a
common vision” in Het Drielandenpark / Park of 3 Countries. The
Dutch tradition of ‘poldermodel’ is an example of consensus
democracy and promoting inclusion in planning.
In governance practice terms we can refer to the Dutch case as a
‘benchmark, as the ‘consensus democracy’ or ‘poldermodel’ is an
important characteristic of Dutch governance and corporatist
political tradition, also when it comes to spatial planning. As a basis
for this polder-model in spatial planning, a web of institutions and
discussion boards have been created, under which are the Spatial
Planning Bureau and the Central Planning Bureau. Other non-spatial
planning institutions are the Social Economic Council (SER), the
Council of state (Raad van State) and the Scientific Council to
Governmental Policy (WRR). (Dutch case study report; see also Ven
1998;Delsen 2002)

Also, in the Portuguese case the horizontal nature of the initiative
was the very core of the functional motivation and driving force
behind the co-operation, also providing an impetus for business
involvement in the future. In most cases the initiatives are
organised in loose voluntary models of co-operation and no specific
formal co-ordination efforts are included. In Atlantic Arc this is
attempted through ad hoc working groups, in Öresund, HaparandaTornio, ARKO, NYSA and Het Drielandenpark partnership-based
steering groups have this role. In PED/Lux co-ordination efforts are
attempted in the transport sector. Specific co-ordinating efforts in
spatial planning are even more rare (in Het Drielandenpark there is
a Development Perspective, i.e. a strategic Spatial Plan for this
purpose, in Lux there is an activity park that is mentioned as an
example). Only in Haparanda-Tornio has there been actual crossborder planning in the form of the plan for the shared city centre
area.
The question of accountability is usually settled in the national
context. In Atlantic Arc the Presidency is seen as holding this
position,
in
Haparanda-Tornio
the
Provincia
Bothniensis’
‘government’, in ARKO and Het Drielandenpark / Park of 3 Countries
a non-binding steering group.
Conflicts are rarely referred to, though they clearly can be on the
agenda when it comes to spatial planning. Tensions between
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economic and ecological aspects of sustainability and the choice
between investing in nature conservation or infrastructure projects
are such typical examples. As the project leader of the
Drielandenpark stated: “economics now prevail over ecologies and
sustainability. In this economic crisis, the Euroregion rather spends
money on large infrastructural projects to boost the economy of the
region than on the development of a nice footpath or promenade
through the hills and valleys of a naturepark” (Blokland 2005).
Accordingly, the EU (through the Euroregion) is no longer
prioritizing the Drielandenpark project (Poulssen 2005) (Blokland
2005).
Territorial co-ordination most often takes place in thematically
organized working groups or similar (e.g. in the case of the Het
Drielandenpark
Landscape
and
Culture;
Urbanization
and
Infrastructure; Nature; Water and the environment; Agriculture and
Tourism).
Similarly in the Portuguese case, working groups and committees
are established for co-ordination purposes, through they tend to be
more ad hoc and connected to the projects (e.g. also Technical
Assistance Committees and Deputy Committees, in the areas of
culture and sports, tourism, the environment, or education and
youth). Yet this is not seen as a particularly successful means of
achieving policy integration and participation and it is argued that
“In Northern Portugal, despite public policies aiming at the
consolidation and reinforcement of Portuguese cities (through
PROSIURB or the Regional Operational Programme), the funding
has not favoured an urban and territorially integrated approach in a
clear and transparent manner.” (Portuguese case study, p. 6)

The geographical scope can also be of a more dynamic and coordinated nature. In the case of Via Baltica Nordica for instance the
meso level involves the co-ordination and administration of the
project, transnational co-operation covering the whole zone,
common marketing activities and co-operation between different
actors in the Baltic Sea Region.
In the Öresund case there has both been a long-term commitment
to integration on the grass-roots level (through addressing the
different types of barriers and problems that borders entail for the
local population and its ability to commute etc.) and a more
strategic focus, in recent years trying to promote cluster
development and innovation (e.g. “Öresund Science Region”). Here
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there has been an active attempt to include new actors from the
R&D and business sectors.
The closer to a “normal” national initiative one gets, the more
inclusion and formal requirements for participation, accountability in
the form of public hearings etc. one finds. In the Tornio-Haparanda
case the “interested parties” identified in the participation and
impact assessment of the “På Gränsen –Rajalla” project’s detail
plan, range from residents and landowners to customs authorities,
the regional environmental authorities, road administrations,
regional and local museums, county administrative boards,
neighbouring municipalities, border authorities, all the branches of
local government (education, culture, social and health issues etc.),
and a variety of local voluntary associations and organisations (from
neighbourhood associations to birdwatchers).

2.6

Participation

All of the cases mention consultation processes and participation. In
most of the cases the participation procedures are informal and
voluntary; only in the Finnish case are they defined as statutory,
being prescribed by an Act. The participation mechanisms are not
considered to be particularly effective (Portuguese, Luxemburg,
Poland, Netherlands), or in some cases it was difficult to judge
(Sweden). The non-governmental participation in particular was
seen to be low. In five of the cases however participation is
considered as having importance in boosting awareness and public
debate (Danish, Estonian, Finnish, Luxemburg, Poland). In one of
the cases the business community was considered most active in
co-ordinating interests (Finland). Politicians are by far most relevant
as mobilising actors (only in the Netherlands and Estonian case
were they not seen in this role).

2.7

Openness

In four of the cases, there existed a mechanism for openness, such
as a website, meetings and in one of the cases (Finland) there was
also legislation guaranteeing openness. None of the case mentioned
any mechanism to involve actors which should be involved but are
not participating. Also, no human or financial resources were
available for mechanisms for openness. In the Öresund case there
are earmarked resources in the activity programme for minor co-
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operation projects in order to create ‘public anchorage’ / local
embeddedness.
In many cases there are quite active information activities, though
perhaps in most cases based on a more one-way flow of information
and communication, rather than actual interaction. All cases report
having a website and information letter or similar. In the more topdown initiatives the coordination of information activities (as other
co-ordination efforts) is incumbent on the political leadership, such
as in the case of Portugal where the Secretary-General submits
proposals of his own to the President and the other members, or
accepts proposals from the different members to present to the
remainder for discussion and to be put to the vote. In some cases,
other institutions may possibly become partners or offer specific
technical assistance, at times as a contribution to support
applications.
In cases where we come closer to traditional local government,
openness is particularly well catered for.
For example, these issues are formally well catered for in the
Finnish system and “the mechanism is prescribed in the Finnish
Planning and Building Act. The legislative basis for public
participation and influence on public matters is defined mainly in the
Finnish constitution, Local Government Act, Act on the Openness of
Government Activities, Administrative Procedure Act and in Land
Use and Building Act.” Yet even here there is less attention to new
forms of mobilizing associations and groupings of citizens.

In the other cases the practice is familiar from cross-border
initiatives and Interreg contexts and involve ad hoc meetings,
consultations, surveys, newspaper articles and other media
activities, as well as publicity flyers and public inquiries (these
examples from the Portuguese case study).
In fact, in some of the case studies the very need and motivation of
citizens participation and making the initiative known amongst the
public at large is analysed. Who are the final beneficiaries of this
type of activity is a question that these types of co-operation
constellations are necessarily facing.
As argued in the Portuguese case study report….
…Euro-regions should exist as a means to bring together
collective know-how, with a view to building spatial policies at
a European level. In other words, they should exist for the
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political powers. But should they also exist for companies and
people?
The answer to this question can only be found once
evolutionary processes have determined its greater or lesser
relevance. The spheres of liaison do not have to be
transversal to all the agents and to people in general; they
may favour cooperation networks of variable geometry in
accordance with the interests at hand, some giving priority to
proximity, while others involve participants at greater
distances from each other.
If what is at stake is the construction of a new sphere of
belonging, a matter which has as yet to be clarified within the
project, insufficient attention has been paid to the processes
required to foster participation and dissemination of
information. (Portuguese case study, p. 13.)
2.8

Innovation

Leaving aside the cross-border constellations as innovation in
themselves, another aspect of innovation was the strategic insight
and consensus-building that takes place. In a majority of the cases
the innovation was perceived to be found in the initiative itself, i.e.
the establishment of a cross-border community and integration and
co-ordination process. “Flexible structure for voluntary cooperation” as it was referred to in the Portuguese case, or “a type of
informal network governance” in the Swedish ARKO case are typical
aspects of organisational innovation referred to. In the Luxemburg
case the development pole itself, as well as the cross-border ‘EU
laboratory’ were referred to as dimensions of innovation.
Depending on the maturity of the initiative however, the
expectations may increase and the traditional motivations for crossborder co-operation may be gradually diminished in comparison to
economic gains for the business community, more tangible value
added to the local population, as well as a more clearly outlined
legal context for co-operation.
Examples of innovative and interesting mechanisms or tools have
been identified in three of the cases and all these were related to
the way of cooperation between the cross-border regions. However,
at least in the Swedish and Finnish cases the cooperating
organisations built do not have any legally binding decision-making
power. These cases involve local, municipal level actors whereas the
Luxembourg case also involves authorities on province, region and
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state levels. All of the cases are aimed at improving the local living
conditions and promoting economic life. In the vast majority of the
cases there are no formal conflict-resolution procedures, rather
conflicts are dealt with through dialogue.
It also seems that more attention should be given to technical
solutions and practices that can promote participative planning. In
the case of Via Baltica for instance GIS/ Internet technologies,
including hardware, software, know-how and dissemination of
possibilities, are transferred to the property of the regional and local
actors as a result of the pilot projects. Similarly innovations in
methodologies, such as work with trans-national indicators (e.g.
Öresund) are interesting.
In particular in the Drielandenpark case the involvement of public
sector representatives was seen to be an issue that contributed to
the absence of innovation in the sense that this type of co-operation
between sector authorities is the most traditional co-operation and
seldom manages to create real innovation. It is not necessarily the
case that in the cross-border context governance innovation
requires a form of co-operation that goes also beyond the sector
authorities and also relies on co-operation patterns between the
residents, politicians and voluntary sector – innovation can also
entail a transfer of practice between national/local and regional
authorities. It does seem to be the case however that national
legislation and regulation can be an element hampering further
trans-national governance innovation.
The possibility of boosting the visibility of the region and the
initiative were not discussed very much, though it may be worth
noting that in innovation terms the means by which these crossborder initiatives promote the interests, visibility and voice of their
constituents may be of broader interest to similar initiatives across
Europe. Examples such as Galician / Northern Portugal Centre of
Euro-Regional Studies (Portuguese case study, p. 6) or the activities
undertaken in the Öresund (e.g. Öresund network, as well as
“Öresund direct” service) are interesting in this respect.

2.9

Outcomes

The objective of the governance process was referred to as
investments and closer co-operation (Portuguese case); to create
an attractive region to work and live in, and a breeding ground for
industrial investments and expansion (Danish case); closer co-
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operation (Estonian case); spatial plan and its implementation
(Finnish case); collaboration across the border (Swedish case);
economic
development
and
cross-border
functional
area
(Luxemburg case) and the achievement of the Euroregion with a
legal status (Polish case).
The outcomes are in the majority of cases either the establishment
of a co-operation region (Euroregion or the like) or a drafting of a
spatial plan (to be implemented later and therefore the results and
final benefits are still difficult to identify). In many cases planning
documents or shared strategies merged (e.g. in the Luxemburg
case “charte d’agglomération”), and this was a concrete sign of an
emergent shared understanding of spatial planning and territorial
development on the agenda in all of the case studies.
In most cases the local authorities are the key stakeholders and the
governance mode is not particularly integrated, rather sectorspecific interests prevail and remain to be co-ordinated.

2.10 Summarising the trans-national and cross-border cases
in relation to governance
In most cases the success of the cross-border cases was interpreted
in strict exclusionary terms, i.e. whether the programme was
implemented or a spatial plan drafted. Less explicit attention is
given here to the issue of ‘good governance’. As good governance is
understood in a broad, process-based fashion in this project, the
elements that were outlined above do contribute to the assessment
of good governance however, e.g. in the form of policy integration,
horizontal co-ordination, citizen participation and broader
stakeholder involvement.
Despite the network- based co-operation and local links, there is
much that is regulated nationally, when it comes to the crossborder and trans-national initiatives and Euroregions. Vertical
relations are thus important and the role of the central government
in providing the institutional and financial support needed remains
important. There are in fact many potential paradoxes emerging
from the trans-national and cross-border cases. Whilst much is
relying on social capital, networks and historical ties between
individuals and administrations, there are still many issues where
formal ties and vertical relations are central in determining the
future of these types of co-operation.
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The constitutional issues relating to the legal status of transnational and cross-border entities referred to in the Finnish case
may be of broader interest, e.g. in relation to the issue of the
‘European grouping of cross-border cooperation’ (EGCC) (COM(2004)0496 – C6 0091/2004 – 2004/0168(COD)). Here the
intention is to establish a European grouping of cross-border
cooperation (EGCC) that would be invested with legal status and
capacity on behalf of its members, basically for the purposes of
implementing and being responsible for the management of crossborder initiatives (of Interreg type). At least in the Finnish case,
establishing legal status within a cross-border public body seems for
the time being to require an international treaty.
In cases where governance success was considered to have been
achieved, this was judged on the basis of the general objectives,
such as “leading to increased mutual understanding” and “creating
common spatial goals” (the Dutch case). In some cases where more
tangible concrete results were also referred to, such as in the case
of NYSA region (Poland), positive issues were said to include the
construction and modernisation of numerous border crossings,
wastewater treatment plant etc.
Policy integration has also helped to raise awareness on spatial
planning themes and the ESDP. In the Via Baltica case for instance
one of the main contributions of the initiative has been the positive
impact on integration of actors and sectors. The development has
improved the access to infrastructure and knowledge and
contributed to more polycentric spatial development.
The degree of politicisation varies. In the Portuguese case for
instance it was emphasized that the long-term perspective has been
jeopardized by the fact that there is such strong reliance on political
leadership, which is then is responsible for the Presidency of the
Atlantic Arc. In most cases the nature of decision-making is not
very political, rather technocratic.
Befittingly for the trans-national and cross-border scales discussed
here, the broader dynamic of European integration is of relevance to
the future. It is referred to specifically in the Polish case study,
where the broader European agenda is also present through the
post-Cold War context and it is argued that the “future development
of the Euroregion will depend upon the advances in building of the
European unity”.
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Figure 8

Summarising on governance outcomes in trans-national and cross-border cases

Criteria

Success rate of the
whole initiative

1.1 Atlantic
Arc

Successful

12.2 The
Öresund
Region
Successful: ‘a
flagship
among cross
border
regions’
(OECD 2003)

13.1 Via
Baltica

14.2
HaparandaTornio

17.2 ARKO
co-operation

23.2 PED/Lux

Yes

Successful

Yes

Yes, though also
top-down (within
the municipal
sphere)

Yes

Yes, on the basis
of dialogue

Yes

Yes

Economic
interests and
business
community

No clear
individual
winners or
losers

Open question –
depends on the
redistribution of
taxes

Local communities

Local planning
communities

Not clear from
the case study
report

No clear
individual
winners or
losers

Same as above

No

No

Complicated
project financing

Not clear from
the case study
report

Yes (Common
regional plan)

Yes

Politicians in
power

Not clear
from the case
study report.

Not clear
from the case
study report

Not clear
from the case
study report.

Obstacles to consensus

Political
interests

Not clear
from the case
study report

Not clear from
the case study
report

Not really, long
co-operation
tradition paved
the way

No

National interests
and priorities
(possible
contradictions)

Common spatial vision

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Not yet
(currently

Losers?

Partially

Yes

Success in terms
of the outcome,
implementation
more contested

Yes

Winners?

28.2 Het
Drielandenpark
/ Park of 3
Countries

Successful thus
far, the final
outcomes in
terms of the
legal status
remain to be
seen

Yes (though
not one
single
decision,
more as a
sum of parts)

Consensus

27.1. Euroregion
NYSA

No clear
individual
winners or
losers
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Criteria

1.1 Atlantic
Arc

12.2 The
Öresund
Region

13.1 Via
Baltica

14.2
HaparandaTornio

17.2 ARKO
co-operation

27.1. Euroregion
NYSA

28.2 Het
Drielandenpark
/ Park of 3
Countries

Not clear from the
case study report

Developed
gradually

Official
involvement of
states

Collaboration of
partners from
three countries

Shared vision,
consensus

Financing open
question

A broader
question: “will
depend upon the
advances in
building of the
European unity.”

Uncertainty due
to the
unavailability of
(Interreg/Objecti
ve 3) funding

23.2 PED/Lux

elaborated)

Integration of territorial
action and links to the
ESDP

Polycentricity
at different
scales

Interreg III is
considered a
‘test bed’ for
ESDP
application

Strengths

Different
scales,
concerted
efforts in
cross-sector
issues

Not clear
from the case
study report.

Future

Tensions
between
enlargement
and internal
cohesion

Not clear
from the case
study report

Strong link to the
ESDP, the
Has not worked
Chartre
explicitly with
d’agglomeration
ESDP
is build on the
principles

Yes

Thematic coordination,
polycentricity

Strengthened
cooperation and
integration.

Close cooperation both
locally and on
national level

Good cooperation with
long history, a
common vision

Future plans
exist and new
applications for
Objective 3
projects are
prepared.

Connections to
both structural
reform in Finland
and to European
processes such
as for instance
the legal
personality of
“European
grouping of
cross-border
cooperation”

Will continue
the work
according to
strategy
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2.11 Conclusions
There are three key concluding dimensions of the analysis, that
pose challenges for closer integration and more successful territorial
governance that relate to processes of Europeanisation within these
case study areas: funding (availability of Interreg funding in
particular), identification of final beneficiaries, stakeholder
and interested parties, as most of the trans-national cases are
based upon and developed as exercises in co-operation for the local
authorities, and cross-sector co-ordination.
In terms of the financial resources required, the reliance on
European funding is a central factor. Yet in the future the
commitment of local authorities and in particular business
representatives and private sources of financing are also clearly
required. This can be achieved only if the benefits are more tangible
than “merely” the promotion of co-operation and networking. In
very few cases is this point made (Portugal is perhaps the clearest
exception here; also the Dutch and Finnish cases emphasize the
need for other sources of investment than that currently provided
through the Interreg).
What is the objective in terms of creating tangible trans-national
benefits? The involvement of the citizens, as well as that of a
broader set of stakeholders remains an open question and very few
good examples of ‘best practice’ come across in the cases.
The third challenge is the familiar difficulty of cross-sector coordination: the activities are in most cases organized through
working groups and similar and the integration of the activities of
these remains poorly developed and weakly grounded outside the
technocratic elites involved in the programme management and
implementation. As long as the local authorities are the main
initiators and implementing actors, and the activities are coordinated through sector-based working group structures, it seems
unlikely that the activities will achieve a broader impetus or
dynamic beyond the public sector. This is not to say that crossborder initiatives are not important, rather that they are at the
heart of the European project and have great potential for working
also in the future as channels of information, exchange of
experience and learning. They are the laboratories through which
trans-national ideas can be channelled and tested.
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3

3.1

National case studies

Introduction

Eight of the case studies belong to the national group. Despite all
being national case studies, it is a heterogeneous group in their
scope. Three of the national cases describe a process of creating a
spatial plan; the national spatial plan of Hungary (11.1), the
comprehensive plan of the territory of Lithuania (18.1) and the
Slovak spatial development perspective (21.1). The different
policies or programmes that are described in the case studies are;
regional management in Austria (2.2), the ‘pays’ policy in France
(4.1), the regeneration of post-industrial brown-fields in the Czech
Republic (9.1), the Kurzeme Transport System Initiative in Latvia
(15.2) and finally the devolution of powers, regionalisation and
spatial planning in Greece (26.1).
With the exception of the federal state of Austria, all other countries
represented in the national case studies group are unitary in their
nature. However, these states show different degrees of
decentralisation. Greece has a tradition of being a very centralised
state, so this case study that deals with devolution of powers from
the national level is particularly interesting here.

3.2

Case study descriptions

2.2 Regional managements in Austria
Regional management bodies have been detected as an important
innovation in Austrian regional development. Regional management
is an organisation or a consolidation of several organisations which
had been created solely to implement regional goals. The objective
of the organisations is to enhance development, build up a network,
and consult and implement regional pilot projects and key projects.
They act on a level between the province and the municipalities to
enable strategic thinking and cooperation beyond administrative
borders and are financed mainly through the municipalities’ budget
as well as through support from the federal provinces and the EU.
4.1 The “Pays” policy - France
The France “Pays” policy case study describes the country’s move
towards decentralization. “Pays” are defined by a law in 1995 as a
territory with a certain degree of cohesion in terms of geographical,
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cultural, economic and social components. On this basis the local
authorities can gather to propose a local development project,
which must be elaborated with the actors concerned. The experts
tend to think that the “Pays” policy is a good experiment in
changing the relations the local elected representative have towards
civil society and form a good balance between representatives and
participative democracy.
9.1 Brownfields – Czech Republic
The brownfields left behind by declining industries, railways, the
military etc. are one of the main problems in Czech cities. While
these problems are present in most cities, only in a few selected
places, for instance locations close to downtown Prague, are
brownfields managed by private capital. In the majority of instances
support from public sources is needed to initiate private capital. The
case study explores the problem of brownfield regeneration, looking
at the coordination of urban, regional, national and EU funds with
special attention to differences between Objective 1 and objective 2
areas.
11.1 The Process of Developing the National Spatial Plan – Hungary
The Act on Spatial Planning and Development (1996) has defined
the spatial planning system in Hungary and prescribed the
responsibility for preparing a National Development Strategy and
National Spatial Plan to the national government. This legislation
was prepared in parallel and in cooperation with the work on the
National Spatial Plan (elaborated in 1998-2003). The work began
with the elaboration of the spatial plan, which was finally adopted
by the Parliament in the form of an Act, in order to impose rules
and regulations on the local governments, which are legally and
politically very strong due to the Local Government Act issued in
1990.
15.2 Kurzeme Transport System Initiative - Latvia
Kurzeme Region Development Strategy envisages the improvement
of the transport system in the region, paying particular attention to
the railroad system and road system. The current proposed
transport system developments do not mach those of the Ministry of
Transport. Kurzeme Regional Spatial Strategy encompasses two
alternative proposals. A regional initiative was undertaken to
propose regional transport to be in line with national needs. The
process was coordinated by the Kurzeme Region Development
Agency and this initiative is to be regarded as of national
importance.
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18.1 Comprehensive plan for the territory of Lithuania, adopted in
2002
The case study focuses on the process of drafting the first
comprehensive plan for the territory of Lithuania. The focus of the
study is on the national territory and vertical institutional relations
between the different levels of state territorial organisation with
respect to spatial planning. The process is considered as a
successful example of horizontal governance. The plan comprises a
horizontal integration approach, where sector policies and regional
plans were evaluated and integrated into the draft comprehensive
plan.
21.1 Slovak Spatial Development Perspective 2001 - Slovakia
Slovak Spatial Development Perspective 2001 is an example of a
spatial planning document of national importance. It covers the
processes of the state as a whole, as well as the regional level,
expressing a vision of spatial development. It also harmonises
spatial development with international spatial connections, as well
as coordinating sub-regional connections.
26.1 Devolution of powers, regionalization and spatial planning Greece
The object of the study is the Greece decentralization policy of the
last decade (since 1994) - the process of the transfer of powers to
the new prefectural authorities, especially of spatial planning
competences. Examined is the history of this process, the context in
which it took place, the role of a variety of actors, the legal
complications and the outcome as it stands in autumn 2005.

3.3

Vertical relations

Since this group of case studies are characterised as ‘national’ it is
hardly surprising that central government plays a role in all of them.
However, the role of the state varies and includes being a source of
funding, a supporter, or the formulator of a programme, plan or
strategy.
The regional level is of importance in all of the cases, but the role
and actual regional actor in each of the case studies varies. The
regions are the most important partners for the arrangement of the
national spatial planning document in the Slovak Spatial
Development Perspective case study (21.1). While in the case of the
Kurzeme Transport System Initiative (KTSI) in Latvia (15.2), the
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Kurzeme Region Development Agency plays a crucial role, where it
is the main coordinating sub-national actor. The KTSI is of national
importance. It was undertaken to propose a regional transport
network that was to be in line with national needs. In the French
case (4.1), the national decentralisation policy called ‘Pays’ is partly
funded through the regional actors. In the Czech Republic,
Lithuanian, Slovakian and Latvian cases, the importance of the
regional level is recognised in relation to drafting of spatial plans.
Most often the implementing bodies of the state policy or plan are
found at regional level.
In all of the national case studies the local level governmental
actors are involved in one way or another, consulting or supporting
a national programme or organisation, participating in a planning
process or implementing a national programme. An example of
strong involvement of the local level can be found in the French
‘Pays’ policy case. ‘Pays’ are defined by law as a territory with a
certain degree of cohesion in terms of geographical, cultural,
economic and social components. On this basis the local authorities
can gather to propose a local development project, which must be
elaborated with the actors concerned.
A particularly complicated case with regards to vertical relations is
that of devolution of powers, regionalisation and spatial planning in
Greece (26.1). Focussing on the spatial planning field, spatial
planning powers were transferred from the state at the regional
level to the self-elected prefectures in 1994. Since then, the Council
of State (the supreme administrative court of justice) has decided
that planning power (although not its implementation) rests
exclusively with the state. This means that planning power can not
rest with the self-elected prefectures since they are not part of the
central state. The central government has tried to bypass this
decision by introducing new legislation, but that too has been
declared unconstitutional. Hence, the relationship between the state
and the self-elected prefectures seems, at least in terms of
responsibility for spatial planning, to be regulated through the
administrative legal system. The case study highlights how, in
terms of planning powers at the moment, the division of
responsibilities between the national, regional prefectural and local
levels is utterly confusing.
The vertical relationships are, hence, multifaceted and plentiful
among the different case studies. That means that there is potential
for various types of conflicts between different levels and actors.
The case studies refer to formal and informal mechanisms to deal
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with any conflicts. In the Lithuanian, Slovakian, Greek and
Hungarian cases, formal conflict resolution is said to be in the hands
of state legislative or state governmental bodies.
Development organisations, agencies and ministries are the types of
bodies that are held accountable for the processes in the case
studies. In some cases it was not possible to identify an ultimate or
single body that was responsible, e.g. in the French case where the
complex structure of the “Pays” policy with many different actors
makes it difficult to pin down ultimate accountability.

3.4

Horizontal relations

Horizontal relations between different types of actors in the case
studies are generally characterised by cooperation and coordination.
Interaction can be both formal and informal. The latter includes e.g.
seminars, discussions and studies, as in the case of the
development of the Slovak Spatial Development Perspective (21.1).
Most cases indicate territorial integration related to actors or
sectors. In the case of the regional managements in Austria (2.2)
regional management institutions described interactions with
various departments of the regional administration such as spatial
planning, economic affairs, tourism and culture. Also in the Slovak
case (21.1) territorial integration was characterised by involvement
of different sectors such as economic, social and cultural
development. In the Lithuanian case (18.1), the planning document
is in itself an integrating factor, as it guides the overall spatial
development and it is also cross-sectoral. All national sector policies
are integrated into the Comprehensive Plan. A failure with regards
to territorial integration was noted in the Latvian case (15.2) where
a decision on the spatial plan was not reached.

3.5

Participation

Public participation varies in the cases often depending on the
national traditions of involving non-governmental actors in decision
making. However, the overall pattern is that the involvement of civil
society is limited. Most national cases refer to consultation
processes. In some of the cases, e.g. in France and Hungary this is
a statutory procedure. Three different examples of participation are:
The case of the Slovak Spatial Development Perspective (21.1)
where involvement of civil society is not statutory, but nevertheless
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there is some participation. There are, for example, ad hoc
meetings and discussions with member of civil society, particularly
in the proposals prior to decisions. The most common type of civil
society actor that participates is that of ecological movements.

The case of the plan for Lithuania (18.1), where public participation
is a constituent part of the territorial planning process in the
preparation of the comprehensive plan. Public participation in the
process is regulated, and examples of actors that participate include
professionals and experts, NGOs, associations and universities. This
means that it is mainly organised interests that take part and in
some cases institutions that are not those that one normally think of
in terms of civil society.

The French co-operative instrument "Conseil de développement", a
body which is compulsory to create the framework of a "Pays" which
is an administrative entity (4.1). The body by itself and its basic role
are statutory, but the real mechanism depends on local actors and
to what extent these are mobilised. The final result is not binding.
The new method seeks to involve also non-public actors. The case
of Lyon was the first time this method was used in France.

3.6

Openness

Several cases also have mechanisms contributing to openness such
as internet websites, meetings open to the public and proactive
campaign work. In the Slovakian and Lithuanian cases territorial
planning laws ensure openness. In general, openness seems to be
based more on informing the public than on interaction. To ensure
openness in the Latvian case (15.2), the Kurzeme Regional
Development Agency has taken a number of steps. All Council
meetings are open to the public, an internet web site was launched,
and pro-active campaign work was also carried out. In addition,
seminars and conferences were held. In the Hungarian case (11.1),
it is an obligation to publicly present draft spatial plans. However,
this is not yet well known by the public. There are signs that this
situation is in the process of changing, and information does appear
in general media.
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3.7

Innovation

Only two of the national case studies mentioned examples of
innovative and interesting governance mechanisms. In the
Lithuanian case cooperation, openness and public participation itself
were considered as innovative since the country in general lack
traditions in public participation procedures.
In the Slovakian case study a new meeting system was mentioned.
This system was used during the preparation of the Slovak Spatial
Development Perspective 2001. At the meetings, the involved
actors and interested individuals were informed about procedures
and results at the same time as the meetings were used to gain
information and ideas from the regional level. Another innovative
element in this case was the use of independent experts:
“During KURS 2001 [The Slovak Spatial Development Perspective]
creation, selected experts were individually spoken to. These
experts were selected from two areas – from the area of theoretical
professional research (accepted experts professors from Universities
from the spatial development, regional policy and environment
area) and experts from particular regions (experts from spatial
planning area, which are good specialists of local conditions). In
cooperation with these experts, as well specialization and document
content was created, so then concretization of development aims in
particular regions” (Case study report)

In addition, in the Greek case of devolution of powers,
regionalisation and spatial planning (26.1), it was argued that the
process of decentralisation would, in the Greek context, be
revolutionary, if genuinely applied.

3.8

Outcomes

The national case studies constitute a group of very heterogeneous
examples of national governance processes. Hence, it is to be
expected that the outcomes of these case studies are varied and
they are difficult to summarise. In the cases of Slovakia, Hungary,
Lithuania and Latvia, the outcomes comprise the drafting of a
spatial plan, either at the national level as in the three first cases,
or at a regional level but of national importance as in the remaining
case. In the Czech Republic case the process resulted in a strategy
regarding the regeneration of brown-field sites. In the Austrian
case, regional managements were established and in the French
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case the main outcome is the contractual process (between the
“Pays” and the Region) within the national “Pays” policy. Finally, it
can be argued that the outcome of the Greek case is uncertain since
the devolution of powers regarding spatial planning has been
deemed unconstitutional by the Council of State.
Sustainability is mentioned in most of the case studies, particularly
in relation to those that deal with spatial plans. In the Hungarian
case, for example, a balance between social, economic and
environmental dimensions is a crucial principle, at least formally. In
the Lithuanian case, principles of sustainable development have
been applied in the preparation of solutions for the Comprehensive
Plan. Regarding the Slovak Spatial Development Perspective, its
preparation was coordinated with sectoral policies and with the
National Sustainability Strategy. Furthermore, before the approval
of the Spatial Development Perspective in 2001, an Environmental
Impact Assessment of the plan was carried out. Sustainability is a
crucial element in the case of the regeneration of the post-industrial
brown-fields in the Czech Republic. In this country, the State
Environmental Policy for 2004-2010 and Sustainable Development
Strategy of 2004 have identical principal aims concerning brownfields as the Brownfield Regeneration Strategy of August 2005.

3.9

Summarising the national case studies

Figure 9 summarises the governance outcomes of the national case
studies. Below the figure a summarising discussion follows.
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Figure 9

Summarising on the governance outcomes in the national case studies
2.2. Austria, Regional
managements in
Austria

Case 4.1 The “Pays”
policy in France

9.1. Czech republic,
Regeneration of postindustrial brownfields

11.1 The process of
Developing the National
Spatial Plan

Success rate of the
whole initiative

No clear indicators of success

Partly success

Not clear from the case study
report

Considered partly success
depending on the focus

Consensus

Not clear from the case study
report

Yes

Yes

Yes

Winners?

Not clear from the case study
report

Local lobbyist

Not clear from the case study
report

Not clear from the case study
report

Losers?

Not clear from the case study
report

Elected bodies

Not clear from the case study
report

Not clear from the case study
report

Obstacles to
consensus

Not clear from the case study
report

Local elected representatives
The “Conseil general
State at regional or local level

Not clear from the case study
report

Low public interest in large (not
local) spatial vision

Common spatial
vision
Integration of
territorial action
and links to the
ESDP

Not clear from the case study
report

No

Yes

Yes

Not clear from the case study
report

No

Yes

Partly

Criteria

Strengths

Future

Not clear from the case study
report

- National policy
- Contractual framework
- Territorial basis for action

Not clear from the case study
report

Not clear from the case study
report

At present, it can only be said
that the future is linked to the
will of local actors and strongly
to the one of the local elected
representatives to go further in
the governance direction.

Not clear from the case study
report
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-Horizontal intersectoral
cooperation
-Multilevel dialogue
-Involvement of NGOs
(environment)

Opening to civil society and
subnational level

Figure 9 continued
Criteria
Success
rate of the
whole
initiative
Consensus

Winners?

Losers?

Obstacles
to
Consensus

15.2. Latvia,
Kurtzeme Transport
System Initiative

18.1 Comprehensive plan of
the territory of Lithuania,
adopted in 2002

21.1 Slovakia, Slovak
Spatial Development
Perspective 2001

26.1 Devolution of powers,
regionalization and spatial
planning

Failure

Success from the horizontal
governance point of view

Not clear from the case study
report

Failure, because of the ultimately
unsuccessful implementation of
devolution of spatial planning powers.

No

Yes

Yes

No

Not clear from the case study report

Not clear from the case study
report

In the long run, the prefectural reform
led to locally-based, powerful
authorities, as initial winners. It was
however left unfinishes, when legal
complications blocked the devolution of
powers from the centre. The absence of
clear competences left as winners the
central state, party – affiliated local
political personnel, and isolated private
interests.

No obvious losers could be identified

After the initial prefectural reform, the
loser was the central state and its
control over local affairs. Because of the
stalemate of real power devolution, the
Not clear from the case study
end-losers are the local collectivities,
report
the prefectural authorities, the
prospects of local development and the
opportunity for autonomous local
expression and local emancipation.

There are no traditions of deep
partnership and public participation
as well as openness.

Yes. wider and more
thorough cooperation with
the actors, which are beyond
of legislatively given relevant
partners.

There were no obvious
losers nor were there
winners, because no
decision was taken.

No obvious losers

Consensus was not reached
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The barriers are mostly due to the
structures of the central state, the
nexus between central power and
political parties alternating in
government, the conflicts between
them and the resolutions of the Council
of State.

Criteria
Common
spatial
vision
Integration
of territorial
action and
links to the
ESDP

Strengths

Future

15.2. Latvia,
Kurtzeme Transport
System Initiative

18.1 Comprehensive plan of
the territory of Lithuania,
adopted in 2002

21.1 Slovakia, Slovak
Spatial Development
Perspective 2001

26.1 Devolution of powers,
regionalization and spatial
planning

No

Yes

Yes

No clearly defined vision was produced.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes, partly

Not clear from the case
study report

Sectoral policies issues were
connected and showed in territorial
scale for the first time

Existing and historically
developing legislation about
territorial planning with good
tradition

The original 1994 reform of the creation
of new prefectural authorities; The
urgency of finally resolving the problem
of competences after years of
uncertainty

Replacement of mandatory principle
of the national comprehensive
(general) planning solutions by
other principle – to give a set of
recommendations, guidelines, to
avoid too many details.

To the future, it is possible to
assume the new forms
increase of governance
assertion. Simultaneously,
there is a possibility to
expect the creation of given
formal frames for a different
new forms utilization of
governance implementation.

It depends on the opportunities listed
above, on the development of a
cohesive model of effective and genuine
decentralisation, on the attitude of the
Council of State and on the attainment
of a broad consensus

Existence of planning
regions is solely for
planning purposes. Yet, if
there were regional
authorities then one might
assume that policy
integration into “given”
territory would happen.
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Only two of the national cases were clearly identified as successful,
and one was considered a partial success. The comprehensive plan
of Lithuania (18.1) was considered particularly successful regarding
the horizontal governance development. In the case of the Slovak
Spatial Development Perspective (21.1) the increased participation
was also seen as a successful governance development. The process
of developing a national spatial plan in Hungary (11.1) was
evaluated as a mixed success. The particularly successful parts of
this process were related to the more technical phase of developing
the plan. Here, the importance and formative influence of
horizontal, inter-sectoral cooperation and the use of dialogue with
agencies at the sub-national level were pointed out as successful.
However, there were difficulties with the process of politicised
consultations. The national plan was raised to a high legal status,
something that also created more problems for the spatial plan.
These problems were partly because the positive, pro-active
elements of the original proposal had to be dropped due to a
narrowly defined regulative document, and partly because of its
controversial influence on spatial planning at the sub-national level.
There are a couple of examples of good governance among the
national cases related to participation procedures. For example in
the Slovakian case new elements of governance were found. In that
case the meeting system mentioned above and independent experts
(academic and regional) were used so that it contributed
successfully to the new spatial development perspective. However,
one should stress that participation here relates to professionals
rather than to members of what is normally termed ‘civil society’.
Nevertheless, in the Slovakian context, this process was considered
a success.
The governance problems in the national cases often seem to be
related to coordination and decentralisation processes. For example
in the Latvian case study report it was argued:
‘The case of Kurzeme Transport System Initiative is considered a
failure (bad practice of territorial governance) in terms of failing to
ensure spatial common vision. It appeared impossible for Kurzeme
Region Development Agency to undertake leading coordinating role
and transpose national interests to region and vice versa.’ (Case
study report)

Moreover in the Greek case study, as indicated above, there were
considerable problems concerning the decentralisation policies:
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‘The parliamentary debates over the years show clearly that no
consensus exists on decentralisation policy. No consensus was
reached so far either between the government and the Council of
State or between the government and the local level.’ (Case study
report)

Most often the obstacles to consensus seem to be related to the
participation of the non-governmental actors. The cases mention
non-involvement of NGOs, lack of public participation or low public
interest as the biggest obstacles to consensus. Other obstacles in
the national cases are related to lack of time and money and
structures of the central state. None of the case studies have
identified any particular winners or losers in the processes.
With regards to the ESDP, it was argued that e.g. the French Pays
policy and the Kurzeme Transport System Initiative had weak links
with the document. In the case of the Hungarian national plan, the
legal framework for spatial planning was elaborated in line with EU
spatial development criteria.
The case of the comprehensive plan for Lithuania (18.1) is,
however, a very clear example of ESDP application. Or to quote the
case study:
‘The preparation of the Comprehensive Plan of the Territory of
Lithuania could be mentioned as the most effective example of the
practical application of the ESDP in Lithuania. /…/ The ESDP policy
aims and options were applied into the National Comprehensive
Plan accordingly to the Lithuanian situation. /…/ First of all, the
ESDP document served as a resource document. The ESDP
principles introduction into National Comprehensive Plan, which is a
basis for county level comprehensive and special plans, shows
vertical integration from the Community level to the national level.
The integration from the national level to the regional and local
levels proceeds step by step. /…/ Due to the ESDP and other factors
the major principles of spatial development has been risen in the
Plan as follows:
•

sustainable and balanced social, economic and environmental
development;

•

polycentric development of the settlements system;

•

formation of the new urban rural relations;

•

promotion of better accessibility to the infrastructure and
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information;
•

protection and rational use of natural and cultural heritage.’
(case study report)

3.10 Conclusion
It is very difficult to draw conclusions on the national case studies
since they are such a heterogeneous collection of cases. However,
an interesting finding is that the three examples of national spatial
plans or perspectives that are included, the Hungarian, Lithuanian
and Slovak, all seem to be examples of, at least partial, success
stories regarding governance processes. It is probably not a
coincidence that these three cases relate to new member states
that are undergoing transitions in many ways. Hence, in the context
of these countries a greater vertical and horizontal integration and
collaboration represent new ways of working regarding planning.
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4
4.1

‘Regional’, polycentric, urban networks
Introduction

This chapter deals with the case studies of the compiled category
entitled ‘“regional”, polycentric, urban networks’. This category
‘…refers to polycentric urban networks, larger than a city, FUA or
Metropolitan Area, but smaller than the national level. In this case
‘regional’ scale refers to institutional or otherwise’ (Second Interim
Report, p. 167). It is a heterogeneous group of case studies, but the
common denominator is the ‘regional’ level in one sense or other.
The inverted commas indicate that there is no single definition of
regional in this matter other than the fact that it is at a geographical
scale below the national and above the local. It may include regions
that are identifiable as administrative regional units, such as the
case of the County of Hedmark in Norway (16.2), or collaboration
between several local authorities such as in the case of the KANregion in the Netherlands (28.1). ‘Region’ can also indicate that it is
a national policy initiative that is played out at the regional level
and demands collaboration at that level, such as in the case of
Strategic Waste Management in England (22.1). The use of the
term region should in this chapter be understood as simply referring
to this intermediate geographical level between the national and the
local unless otherwise stated.
4.2

Context

This chapter deals with eleven case studies in nine countries. All
cases refer to unitary nations that include elements of
decentralisation or regionalisation. In some instances the actual
case studies are pilots of increased regional power that is being
tested out. Several of the case studies deal with some form of
strategic planning at the regional level ranging from the quite
specific such as the waste management in England (22.1), via the
development of a strategic plan for the metropolitan coast of
Barcelona in Spain (10.1) to the responsibility for working out a
regional development plan for an administrative region such as the
Västra Götaland Region in Sweden (17.1)
Since this group deals with regional cases, it is perhaps not
surprising that horizontal collaboration between local authorities is
present in all cases. In addition, there are cases where other type of
actors are involved in horizontal collaboration. The vertical
dimension is also present in one form or another in most cases.
Many of the cases are recently established or even in a start-up
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phase. For the latter the case studies give an insight in the reasons
for the collaborations and of the various actors involved. However,
in these cases it is not possible to evaluate the outcomes or judge
whether the cases are a success or not. Two cases (Hedmark in
Norway [16.2] and Västra Götaland in Sweden [17.1] are official
pilots which means that they are new constellations or regions with
new powers and responsibilities that are being tested out. This
means that, at least in their own national contexts, these cases are
innovative by their very existence.
None of the case studies hold Interreg status, but Hedmark county
in Norway (case 16.2) is an actor in an Interreg project.
3.1 Mezzogiorno Development Programme – Integrated Territorial
Projects (PIT) – Calatino Sud Simeto -Italy
Calantino sud Simento area in the Silicon Region in the South of
Italy (15 municipalities) is characterised by a development delay.
The policies for the development in depressed areas in Southern
Italy have passed from a top-down and centralised type of model to
a local, bottom-up model that, also in reference to European
regional policies, aims at the development of endogenous territorial
resources. The key document for the new organisation of the
policies for Southern Italy is the Development Plan for Southern
Italy (Piano di Sviluppo del Mezzogiorno PSM). The key instrument
through which the complex objectives of PSM can be reached is PIT
– Programma Integrato Territoriale.
10.1 Pla Estratègic del Litoral Metropolità de Barcelona (PEL) –
Spain
PEL, the Strategic plan for metropolitan coast of Barcelona, (20042005) is a bottom-up strategic plan launched by an association of
municipalities, a new governance-like initiative, approved in
September 2005. The plan is a voluntary agreement made by 27
municipalities along the coast. The non-mandatory plan has as its
goal to define common development strategies and interact more
efficiently with sectoral institutions, especially the National
Ministries responsible for coastal management, road and rail
infrastructures,
and
regional
institutes
responsible
for
environmental management.
12.1 The Triangle Area - Denmark
The Triangle Area consists of eight municipalities, covering three
counties, with total of almost 230,000 inhabitants. The cooperation
was started in 2003 and initiated as one of the so-called “example
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projects” that was proposed in the Danish National Planning Report,
issued the same year. The report can be seen as the forerunner of
the ideas later to be included in the ESDP document, in the sense
that it focuses on the advantages of urban networks.
15.1 Zemgale Technological Park - Latvia
Zemgale Planning Region Development Programme envisages the
establishment of several inter-related technological parks, covering
all centres of the planning region. Zemgale Technological Park in
Jelgava is one such technological parks. It envisages improving
connectivity among rural and urban areas by improving the public
transport system among the urban centres where technological
parks will be located. The parks will serve as a tool for the
development of polycentric urban systems. A number of institutions,
governmental and non-governmental, are involved in the planning
process for the establishment of Zemgale Technological park.
16.1 Trøndelag counties: common regional development plan –
Norway
The subject of the study are the Nord-Trøndelag and Sør-Trøndelag
counties which are understood to be the two politically elected
regional councils as well as the two county administrations in all
their responsibilities and activities. In addition, it included the
Trondheim municipality, which is located in Sør-Trøndelag County
and the central municipality of a functional Travel-to-work area that
spills over to include Nord- Trøndelag municipalities as well. A
successful implementation of a common ‘greater Trøndelag’ regional
development plan, confirmed in 2005, may be a significant
demonstration of how both counties and municipalities may
strategically develop their role as regional development agents.
16.2 Enhetsfylke Hedmark – Norway
The subject of the study is the Hedmark County, which is
understood to be the politically elected regional council and the
county administration with all their responsibilities and activities.
Enhetsfylke is a part of an ongoing centrally-initiated regional
governance pilot scheme that is currently underway in two
Norwegian counties, Hedmark, and Møre and Romsdal. Unitary
governance arrangements coordinating the regional administrative
tasks of the county councils (fylkeskommune) and offices of the
regional state representatives (fylkesmenn) have been set up in
these counties.
17.1 Västra Götaland Region – Sweden
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The Västra Götaland Region is part of an official regional
governance pilot in Sweden that has allowed two regions to be
formed by the merger of a number of county councils. These are the
Västra Götaland Region, with Göteborg as its main urban centre,
and Region Skåne, with Malmö as its main urban centre. In these
regions, directly elected regional bodies have taken over
responsibility for regional development from the County
Administrative Boards which are the state bodies at regional level.
The pilot trials are currently running until 2010.
19.2 Atlantic Gateways AG – Ireland
As a response to the concentration of growth in the Greater Dublin
Area on Ireland’s eastern seaboard, the NSS (National Spatial
strategy 2002-2020) developed the concept of the Atlantic
Gateways as a way of complementing and counterbalancing Dublin’s
growth. The four Atlantic Gateway cities, and particularly the wider
city region corridor, cover a large part of the territory of Ireland.
Atlantic gateways are small cities by European standards, which
form the centre of city regions. The basic premise of the concept is
that by cooperation the development potential of the Gateways
would be greater than if each of them were to focus solely on their
own development.
22.1 Strategic Waste Management in England – UK
In the past two decades the context for strategic waste planning in
the UK has faced a change both in terms of its policy agenda and its
institutional landscape. The policy agenda has been captured in an
EU-driven move away from total reliance on landfill to more
sustainable waste management practices and the institutional
landscape has been manifested in a constant reconfiguration of
powers and responsibilities. These changes have taken place in the
context of wider processes of transition from more traditional forms
of government to governance.
22.2 South Yorkshire Partnership – UK
In the UK the contemporary governance trend is a prevalence of
partnership at local government level, which has been encouraged
by numerous central government initiatives. Local partnerships are
essential in order to bid, for example, for government funds for
urban regeneration initiatives, or for financial assistance in
infrastructure development for recycling, etc. Of particular relevance
in the case study are local strategic partnerships which are the key
mechanism being promoted by government for joining up public
services at an authority-wide level. The South Yorkshire Partnership
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(SYP) is an innovative and somewhat unusual example of an LSP
since it covers the area of four local authorities while a majority of
LSPs cover just one local authority area.
28.1 Knooppunt Arnhem Nijmegen (KAN-region) - Netherlands
The Framework Act Changing Government (1994) is one of the
most important recent agreements on a spatial level in Netherlands.
It aims at nurturing cooperation between municipalities in urbanized
regions around large agglomerations. The Knooppunt Arnhem
Nijmegen (KAN-region) was one of the first Framework Act regions
to be active in the eastern part of the Netherlands. The KAN-region,
the two major cities Arnhem and Nijmegen and 18 mostly rural
municipalities, sought for a strong regional cooperative policy to
overcome the problems of increasing urbanisation, growing mobility
and economic competition with other regions.

4.3

Vertical relations

All the case studies encompass examples of vertical relations that
include some form of decentralisation or regionalisation. This means
that the regional level has become, or is becoming, more powerful
than previously. Across the eleven case studies this ‘increased
power’ take different shapes and can be very limited, such as in the
case of Atlantic Gateways in Ireland (19.2). Here, the increased
power is a matter of increased collaboration between local
authorities aiming at stimulating growth and counterbalancing the
strong economic dominance of the Greater Dublin Area of Ireland.
There is no formal devolution of powers; any increase in power is
due to the strength in collaboration. On the other hand, there are
examples of formal devolution of powers to the regional level such
as in the case of the Västra Götaland Region in Sweden (17.1)
where the responsibility for regional development has been
transferred from the state at the regional level (the County
Administrative Board) to the directly elected regional council. This
particular case is a pilot which means that the new responsibilities
are tested out and can become a model for other parts of Sweden
too.
The vertical relations in the case studies are dominated by various
forms of collaboration with actors both at the national level and at
the local level. There are several examples of national ministries
and national public agencies being parts of such vertical relations.
The central state plays a strong role in the governance of Ireland
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and in relation to the Atlantic Gateway case (19.2) the whole
initiative was initiated by the state through the National Spatial
Strategy of 2002. The Department of the Environment, Heritage
and Local Government is responsible for formulation of planning
policy and overall administration of land-use planning systems and
plays a strong role for the Atlantic Gateway. A ministry also plays a
central role in the case of Zemgale Technological Park in Latvia
(15.1). The Ministry of Regional Development and Local
Governments is the main state actor and has a formal role in
respect of regional development issues and special planning for
Zemgale.
Regarding vertical relations with local actors, most case studies
include collaboration between the region and local authorities. Some
of the cases are in themselves examples of collaboration between
several local authorities at the same geographical level, and are in
that respect best characterised by their horizontal relationships,
something that will be discussed further below. The case study of
the strategic plan for the metropolitan coast of Barcelona (10.1) is
an example where a strong region collaborates with strong local
authorities. The region is an administrative unit with high
autonomy, major competences, financing and negotiating powers.
The local level with 27 municipalities has strong involvement and
plays a major role. Another case where the local authorities have
important vertical relationships with the region is Västra Götaland in
Sweden (17.1). The local level is strong in Sweden, and in this case
the 49 local councils in the Västra Götaland Region collaborate with
the region through four formalised local authority associations.
The majority of the vertical relations, both at region-national level
and region-local level, are between public bodies. However, there
are some examples where non-public actors are involved. In the
Calatino Sud Simento governance process in Italy (3.1) a wide
spectrum of actors are involved, e.g. trade associations, non-profit
associations, banks, trade unions and expert groups. In the case of
the strategic plan for the metropolitan coast of Barcelona (10.1)
interest groups are involved, but particularly interesting here is the
wider participation issue that will be discussed below.
There are also examples of non-public actors involved in the case of
strategic waste management in England (22.1). All nine English
regions have formed Regional Technical Advisory Bodies (RTAB).
These are multi-stakeholder voluntary organisations that have been
given a specific role to play in assisting the regional assemblies in
strategic planning for waste. Approximately half of the actors
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involved in the RTABs are representatives from local authorities,
mainly county councils, but also unitary authorities and, in a few
cases, district authorities. A majority of these representatives are
planners, i.e. they are representing waste planning authorities,
while the remainder are waste management professionals. The
other actors involved in RTABs are the regional offices of the
Environment Agency, the regional Government Offices, regional
representatives of the waste industry, regional planning bodies, and
various other bodies, including in particular regionally-based
voluntary community and environmental groups.
In terms of the dynamics of the processes of vertical relations there
are examples of both top-down and bottom-up developments. The
Atlantic Gateway in Ireland (19.2) is a very clear example of a topdown initiative that came about as part of the National Spatial
Strategy of 2002. A bottom-up example is the case of Västra
Götaland Region in Sweden (17.1) when delegations from local
authorities took the initiative in the process that later became a
pilot test of regional governance.

4.4

Horizontal relations/integration

All case studies exemplify horizontal relations, particularly
characterised by coordination, cooperation and dialogue between
local authorities, and in some cases with other types of actors as
well. In all cases the coordination deals with spatial planning in one
form or another including those of producing development plans. In
some cases, the spatial planning dimension may only deal with a
particular factor, such as waste management (22.1), or may not
produce a joint spatial plan for the entire area but coordinate the
various spatial plans within that area such as the case of Atlantic
Gateways in Ireland (19.2). Territorial integration is an aim in all
case studies, but the aim has different foci. Territorial integration is
for example the major aim for two of the three task forces in the
pilot experiment of ‘Enhetsfylke’ in Hedmark, Norway (16.2). These
task forces deal with Agriculture, education/schooling, business
development and innovation/entrepreneurship and Planning,
environmental issues, energy and transport/communications
respectively. In the case of the strategic plan for the metropolitan
coast of Barcelona in Spain (10.1) territorial integration of policies is
a main aim. A more thorough territorial integration is outlined in the
Knooppunt Arnhem Nijmegen (KAN-region) in the Netherlands
(28.1) that will be discussed below.
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In terms of accountability, information is lacking on some of the
case studies. For the others, accountability seems to rest either with
the regional councils or assemblies (16.1, 16.2, 17.1, 22.1) or the
local authority association (10.1). Or, there is no accountability for
the entire area but the local authorities participating in the
collaboration have accountability for their own area (19.2, 22.2) In
the Latvian case, accountability rests ultimately with the Ministry of
Regional Development and Local Government.
Three case studies are of special interest and will be presented
briefly below, beginning with the Knooppunt Arnhem Nijmegen
(KAN-region) in the Netherlands (28.1). The KAN-region consists of
20 municipalities; two major cities, Arnhem and Nijmegen, and 18
mostly rural municipalities. Their collaboration takes place within
the Framework Act context.
One of the more important recent agreements on a spatial
level is the temporary Framework Act Changing Government
(Kaderwet bestuur in verandering, 1994). It aims at nurturing
cooperation between municipalities in urbanized regions
around large agglomerations. Involved municipalities are
obliged to co-operate in policy fields of spatial planning,
housing, transport and infrastructure, economic affairs and
environmental issues.’ (Case study 28.1, p. 2)

The act provides a solid basis to the objective of the KAN-region; to
overcome the problems of increasing (sub-)urbanization, growing
mobility and economic competition with other (inter-)national
regions, and to achieve economic, socio-economic and spatial
development within its region. Horizontal collaboration within the
KAN-region is particularly strong in relation to spatial planning and
the economy. The Regional Structure Plan (RSP) is the central pillar
of the spatial planning policy of the KAN. It integrates regional plans
in the other policy areas and provides the framework for the
implementation of regional projects such as sites for housing
construction, business parks, infrastructure, ‘green’ areas and
recreation projects. The RSP 1995-2015, and the forthcoming RSP
2005-2020 provide the basic frameworks for coordinated spatial
planning in the KAN-region. In terms of spatial planning it can be
said that the KAN-region exemplifies a horizontally well integrated
relationship between the 20 municipalities.
Another interesting example of horizontal relations and emerging
integration is the South Yorkshire Partnership in the UK (22.2). In
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this case, the concept of polycentricity has been influential in the
development of the spatial planning framework for the area.

‘Particularly pertinent for South Yorkshire was the ESDP
principle of ‘polycentric urban development’. The existing
settlement pattern of South Yorkshire is seen as exhibiting a
relatively polycentric pattern, and in an assessment of a
variety of spatial scenarios that South Yorkshire could follow,
a polycentric approach was seen as a crucial element.
Although the final Spatial Vision is not explicit about the
influence of the ESDP, the influence of the notion of a
polycentric pattern of urban development can be seen in the
document.’ (SYP Case study 22.2, p. 17)

SYP is a broad partnership covering the area of four local authorities
that are particularly influential in the partnership. Other members
are drawn from the full range of sub-regional stakeholders, both
public and private, particularly those concerned with economic
regeneration. The SYP has succeeded in producing good
collaboration between four local authorities that have previously
mainly been competing with one another. The partnership has
resulted in the development of a Spatial Vision for South Yorkshire
2006-2021.
A third case of particular interest is the Triangle area in Denmark
(12.1). The Triangle Area consists of 8 cooperating municipalities
located in 3 counties. Six of the eight municipalities have
collaborated since 1993 and the project was identified as an
‘example project’ in Denmark during 1993-1995. In 1997 the now
extended collaboration of eight municipalities agreed on a common
planning perspective in line with the ESDP and has produced a joint
master plan for the area for 2003-2014. In this, the overall
objectives for planning and land use as well as for other issues like
local business development, education, culture, etc. are described.
A core idea of the cooperation is a division of labour between the
specialities and specific characteristics of the municipalities. The
Triangle Area promotes a 'balanced internal competition', using one
voice to lobby for governmental institutions to be placed in the area
and then having a 'kind of agreement' for competing within the
area. Thus, one of the main ideas of the strategic planning of the
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Triangle area is that the cities in the co-operation complement each
other in a way that is beneficial for the development of the whole
region, a classic polycentric way of thinking.
The achievements of the Triangle area show how inter-municipal
strategic cooperation, supported by national authorities, can be
applied.

4.5

Participation

Seven of the eleven cases refer to consultation processes that vary
greatly in scope. In several cases consultation, or involvement of
civil society, forms part of the work with development plans such as
in the case Västra Götaland region in Sweden (17.1) and the two
rounds of hearings on the regional development plan in the case of
the Trøndelag common regional development plan in Norway
(16.1). However, civil society participation is limited. In the KANregion case in the Netherlands (28.1) participation of civil-society
and other private actors takes place on a project level. Here there
are examples of coordination of interests, e.g. among movements
for the elderly and for the environment.
Two interesting cases regarding participation is the Calatino Sud
Simeto in Italy (3.1) and the strategic plan for the metropolitan
coast of Barcelona in Spain (10.1). In the first case, civil society
participation is one of the main objectives of the governance
process and it is considered very important both in the decision
making and implementation phases. Despite that, the participation
aim has been only partly reached. Furthermore, participation is not
binding and due to the limited success so far with actually achieving
participation, the most important role is played by public actors
both in terms of decision making and implementation.
In the Spanish case, participation is not statutory either. However,
participation has been more successful and it is a politically strong
factor in decision making. It is a bottom up approach from several
municipalities to cooperate in concrete terms and includes multilevel
dialogue. It is argued that the organised stakeholders are those
whose interests are best represented and that interest groups
coordinate themselves in the participation. In fact, the one actor
that seems to be missing, but should be involved in this
collaboration, is the national government.
Instruments to involve civil society in the Spanish case are
effective, and a significant and representative number of people
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participate in the process. Demands are taken into account when
decisions are made and actors are involved in the implementation.
There is a strong possibility for non-governmental actors to
influence public decisions through their participation. Those that
participate include council administration employees, local experts,
trade unions, and academic groups.
Overall it can be argued that there is still a lack of participation and
an under-representation of civil society in the various types of
governance cases. The general pattern is that the public actors are
those whose interests are best represented.

4.6

Openness

Seven of the eleven case studies provide information on openness.
In some cases (e.g. the KAN-region in the Netherlands [28.1] and
the Västra Götaland region in Sweden [17.1]) there are
legal/constitutional regulations in place that guarantees access to
documents in the authorities. In those and other cases, special
measures are also put in place to improve openness and
encouraging the citizens to use it. In at least three cases web sites
are used to improve openness and a special attempt to reach out to
young people is reported in the case of the Trøndelag common
regional development plan in Norway (16.1) where two youth
conferences discussing the regional development plan were held.
As regards participation, the strategic plan for the metropolitan
coast of Barcelona in Spain (10.1) seems to be a proactive case for
openness. Several different mechanisms are used to improve
openness, including a website, meetings, weekly informative
bulletin, enquiries and interview. Furthermore, a communication
plan (with marketing material) was made to give much more
publicity to the results and to enforce the lobby goals.
Overall, however, one must say that the case studies show
disappointingly little activity on the matter of openness.

4.7

Innovation

Six of the case studies provide information on innovation. In several
cases the innovation was perceived to be found in the initiative
itself, e.g. the fact that the regional level of working with waste
management is new in England (22.1). the pilot of the Västra
Götaland Region in Sweden (17.1) and the Catalino Sud Simeto
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development programme in Italy (3.1) are also new types of
regional governance.
An innovative and successful way of working is the Triangle area in
Denmark (12.1) where the collaboration between the different local
authorities have resulted in a joint Master plan that replaces the
hitherto general structure of each of the municipal plans. The
individual municipal plans are still legally binding, but the general
structure of each municipal plan is identical. Each city council is free
to supplement or make more detailed strategies and plans to the
general structure of the Triangle Area for concerns that are relevant
for the city council.
Another type of innovation is that reported in the case study of
strategic waste management in England (22.1). As mentioned
above, it is new to work with this matter at the regional level, but
even more innovative is the breadth of the partnerships that, apart
from public authorities and agencies also include regional
representatives of the waste industry and regionally-based
voluntary community and environmental groups.
Also the case of Zemgale Technological Parik in Latvia (15.1) is
regarded as innovative in terms of the partnership. In this territorial
governance case study coordination, cooperation and participation
leading to partnerships of stakeholders is regarded as innovative
practice because it is not so common that institutions cooperate in
an open way.

4.8

Outcomes

In the majority of the cases the outcomes, apart from increased
collaboration, take the shape of a joint spatial development plan or
vision, or alternatively a joint strategy such as in the case of waste
management. Some of the cases are pilots or in their very early
stages and only forerunners to joint strategies or visions have been
agreed on. There are also examples of failures to reach the desired
outcome of a strategic plan, e.g. the case of Calatino Sud Simeto
(3.1) where the difficulties among the public and private actors in
cooperation have hindered success. Nevertheless, more integrated
planning instruments have been implemented in this case, so
collaboration has increased.
Another outcome is the achievement of some stakeholder
participation in all cases, although very limited in some instances.
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4.9

Summarising the case study descriptions in relation to
governance

All case studies were considered successful, at least to some extent.
One case study, Calatino Sud Simeto (3.1) was considered
moderately successful, while in two cases, County Hedmark in
Norway (16.2) and Atlantic Gateways in Ireland (19.2) it was
considered too early to say, but so far there were positive
developments. A distinct success is the case of the KAN-region in
the Netherlands (28.1) which is considered as one of the most
important successes of regional cooperation/governance in the
Netherlands.
With regards to winners and losers in the different case studies, it
was in a few cases too early to say, while in most cases there were
very few losers clearly identified. An example of losers was,
however, mentioned in the Dutch case. Regarding one of the
projects in the KAN-region, large infrastructural and transport
companies were identified as losers. In the County of Hedmark case
potential future losers were mentioned; some sectoral interests and
some sectoral department employees at the county administrative
board.
There were more examples of winners, in several cases identified as
‘the citizens of the region’ or ‘all involved actors’. A few specifically
identified winners are worth mentioning. In the Triangle area in
Denmark (12.1) the participating cities were identified as winners
because of their complementarity – i.e. one of the key ideas with
polycentricity. It was also argued that the rural municipalities in this
area benefited from the collaboration with the more urban areas –
hence another important ESDP dimension present. More specifically,
it was also argued that the professionals in planning across the
region benefited from the collaboration through access to better and
more detailed information for their work. Another example of
winners is the case of Zemgale Technological Park in Latvia (15.1)
where the positive attitude that was developed during the
consensus building with actors at all levels was stressed. The
participating partners were winners in the way that they have
improved their cooperation for the benefit of all.
The majority of the cases were consensus based, but there were
nevertheless some obstacles to achieving consensus. In this respect
the Calatino Sud Simeto case study (3.1) was the most problematic
where consensus was not achieved due to the misunderstandings in
the setting up of the public-private partnership and the inability of
both the partnership and the technician members of the Agency to
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define a strategic plan for the development of the area. Otherwise,
there were a few cases where at least potential obstacles to
consensus were identified in the shape of differences in
organisational cultures between participating institutions. This was
mentioned both in the case of Västra Götaland Region in Sweden
(17.1) and County Hedmark in Norway (16.2). Another similar
potential obstacle is the lack of experience of collaboration between
local authorities that was mentioned in the case of Atlantic
Gateways in Ireland (19.2).
There were several examples of links with the ESDP among the case
studies, even if they were not always explicit or in fact had little to
do with ESDP itself. An example of the latter is the Swedish case
(17.1).

‘In the Västra Götaland region, there is a strong connection to
ideas of the ESDP, but not as a result of the ESDP itself, but
developed for more pragmatic reasons. E.g. the polycentricity
thinking in terms of allocating main offices for different areas
of responsibility to different towns/cities in the region: The
regional administration is spread over six Offices across the
region. Vänersborg is the regional ‘capital’ where the Regional
Council meets and the Regional Executive Board with its
secretariat resides. The regional development unit is located
in Göteborg, the environmental unit in Borås, culture in
Uddevalla and the Health and Medical Executive Board in
Skövde with the Public Health Committee in Mariestad. (Case
study 17.1 report, p. 2)

The polycentricity theme of the ESDP is also clear in the Irish case
(19.2) where that and other mainstream EU policies form the
underlying objective to counter Ireland’s excessively monocentric
urban development around the Greater Dublin Area. Also in the case
of the South Yorkshire Partnership (22.2), attention was paid to the
ESDP. This was particularly in the study that was carried out in the
preparation stages of the strategic vision, in relation to the principle
of polycentric urban development. The final Vision is not explicit
about the influence of the ESDP, but the notion of a polycentric
pattern of urban development can be seen in the document.
Furthermore, there is a strong connection between the
establishment of the SYP and mainstream EU policy. The overriding
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factor in the setting up of SYP was to provide a coordinated
response to (and initially to lobby for) the challenge of South
Yorkshire being designated an Objective 1 region.
In the case of the Triangle area in Denmark (12.1) it seems as if the
ESDP issues were picked up in the process of the ESDP being
formulated. In 1997 the 8 municipalities agreed upon “The Planning
Perspective for The Triangle Area 1996-2008”. This planning
perspective was inspired by the ideas presented in The National
Planning Report 1997, where the Ministry of the Environment
recommended the creation of sub-national polycentric urban
networks – along the lines of the ESDP-document that was launched
three months after the Danish National Planning Report. The
participating municipalities considered the document as 'political
binding' - although it was not formally in accordance with the
Danish hierarchical planning system. Concerning the theme of
‘urban development’ in the National Planning Report, the network
sent in an application to the national planning authorities in order to
obtain status as a centre of national importance. The application
was later to be approved as The Triangle Area was given the status
of one of 7 national centres in Denmark. However it has to be said
that, in general, there is very low awareness of ESDP among
decision-makers and civil servants in The Triangle Area.
The future outlook for the case studies indicates that a couple of the
pilots are likely to become permanent fixtures, and may become
examples of best practice for other parts of the countries where
these experiments are taking place. This is a possible development
at least for the regional governance pilot of the Västra Götaland
Region in Sweden (17.1) and the Trøndelag common regional
development plan in Norway (16.1). The opposite may be the case
in terms of the future for the Triangle are in Denmark (12.1) due to
the amalgamation of municipalities that is taking place nationwide
in Denmark in 2007. This is part of a major local government
reform that will alter the size, competencies and fields of
responsibilities for all local authorities in the country.
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Figure 10

Criteria

Success rate of
the whole
initiative
Consensus

Summarising on the governance outcomes in the ‘Regional’, polycentric, urban networks case studies
3.1 Mezzogiorno
Development
Programme –
Integrated
Territorial Projects
(PIT) – Calatino
Sud Simeto

16.1 Trondheim
municipality, NordTrøndelag and SørTrøndelag
counties: common
regional
development plan,
Norway

10.1 Pla Estratègic
del Litoral
Metropolità de
Barcelona (PEL)

12.1 The Triangle
Area, Denmark

15.1 Zemgale
Technological Park,
Latvia

Medium

Success

Success

Success

Too early to say

Not clear from the case study
report

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

All involved actors

Cities complement each
other in a way which is
beneficial for the whole
region; Rural
municipalities in the area
may benefit from
industries locating in the
larger areas; Municipal
planners have access to
detailed information re.
municipal plans in the
area.

Positive attitudes were
developed during consensus
building with actors at all
levels as well as considerable
progress was achieved
towards cooperation and
formation of partnerships.

Citizens

Regional administrators, public
sector agencies and sectoral
agencies. Indirectly the population
of the region.

None

Not clear from the case
study report

There were no obvious losers
as a consequence of decisions
taken regarding Zemgale
Technological Park.

None

Perceived losers – some sectoral
interests and some sectoral
department employees at the
regional state governor.

Winners?

Not clear from the case
study report

Losers?

Not clear from the case
study report
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16.2 Pilot experiment
‘Enhetsfylke’ in Hedmark
county

16.1 Trondheim
municipality, NordTrøndelag and SørTrøndelag
counties: common
regional
development plan,
Norway

Criteria

3.1 Mezzogiorno
Development
Programme –
Integrated
Territorial Projects
(PIT) – Calatino
Sud Simeto

Obstacles to
consensus

The failures are due to
the misunderstandings in
the setting up of the
public-private
partnership and the
incapacity of both the
partnership and the
technicians members of
the Agency to define a
strategic plan for the
development of the area.

No

Not clear from the case
study report

It is assumed that rather
“passive” role of the state,
non-involvement of NGOs, as
well as insufficient financial
resources and human
resources could be
characterized as obstacles
making it difficult to use
governance practices.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Fully related with the
philosophy of EU polices

Yes, particularly in relation
to polycentricity.
Introduced prior to the
adoption of ESDP in 1999.
But in general, very low
awareness of ESDP
among decision-makers
and civil servants
generally in The Triangle
Area.

Partly. Territorial integration of
policies has happened in
Zemgale thanks to “idea” of
technological parks there. Not
applicable to Latvia in general.
Overall relation to EU
strategies and policies is quite
comprehensive and coherence
is observed for instance with
the ESDP, Lisbon Strategy.

Territorial integration
very important but no
link to ESDP

Norway is not part of the EU

Common spatial
vision

Integration of
territorial
action and links
to the ESDP

Not clear from the case
study report

10.1 Pla Estratègic
del Litoral
Metropolità de
Barcelona (PEL)

12.1 The Triangle
Area, Denmark

15.1 Zemgale
Technological Park,
Latvia

No, not yet

Organisational cultural differences
between the county administration
and the governor’s offices.
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16.2 Pilot experiment
‘Enhetsfylke’ in Hedmark
county

Criteria

3.1 Mezzogiorno
Development
Programme –
Integrated
Territorial Projects
(PIT) – Calatino
Sud Simeto

Strengths

Setting up of a local
middle subject having
the functionalities of an
integrated development
Agency. Implementation
of a set of policies aimed
at a creation of
Partnership between
public and private actors.
Implementation of
intersectoral policies.

Future

Not clear from the case
study report

10.1 Pla Estratègic
del Litoral
Metropolità de
Barcelona (PEL)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Partnership
Build a consensus
Achieve negotiated
and shared rules
Achieve integration of
territorial action
Reach a common
spatial vision
Capacity to integrate
local interest and

It will be an opportunity to
order definitely the future
Metropolitan Region of
Barcelona

16.1 Trondheim
municipality, NordTrøndelag and SørTrøndelag
counties: common
regional
development plan,
Norway

12.1 The Triangle
Area, Denmark

15.1 Zemgale
Technological Park,
Latvia

Not clear from the case
study report

Common spatial vision for the
region

Regional identity

Administrative efficiency gains and
hopefully some synergies by better
coordination of regional bodies.
Pooling of resources.

Not clear from the case study
report

This type of planning will
continue long term. Very
important collaboration
as a pilot – may be seen
as best practice for other
parts of Norway.

Uncertain as long as the national
regionalisation policy change is
not settled.

The balance may erase
due to the amalgamation
of municipalities in 2007. It
might occur that
municipalities individually
will have to spend more
resources in administrative
changes and on working
with new tasks.
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16.2 Pilot experiment
‘Enhetsfylke’ in Hedmark
county

Figure 10 continued
17.1 Västra
Götaland

19.2 Atlantic
Gateways, Ireland

22.1 Strategic Waste
management in England

22.2 South Yorkshire Partnership

28.1 Knooppunt Arnhem Nijmegen, the
Netherlands

Success
rate of the
whole
initiative

Yes

AG is still at an early
stage but the overall
concept has been well
received.

Success

Success

Yes

Consensus

Yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Those living and
working in the region
overall

Overall objective is that
the whole AG city
regions will benefit.

Too early to say, but if RWSs
are implemented, local
authorities that have traditionally
been the recipients of large
amounts of waste from
neighbouring authorities should
benefit by seeing a gradual
reduction in these flows.

Too early to say.

The public transportation projects and housing
construction projects in the Arnhem Nijmegen region
are examples of implemented KAN policies.

No

Possibly, in the long run,
the Greater Dublin Area.

Too early to say.

Too early to say.

Regarding the MTC project: large infrastructural and
transport companies

No serious obstacles,
but probably some
individuals in the
former county councils
that were merged or in
the county
administrative board
that lost the
responsibility for
regional development.

Institutional: the LAs are
separately constituted
planning authorities with
no statutory obligation to
with other authorities
outside their region, and
no experience of doing
so.

Not clear from the case study
report

There were and still remain obstacles.
Because there are four separately
constituted planning authorities, each with
their own planning departments, planning
officers, development plans and indeed
planning culture. Moreover, final decisions
on spatial planning matters rest with LA
members, who are subject to political
pressures within their individual
authorities.

The main critique to KAN policy is that,
notwithstanding the Dutch participatory governance
traditions of the polder model, it does not include
significant private participation. Where there is publicprivate cooperation, this is most of the time based on
skewed representation of the private sector by local
businesses and other market-based parties.

Yes

yes

Yes in terms of regional waste
plan.

yes

Yes

Criteria

Winners?

Losers?

Obstacles
to
consensus

Common
spatial
vision
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Criteria

Integration
of
territorial
action and
links to the
ESDP

Strengths

Future

17.1 Västra
Götaland

19.2 Atlantic
Gateways, Ireland

Strong connection to
the ideas of the ESDP,
but not as a result of
the ESDP itself, but
developed for
pragmatic reasons to
address issues in the
region.

The main relationship to
the ESDP and other
mainstream EU policies
is in the underlying
objective of the
promotion of
polycentricity to counter
Ireland’s excessively
monocentric urban
development.

Shared vision, more
long term
development
strategies.

A general acceptance
that greater networking
and improved
connections between
the cities would result in
overall benefits. The
initiative has strong
government support.

This pilot type of
regional governance
will become a
permanent fixture and
will provide an
example of best
practice for other
Swedish regions.

The case study is about
a newly started initiative,
so most of what the aim
is and the
implementation stage lie
in the future.

22.1 Strategic Waste
management in England

22.2 South Yorkshire Partnership

28.1 Knooppunt Arnhem Nijmegen, the
Netherlands

The strengthening of the
regional level in general is at
least partly due to the way EU
structural funds are
administered. But there is
unlikely to have been any direct
influence from the ESDP on this
policy development.

The study paid attention to ESDP,
particularly the principle of polycentric
urban development. The final Vision is not
explicit about the influence of the ESDP,
but the notion of a polycentric pattern of
urban development can be seen in the
document. There is a strong correlation
between the establishment of the SYP and
mainstream EU policy. The overriding
factor in the setting up of SYP was to
provide a coordinated response to (and
initially to lobby for) the challenge of South
Yorkshire being designated an Objective 1
region.

No information

The relative amount and longevity of
cooperation between the four LAs in the
area of spatial planning.

In general one can say that KAN cooperation was
consensual at least at municipality level.

Little reason to think that the level of joint
working between the LAs will decline. As
for the SYP itself, its future in the short
tem is assured as the RDA have
guaranteed funding for at least the next
two years. The SYP was set up for an
indefinite period of time, but it might be
superseded in the future by more formal
arrangements between the LAs.

Despite of the fact that a real shift from government to
governance (when seen as an open form of
management of public matters, structurally involving
both public, market as civil-society actors) has not
entirely been made yet, the tendency of KAN
governance towards more (private) participation
indicates that a process of change has been brought
into action. So, coordinated regional spatial policy in
combination with more open forms of governance as a
process within the KAN region has already improved
the (economical) status of the region and promises
much more to come.

•
•
•
•

brings together key actors
in waste, which would not
otherwise happen
wide and inclusive
membership
level of technical and
specialist knowledge
also thinks strategically to
some extent

It is believed that RTABs will
continue to be seen as an
integral part of regional waste
planning.
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4.10 Conclusions
The overall impression of the case studies in the “‘regional’,
polycentric, urban networks” category is one of increasing
collaboration and integration both vertically and horizontally. The
latter dimension is particularly strong. There are also examples of
increased participation, both in terms of civil society and private
actors. However, this is an area where development seems to be
fairly slow. The same can be said for initiatives regarding openness
and also innovative practices of governance. There are a few
interesting cases but progress overall is limited.
Among the challenges for achieving good governance in the case
study areas is the issue of participation. With the exception of the
positive examples in this matter mentioned above, too little seems to
be done to involve civil society in the processes. Overall it seems as if
the increased collaboration is mainly achieved between different
public actors, which may well be a start of a deeper involvement to
other actors as well, but it is important not to be complacent with this
but to attempt a still broader participation.
An interesting question is that of the importance of the ESDP and
matters such as explicit polycentricity thinking. It seems as if many of
the successful cases of increased collaboration resulting in joint
spatial development plans or visions are generated through a
pragmatic need for collaboration as the functionality and interaction
in regions cover larger and larger areas. Collaboration across
administrative borders and involving different types of actions is one
way to address the problems with this geographical expansion of
functionality. Such collaboration may not first and foremost stem
from the ESDP itself, but has in many cases grown out of a bottomup need to cooperate. This is hardly surprising, since the work with
the ESDP was a process over a long time involving planning actors
that would be well aware of the pressing matters on the ground.
Hence, it can be argued that both bottom-up and top-down policy and
practice developments become visible as part of many of the different
case studies.
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5

Functional Urban Areas, Metropolitan Regions
As globalisation progresses, urban regions are
emerging as key players in the world economy.
The pursuit of competitiveness in urban regions
has become a major local and national policy
objective. However, although globalisation and
technological change have the potential to
accelerate material well-being, they can also
exacerbate socio-economic disparities between
regions and increase the risk of social exclusion
within them. This poses a major threat to social
cohesion in metropolitan regions. Social capital
constructed over decades, if not centuries, is at
risk of being weakened. (OECD 2000: The
Reform of metropolitan governance, p.2)

5.1 Overview of the cases studied
The 13 cases represent great variety in terms of their political
organisation: federal, unitary centralised, unitary decentralised, and
unitary regionalised. There does not seem to be any correspondence
between the form of organisation and the type of governance or
governance problems for that matter, when it comes to the
metropolitan areas. Yet the type of political organisation is of
relevance for two reasons, i.e. due to the role of the State and central
government and its authorities, and the way in which the State uses
the institutional framework available, including hierarchical relations,
but also financial and normative capacities. Here also the role of subnational level is of relevance, as the institutional context allows for
possibilities for relations between sub-national levels of authorities.
Also, many of the countries included in the sample here have faced
some changes, radical or incremental, in their institutional framework
and political organisation in the last 20 years. It would indeed most
likely be impossible to identify ones that have not. The changes
having taken place after the end of cold war in the Central Eastern
European countries is particularly interesting here.
In this chapter, as elsewhere in the case study analysis, it was the
task of the national experts to propose interesting case studies and
defining the metropolitan areas and FUAs in their national context.
The term “metropolitan regions” as used here is inspired by the
ESPON 111, where the term is taken as referring to the greatest
centre of a whole group of urban conglomerations, enjoying easy
accessibility, large size and a varied economic and human
environment. The historical development is of essence here, as the
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acceleration of the relative strengthening of the power of
‘metropolises’ or ‘metropolisation process’ has taken place globally. In
this process a small number of large towns generally enjoying a very
high status in the network of central spaces, this process has
enhanced the ability to further attract activities linked with primary
entrepreneurial organisational functions, new activities for which the
metropolitan market is a privileged place for experiment and activity,
for which the immediate proximity of an adjacent wide and diversified
conglomerate of companies is an advantage. (ESPON 111, 2nd
Interim Report, 35).
Here the issue of ‘metropolitan governance’ is a process of change
visible in many ways, e.g. as outlined for instance by OECD, ways in
which institutional capacity-building, strategic planning and foresight,
as well as functional specialisation are addressed through setting up
certain organisational, politico-administrative and functional practices
and processes. Here the principles of metropolitan governance
outlined by the OECD (e.g. OECD Policy Brief on the reform of
metropolitan governance from October 2000) largely correspond to
the ‘good governance’ criteria of EU’s White paper, i.e. coherence, coordination, participation etc., analysed in the 232 case studies.
The cases are introduced in brief below.
1.2 Grande Area Metropolitana do Porto involves the development
process of a co-operative metropolitan planning for the
conglomeration of 14 municipalities in a n incremental process of
change, with the spatial planning context being marked by the
distribution of tasks in a system where the national level plays a
sectoral and strategic role, whilst the regional level has a territorial
strategic role and the local level is involved through its mandatory
role in urban planning.
4.2 Town planning instruments of the urban area of Lyon:
An analysis of the town planning instruments of the urban area of
Lyon, with a local/regional spatial planning framework and within a
context of incremental change.
6.1 The development of Zaventem airport:
Case study is a contested airport development project in the context
of strong federal dynamism, with a multi-level spatial planning
context of practically no role played by the national level, the regional
level playing a strategic and mandatory role, the municipal level
having a strategic and mandatory role and the provincial level having
a strategic and mandatory role. The case study is analysed against
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the backdrop of major institutional and constitutional change (of
adapting to a federal structure) in the last 30 years.
7.1 Greater Zurich Area:
An example of a Public-Private-Partnership of seven cantons, two
cities and several private companies, with the aim of co-ordinating
the economic development policies and of promoting the Greater
Zurich Area business region, a large metropolitan area with strong
functional relations. The spatial planning context is complex, with the
confederation, 26 cantons and about 3,000 municipalities, each
having its own spatial planning responsibilities, as outlined below:
•
National level: strategic
mandatory), legislative

planning

and

•
Cantonal level (main responsibility):
(structure plans), strategic and mandatory
•

coordination

integrated

(not

planning

Municipal level: land use planning; strategic and mandatory

The case study represents an example of incremental institutional
change (e.g. new agglomeration policy).
7.2 Glow.dasGlattal:
A case of eight autonomous communities working in a form of
metropolitan strategic co-operation, organised as a regional
association "glow.dasGlattal". The spatial planning context and
change as above.
9.2 Sprawl in Prague Metropolitan Area
A case addressing the vertical and horizontal relations between
strategic and physical planning initiatives and instruments in Prague
metropolitan area, in a system that is moving towards unitary
decentralised model. Spatial planning context is still marked by
centralisation, though moving towards more regionalisation in an
incremental change process.
10.3 Pla Territorial Metropolità de Barcelona (PTMB)
A case study analysis of 162 municipalities, where a metropolitan
master plan is established to cover issues such as natural protection,
networks of transport infrastructures and urban growth. The spatial
planning context is multi-level, with the national level having a role in
sectoral, as well as strategic and mandatory planning and the
regional level has a territorial planning, strategic and mandatory role.
The role of the local/municipal level is in urban mandatory) planning,
mandatory. The context of change is incremental.
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11.2 The Process of Developing
Agglomeration of Budapest

the

Spatial

Plan

for

the

An analysis of co-operation in the area of metropolitan planning,
consisting of an urban centre densely inhabited (City municipality of
Budapest, with 23 districts) and its surrounding green belt, and small
urban settlements around (Pest County, 80 local governments). The
spatial planning context is one in which the national level has a
strategic and mandatory role on land use and in drafting a strategic
national development plan, whilst regional level is charge of a spatial
regulatory plan (strategic and mandatory) and local level: spatial
plan, strategic and mandatory. The context of change is one of major
constitutional change (radical change since 1989).
14.1 The Structural Land Use Plan of Lahti Region
An example of co-ordinated inter-municipal plan in a context of
having had inter-municipal cooperation since late 1960's, pilot subregion project 2002. Spatial planning context is one of emerging
broader metropolitan policy + land use planning process that involves
municipal, sub-regional and regional levels. Change taking place is
incremental.
19.1 Greater Dublín GD
Case study describes the governance relationships between the 4
separate authorities in the metropolitan region, set in a centralised
national context. The spatial planning context is one of National
Spatial Strategy: 2002 – 2020, with the main legislation stemming
from the 1960s and the context of change being incremental.
24. The “Greater Nicosia Development Plan”
A case of working towards an integrated plan within a divided city.
Spatial Planning context is seen as problematic, as a major
(metropolitan) development plan is promoted since 1990 and a
comprehensive plan addressing issues of preservation-rehabilitation
within the central area of Nicosia (within the walls) under the UNDP,
is nearing completion. However legislation required poses major
challenges under present political circumstances which prevent
productive cooperation between the two sides. The context of change
is one of deep but incremental change
25. Master Plan for the Metropolitan Area of Sofia
Consists of the process of
municipalities of the Sofia
component of the Plan itself is
implementation of the Plan.

drafting a spatial plan for the 8
metropolitan region. An important
the programme for management of the
Draft Law on Implementation of the
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General Spatial Development Plan (Master Plan) of the City of Sofia
was specifically produced for this purpose.
27.2 Transport Policy in the Warsaw metropolitan area.
The case study addresses the development of a common transport
policy for the capital region, within the context of broader
establishment of the Metropolitan Area of Warsaw, i.e. obligatory cooperation framework special status as the capital (Law from 2002).
Governance relationships are analysed between the four separate
authorities in the metropolitan region, set in a centralised national
context of major politico-administrative change since 1989.
Five out of the case studies in this category are capital regions and
their planning processes or documents, 5 second cities and similar
cases of seeking to achieve an integrative plan or organisational
structure that could achieve this.
One is a case study of a FUA within the broader metropolitan region
(Lahti, which is in some cases included in the Helsinki capital region –
e.g. in OECD’s territorial review of Helsinki metropolitan area) and
one is a case study of a controversial infrastructure development
project in the metropolitan area of Brussels (Zaventem airport in
Belgium). Thus we may be able to draw more pertinent conclusions
on metropolitan areas than on FUAs as a whole. Most of the case
studies are spatial planning processes, the plans resulting of such
processes or associations set up for co-ordinating metropolitan
planning.
The roles of the different actors in the traditional governmental and
administrative structures are not changing to any considerable
extent, but the amount of actors involved are growing, mainly in
public authorities at different level. The picture emerging from the
case studies is one of an attempt at more integrated planning (in
particular in the metropolitan regions) and the utilisation and testing
of new instruments and institutional structures to achieve this, but
with important difficulties in the area of associative forms of
collaborative planning. Difficulties in attempts at co-ordination are
caused by conflicts of interests, priorities and power, and to the
fragmentation of power.
A tentative categorisation can be made in dividing the cases into
three types: conflictual, consensusal and a ‘in-between’ group that
could be called co-operative (seeking actively to build a consensus
even though it is currently unavailable). The third type also includes
cases where there is a certain institutional or political lock-in, i.e.
where conflicts of interest are blocking the governance solutions
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sought in the final instance, or only allowing a short-term
compromise solution. 5 cases are ‘consensual’ (4.2, 7.1, 7.2, 19.1
and 14), whilst 4 are ‘conflictual’ (6.1, 9.2., 10.3, 27.2) and 4 ‘cooperative’ (1.2, 11.2, 24 and 25). It is worth emphasising here that
even in conflictual cases there can be attempts by certain groups to
achieve an agreement (for a common spatial vision or similar), even
though consensus may not be a viable option, whilst in ‘co-operative’
forms there is a shared interest in – not only in agreeing on a
compromise agreement, but in a longer term of building a consensus.
Plans are usually drafted in a long participatory process, where the
process may be more important than the emerging planning
document. Therefore it is hardly surprising that the decision-making
usually aims at findings a consensus. In cases where conflicts
emerge, they are dealt with in the traditional political decisionmaking processes or bargaining processes where compromises can be
struck. There are not really process examples available amongst the
case study reports that could help us to identify ‘recommended’ or
‘successful’ consensus-building processes. In most cases tradition of
co-operation and consensus-building seems to be more important.
Yet neither can we argue on the basis of the case studies that a
consensual process is more advantageous for the actual policy
outcome, or even for the process. It seems that in cases where
consensus-building fails, the solutions/plan/document is simply put
on hold, in order to be addressed in a different political situation.
Therefore it can be argued that few innovative tools for conflict
resolution emerge from the case studies.

5.2 Nature of vertical relations
The case studies confirm the importance of the role of the state and
the central government, which is always installing the framework and
regulative context in which the other actors will then find their places.
Also, it is often at national level (government and/or parliament) that
final agreement, on policies or spatial plan, has to be given. This
agreement is needed for reasons of accountability, but also for
reasons of traditional and persistent hierarchy, or/and because the
national state is usually still in control of budget and allocations of
resources. It is also necessary for the State to decide, when other
actors cannot come to a decision. The mediating role of the central
government is visible in the case studies in this sense, as the central
role has the potential role as mediating factor even in cases where
this is not its main responsibility.
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Nevertheless, there is an important evolution if we consider the
different ways a national State can plays its role. They can be quite
differentiated, depending on the possibilities offered by the
institutional framework, the political context (the opportunity
structures available), as well as depending on their utilisation of the
tools and instruments such as spatial planning framework,
delimitation of metropolitan areas, transfer of financial capacities,
transfer of normative capacities. Here the role has been relatively
stable, with the exception of countries having gone through main
constitutional changes (e.g. Belgium) or transition processes (e.g. the
post-Cold War changes). What has perhaps evolved more is the role
of sub-national levels of public authorities, at the regional and
local/municipal levels.
Central government level usually has the role of setting the broader
strategic guidelines and institutional frameworks, as well as financing
major infrastructure developments. In many cases here also the
private actors and regional mobilisation is becoming more important
however. Even in cases where the central government has a limited
role (e.g. Swiss confederation, where the confederation must limit
itself to laying down principles), there can be an important role for it
in regulating in detail particularly important strategic areas (e.g. Law
on spatial planning). The co-ordinating role is central here, as also in
the Swiss case the confederation promotes and co-ordinates the
spatial planning of the cantons through the approval of cantonal
structure plans.
Another key issue is the amount of competences which was
transferred to local authorities. The role of sub-national levels of
public authorities, regional and local levels, as well as their relations
work, whatever the political organisation, seems to be a major key
for governance on metropolitan areas. This is illustrated in a
‘conflictual’ way
in 5 of the cases (Belgium /Brussels, Spain/
Barcelona,
Hungary/
Budapest,
Czech
Republic/
Prague,
Poland/Warsaw), as the general trend of fragmentation of power in a
metropolitan area leads to lock-in situations, with no apparent
possibility to come to an agreement, as each level of public authority
has enough competences to stop any ‘integrating’ process (even if
the competence or power they have is not followed with sufficient
transfer of finance).
In that fragmented context, problems arise when conflict of interests
between the ’geographical’ centre of the metropolitan area and its
immediate surroundings, or between the metropolitan area and the
next level of authority, block any possible cooperation, even if this
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cooperation would be sorely needed for functional reasons. This is the
case in almost all metropolitan areas studied. They are linked
strongly to finance and economic development, as well as conflictual
or difficult history (of radical change). Vertical relations are naturally
greatly influenced by the degree of regionalisation and in federal
states in particular the dynamics are unique in this respect.
Conflict resolution is more formalised with intergovernmental
negotiation, court arbitration, mediation service etc. in the formal
sphere and activities by political networks mobilising in the informal
sphere.
An important issue in federal systems is the taxation base, as it is an
important resource insuring the maintenance of autonomy and here
the more prosperous areas tend to have more capacity to impose
their will. Yet this is also secondary or subservient to the question of
institutional structure. The possibility to enforce one’s will in
metropolitan policies is seldom simply reliant on financial resources.
It is the case in all types of politico-organisational systems that
institutional context is most important. Unitary countries with a
strong local level autonomy may have a situation where individual
local authorities block (or for practical purposes veto) decisions in
situations where they have strong interests (even when majority
would be ‘for’ a specific decision), whilst in federal systems this role
may be available to the regional level.
In the Polish case it was emphasised that the non-public actors play
an important part, but not so much on the decision, rather in the
implementation stages, where a range of stakeholders also from the
private sector (construction companies and investors etc.) were
referred to. Yet this influence is in stark contrast with the
centralisation of decision-making and strategic steering, which is very
much based on hierarchy and national predominance.
Special circumstances were referred to in the Cypriote case, where
the challenges posed by being a divided city are obvious and the
central authorities, as well as international organisations still have a
strong role. With the exception of the areas within the ‘walled city’,
no contact is maintained between responsible authorities of the two
sides. For projects within the ‘walled city’ there are constant contacts
and cooperation between the municipalities of Nicosia on either side.
The two municipalities act as the responsible authorities for the
development of mutually agreed dual projects (bi-communal) within
this area.
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In very few cases are there specific conflict resolutions models and
methods. In the Warsaw case administrative courts are referred to.
In the Brussels airport ‘Zaventem’ case, a mediation service was put
in place, and there was also a trend to go to Court. Nevertheless, this
trend towards turning the conflict into a legal or judicial matter
quickly reached its limits however, as different Courts were
expressing different, and some contradictory, judgements. This
shows clearly that were a political agreement is needed, to involve
the judiciary power is not really relevant, or it cannot be relied upon
as the final solution.
5.3 Horizontal relations
Several case studies represent attempts at integrated territorial or
spatial processes and instruments. The organisational forms in fact
seek to co-ordinate the various tools, as in the case of Lyon for
instance, where “Grand Lyon” is involved in a “Contrat
d’agglomération” and uses several planning instruments, like SCOT
(“Schéma de cohérence territoriale”); urban planning instrument for
the urban area, as well as the PLU (“Programme local d’urbanisme”),
urban planning instrument at municipal level. Also the SCOT and the
PLU define spatial planning priorities and actions to resolve urban
problems as land use, living conditions, accessibility, economic
attractiveness, urban segregation. These are all integrated policies.
In cases where territorial integration is attempted and a co-ordinated
strategy sought, there are often conflicts emerging that are difficult
to deal with. In many cases it is the central government or the courts
that are the final arbitrator of such conflicts, but often there is
reluctance from the central government to intervene (there may be
political conflicts also that make this difficult). For instance in the
Czech Republic case study it was argued that:
“at present there is no agreement between the Capital City of Prague
and Region Central Bohemia to practice an integrated territorial
planning in Prague metropolitan area. The central government,
despite its ability to do so, does not intervene into this situation and
leaves it unsolved.” (case study report)

In most cases predominant type of interaction consists of dialogue
and consultation. Only in the Greater Dublin case is the main
interaction mode one of hierarchical and regulated interaction. In the
cases of Metro do Porto and Lahti the role of co-operative /
partnership-based working group interaction is identified as the main
mode of interaction. In two of the cases conflictual nature is directly
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referred to: in the case concerning the development of the Brussels
airport this is the main mode of interaction and in Budapest the
conflict within the process is acknowledged, whilst the main mode of
interaction remains one marked by dialogue. Prague and Budapest
cases also refer to conflict and competition, though dialogue and
interaction is attempted.
When it comes to territorial integration, there are indications that this
should be the future direction of metropolitan governance, but there
is still a long way to go. In some cases the case study deals with a
programme or plan instrument that has a co-ordinating motivation or
should develop such a role (Porto, Glow.dasGlattal, Prague, Lahti,
Dublin). In the Grater Dublin Area the Plan for a new strategic land
use and transportation planning authority for the Greater Dublin Area
was dropped by the government in 2004. This is not necessarily a coordination failure though, as the Irish government's solution was that
strategic planning for the area was now covered by the joint Regional
Planning Guidelines produced by the two regional authorities. The
degree of co-ordination specifically in spatial planning seems to be
even lower, as only the Swiss and Spanish analysis this is said to be
the case. In several cases this is formally attempted through the plan
(e.g. in Dublin - attempted through the National Spatial Strategy and
through informal meetings of the Council Managers).
In terms of accountability, once again, a mixed picture emerges.
Either elected officials are responsible on the local level (e.g. in Lyon,
Lahti and Dublin) or the body responsible for the co-ordination of the
metropolitan initiative (e.g. in Porto - Metro do Porto S.A., Zurich –
‘Foundation Board’, Glow.dasGlattal – ‘regional conference’), or it is
the regional level (federal state), or the central State (e.g. Budapest),
or a mix of them depending on the issues and area of competences
(e.g. Brussels).

5.4. Participation
About half of the cases refer to consultation processes, which are
often statutory but not with binding results. Results are never
officially binding, but politically they have to be taken into account, so
the actual impact is still difficult to assess.
The degree of non-governmental participation seems to be low.
Nevertheless about half of the cases indicate that non-governmental
actors do have an influence on public decisions. In most cases the
participation patterns seem very stable and there are very few cases
where new actors are appearing in a policy and/or planning process
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for the first time. In very few cases is there reference to new actors
being or becoming involved. In the Porto case lobby organisations are
referred to as such, as are some of the organised protest committees
in the Brussels airport case.
In many cases a broad base of participation is achieved, but within
the public-dominated partnerships. Very little attention is given to the
role or activation of civil society or citizens. On the whole
participation of non-governmental actors is not particularly actively
promoted. The reasons most often referred to are related to lack of
interest and the relatively low profile of the planning issues, lack of
visibility in the media etc. The reasons for mobilisation are thus one
aspects of the issue that we cannot really analyse in any depth based
on the case study material available. It does seem however that here
also the general observation on (new) social movements and citizens
mobilisation holds, i.e. participation processes, even when existing
and working (e.g. in protest committees and interest movements),
tends to favour socio- economically and culturally ‘middle class’,
rather than the disenfranchised or the excluded (e.g. Melucci 1996,
295-296).
Participation for non-governmental actors is quite differentiated
depending on the types of actors involved. Formal processes to
involve citizen in the decision making process concern mainly oneway flow of providing better access to information. Organised groups
are naturally better placed, as there are formal ways for some of
them to be in the process in the traditional corporatist system.
Private sector has also organised interests, and are often well
organised and well represented, though our case study material does
not allow us to analyse these processes and the tensions in depth
(e.g. in relation to the types of actors and organised interests that
are favoured in partnership-based forms of participation etc.)
Partner constellations are based on predominance of public actors,
which is partially dependent on the connection between the
governance and the financing and budgetary structures, with more
local taxation bases ensuring autonomy, which is then in turn
reflected into the planning and power over this. There is also an
increasing focus on mobilising private actors. This is particularly the
case in partnership-based initiatives. The interest that are perceived
as being ‘best represented’ in the processes are most often either
public authorities or businesses. There are some attempts at coordinating the public and private interests, as through the ‘Urban
Regeneration Company’ in Nicosia, which seeks to co-ordinate the
possible cooperation with the private sector. In some cases (Ireland,
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Swiss cases, Finnish, Bulgarian), public-private partnerships are
currently developed.
Mechanisms for involving the civil society exist as part of normal
political participation or formal consultation (i.e. Porto, Lyon,
Budapest), in Lahti as part of a formal hearing process as required by
the Land us and building act, in Budapest as part of the statutory, but
non-binding consultation. In the Brussels airport case some
consultations are formal, even statutory (environment permit) but
not on the whole area concerned by the development of the airport.
An attempt to establish a ‘Concertation committee’ was not
successful. Nevertheless, a mediation service could be implemented.
In the Prague case the participation is supported through workshops
and other elements of the preparatory work and expert assessments,
which have involved the participation of a total of 662 people, in the
form of methodological guidance and support from external
consultants for partnership-building. Also in the Sofia case the
participation is targeted at stakeholders, i.e. estate owners and large
companies, rather than the public at large. Here also business
community is identified as the main actor type mobilising for
participation
Effectiveness of the methods is difficult to judge on the basis of the
reports, only in four cases it is argued that the participation processes
have been effective (Porto, Lyon, Prague and Lahti). A general trends
is the consultation of targeted actors (private sector, administration,
public level, expert), with more influence of those actors than in
general public consultation
In a very conflictual case as the Belgian case, due the political
context but also to the project at stake, which has a direct, daily
impact on life of citizen, there can be a great degree of organisational
capacity mobilised also amongst the non-public actors, and
addressing the different level authorities e.g. environmental NGOs,
who lobby and aim protests towards the executive and lobby to the
legislative branch of different government (regional and federal).
There is also action in Courts, as well as different types of public
information and mediation activities by various organised group
(Specific protest committee, Professional associations, Unions etc.
Direct action by citizens’ movements is not uncommon either, whilst
at the same time the private sector (e.g. air transport companies,
investors) are active in lobbying the executive. Co-ordination of
interests is very seldom referred to, and seems to be a weak point for
civil society. Coordination is a real difficulty for the citizen and protest
committee, due to lack of time and resources, but mainly, because
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different interests, sometimes conflicting, are at stake. There is no
over-all co-ordination, but economic investors and ‘One Region’ (RF)
seek to present a co-ordinated interest view amongst them. Also, on
one occasion, almost all the protest committees were uniting to
influence a decision, and they won.
In the Lahti case conflict resolution is done by political means, in
Portugal it is argued that regional governments seek to strengthen
their role in such a role, as actors representing interests of (‘poor’)
villages and small towns against (‘rich’) major cities and regional
centres. In Porto and Lyon there are more partnership- or working
groups based co-ordination models in place.
Which interests are then best represented? A broad-based inclusion
of local and regional stakeholder is said to be the case in Porto and in
Lyon, Prague and Dublin local political and administrative interests. In
Sofia, Budapest and Zurich the business community are referred to.
In some cases this is seen to depend on the issue at hand, e.g. in
Nicosia “those attracting the largest interest”, which are economy
oriented; environment oriented and culture and history oriented
interests. Also in the Brussels airport case the representation of
interests is issue-based.
Actors that are not involved, but are seen as they ‘should be’ were in
many cases not identified. It is interesting to note that in some cases
the absence of the central government was seen as a limitation
(Porto and Barcelona). Civil society and NGOPs were referred to in
Budapest case and in the Brussels airport case it was argued that
actors representing socio-economically more marginalised groups
should be more involved.
Concerning the mobilizing of the territory, it is quite often the policy
makers which are mobilising, with the official or non official influence
of economic interests. Often mobilisation is connected to the local
political leaders and their commitment and understanding of local
development issues (e.g. the French case) and therefore reflecting
quite traditional political dynamics. In some cases planners are
important, in others protest committees (but in general, coordination
seems to be a weak point for civil society). In the Porto case the
mayors have this role, in Lyon it is seen to be difficult to involve the
general public, rather a small number of selected actors from
different socio-economic fields and public authorities, in Barcelona
and Budapest local political representatives, in Lahti case local village
or neighbourhood associations. In Nicosia such a role is most clearly
that of the media, potentially also political parties, workers unions
and professional associations. In Sofia a lack of mobilising actors was
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reported. In the Brussels airport it is the protest committees that
have a mobilising role, but also the public authorities and the unions
at different times.
Finally, we have to underline a trend towards the involvement of
judiciary power, used by citizens and public authorities alike (cf.
vertical relations).

5.5. Openness
Another strong general trend is to promote ‘openness’, with
information concerning public (governmental) involvement. Formal
processes to involve citizen in the decision making process concern
mainly better information (cf. openness infra).
In several cases, there exist mechanisms for openness (e g through
legislation, consultation processes, hearings, websites, and mediation
services), which can be and are used by stakeholders. Concerted
efforts to involve actors who should, but are not, participating seems
to be rare.
Nevertheless, in most cases the information flow is one-way – not
really interactive, rather information is ‘made available’ through the
website, or via the media. Yet the aim of creating a concerted
information policy and a shared approach are central to many of the
cases. As was argued in the Glow.dasGlattal case for instance,
concerted information policy, own internet homepage and a periodical
press coverage are tools in informing the public, but also of
strengthening the spirit of a "regional identity".
Mechanisms of improving openness are either based on legal
obligation in the form of legislation for ‘open administration’ or
Information Act or similar (in the cases of Barcelona, Lahti, Nicosia,
Sofia and Brussels – “Law on Administrative Transparency”) and in
two of the cases on less formal processes of promoting openness
(Porto and Budapest).
In most cases information is made available to the general public
through websites, weekly info bulletins, media information or similar
(all cases except Lyon, Prague, Dublin). In Sofia the information is
made available through the media. In the cases of Porto and
Glow.dasGlattal a specific communication strategy is referred to.
There are no separate agencies or resources for this purpose
however, except in the case of the Brussels airport, where a
‘mediation service’ is referred to.
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In most cases the question of ‘openness’ (and participation) are seen
as more national level issues that are valid for all levels of
governance and therefore do not need to be addressed specifically on
the sub-national level. In the case of the Swiss case studies for
instance, it was argued that openness and participation are:

“… territorial highly valued in Switzerland in general and ensured by
several instruments of direct democracy. In the case study, openness
and participation are guaranteed as a result of the connection to the
political process on cantonal level.” (case study report)

5.6 Innovation and interesting approaches
Innovation is a very relative thing and in many cases it is emphasised
that the case study in question presents an innovation in this country
/ regional context, not across Europe. Thus there are aspects of
Europeanisation of spatial planning practice, as indicated for instance
in the case of Warsaw, Budapest and Sofia.
In some cases the external challenges have been particularly
considerable and simply achieving initiatives and attempts for
integrated spatial planning or metropolitan governance are important
first steps, whilst in may be banal to talk about innovations in such a
stage. The plan itself is an innovation (e.g. Nicosia, Sofia,
Budapest…). Examples of innovation are mentioned in few cases and
these usually related to the introduction of an integrated metropolitan
planning level / model. This is the case e. g. in the envisaged
introduction of a metropolitan planning level in the extended Warsaw
area, or in the actual attempt for spatial planning on the metropolitan
area of Budapest, as well as in the integral approach in Zurich, as
well as working group model for interactive planning in six Finnish
municipalities in the Päijät-Häme region.
Associations and new institutional/organisational forms for cooperation in a metropolitan planning context are an interesting
innovation in their national and local contexts, and can contribute to
the identification of best practice across the EU. One of the examples
referred to here is the association "glow.dasGlattal" initiated the Best
Practice Model "Networkcity Glattal" situated within the Swiss
agglomeration policy.
Bottom-up working practice, partnership-based methodologies and
the dialogue this entails are the most common aspects referred to as
innovative (Porto, Zurich Glow.dasGlattal and Lahti). Similar content
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is likely to be involved in those cases where the interactive planning
process is referred to (Lahti, Barcelona, Dublin and Warsaw).
The approach and methodology associated with Glow.dasGlattal is
interesting in its utilisation of ‘The Best Practice Model’, where the
project is seen as an open learning process, where clarification of the
common goals for the region and towards a better understanding for
each other and possible procedures of cooperation is developed.
Objectives of the governance process vary from an attempt to “deal
with shared problems” (Porto) to modernisation and development of a
more inclusive governance model applied to business promotion
(Zurich) and a new waste management plan (Dublin). The ambiguity
of the governance processes developed is apparent in the way in
which only Zurich, Lahti and Dublin argue unequivocally that the
process has been a success (in the sense of having resulted in the
result envisaged). In Glow.dasGlattal the answer is a cautious ‘yes’
(‘fragile’ and ‘positive thus far’) and in two cases it is too early to
judge (Barcelona, and Warsaw).
Public-private partnerships and active attraction of investments are
often tools used in order to promote the metropolitan regions in
particular. There is increasing interest in drafting new marketing
approaches in collaboration in the metropolitan region as a whole,
such as the case of Zurich PPP solution. Here the aim has been to
promote awareness of the Greater Zurich Area in selected markets
and lines of business and to encourage foreign companies to settle in
the Greater Zurich Area and to provide complimentary support to
international companies interested in settling in the area, at the
location evaluation stage and in cooperation with the business
promotion agencies in the member cantons and cities. Similar
strategic aim is at least partially behind most cases, where
collaboration in planning for the common area is used to market the
region to the outside.
The modernisation of planning processes and ‘good governance’ are
in many cases the actual objectives of the case studies. In the French
case study of Lyon for instance the objectives were defined as:
•

to better take into account users’ needs and expectations,

•

to modernise the governance and the management of the local
public utilities, to improve the quality and the efficiency of public
services,

•

to evaluate the activity and quality of public services in relations
with associations of users or with individuals,
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•

to better the accountability and the efficiency of public action to
promote confidence between the institutions and the citizens.

In many cases the process of supporting urban governance is seen as
on open-ended process, where collaboration and planning strategies
etc. have a key role to play. In particular amongst the more recent
entrants into the EU, the EU models and best practices are an
inspiration source in this respect. Here also less attention is placed on
innovation, rather the more traditional ideas of collaborative planning
and co-operation through strategic plans etc. are seen as the ‘ideal’.
It was argued in the Prague case study for instance that making sure
the country introduces the necessary practices required to apply the
European guidelines, regulations and principles is still for the time
being a major objectives, with which the substantive objectives must
be consolidated with (e.g. the changes that can help to mitigate the
negative consequences of suburbanisation and urban sprawl).
Thus in such cases it is understandable that policy integration and an
integrated territorial approach are seen as the policy ideal, whilst at
the same time our case studies show that there are few cases even in
the older member states where all these points have been
successfully implemented.

5.7 Outcomes
The objectives were in most cases the ‘minimum’ sense, as they
related to the drafting of a plan, introducing a common vision or
promoting a trans-border initiative. This was helped by achieved
consensus, which was in most cases a prerequisite for the outcomes,
though at the same time leading to compromise and in some cases
‘smallest common denominator solutions.
If we have in mind the criteria chosen in this project to identify
success of territorial governance - was it possible to build a
consensus, to agree on the contribution of stakeholder, to achieve
‘negotiated and shared rules’ in a governance mode (e.g. shared
vision), to achieve an integration of the territorial action, in general,
to reach a consensual decision, and to go on with implementationfive of these cases are not considered a success: two are quite
problematic, and no solution has been found yet, one could reach
only short term sectoral decision, one could arrive to an agreed
consensual decision, but with a low profile, and it seems it will be the
same for the last one. The governance of metropolitan areas is a
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highly difficult theme, with main aspects of fragmentation of power
on the area and conflict of interest.
Two cases are more successful, a convergence of interest and a top
down ‘framework-decision’ being two elements of this success.
The last case, Sofia, seems to be also successful in terms of the
outcome of the planning process and achieving consensus and shared
vision for a metropolitan area, but is blocked by national level at this
stage, so not implemented yet.
It seems from the preliminary results that institutional organisation is
not the main decisive factor, rather that political context and history
are of major importance.
Three key issues appear to be at stake concerning governance on
metropolitan area, characterised by an important fragmentation of
power in an area which is functionally and morphologically coherent.
One is the ‘non equalisation’ of finances, the non redistribution of
financial resource, which is a general problem in metropolitan areas,
accentuating disparities and provoking individualistic behaviour.
(Even if mechanisms of redistribution exist at national level.) Another
one is the blocking possibilities for more organised supra-structure on
the territory, is the reluctance of any actual power, regional or local,
to give away competences and finances to any kind of ‘suprastructure’ or collaborative constellation, and finally, it is also the
national state which can be extremely reluctant to establish any
metropolitan power which could become too powerful (cf. Catalonia
and Greece for instance).
Even in case where success was achieved in terms of drafting the
plan or putting into place a co-operative form of policy-development,
there were still open questions and considerable degree of scepticism.
This is often caused by the difficulty in achieving an integrated
approach to territorial planning and development, as different sectors
and actors tend to contradict each other. A few cases had in common
that the main changes leading to new territorial governance had to do
with regional competitiveness and/or collaboration. The (explicit)
relations to the EU and ESDP were weak in general. Only a few cases
were able to identify winners and losers. Barriers to use governance
practice seemed mostly institutional, financial and political. Even in
cases where participatory methods could influence the final policy
implementation, there are bottlenecks. In cases where new
competences were related to the planning, these bottlenecks and
tensions most often relate to the loss of competence on some level.
Political competition is also a source of uncertainty, as it is not always
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clearly known whether the planning processes in place will be
maintained by the next government for instance. In this sense the
administrative and technocratic processes have the advantage of
long-term perspective, though at times questioned by the shifting
political constellations.
Attempts at innovation in ways in which actors are involved and
mobilised are tried, but politico-institutional systems are quite
resistant to changes. In the latest EU-member countries the spatial
and metropolitan planning instruments and new urban policy
initiatives are all innovations in the national context.
In some cases the achievement of a positive decision required such
an extent of negotiation and consultation that a compromise solution
is necessarily arrived at, as was argued for instance in the Hungarian
case. The originally proposed plan was weakened quite strongly to
reach a (political) consensus, and no civil society member (organised
or not) could participate in this process. On the other hand, large
consultations were made towards public authorities of different level
and administration, as well as professional organisation, and intersectoral coordination took also place.

5.8 Conclusions
The processes of bottom-up mobilisation and consensus-building in a
FUA or metropolitan context are perceived as important steps forward
in governance terms. Several remain conflictual, dependent on
difficult political agreement and/or top-down processes (e.g.
Barcelona, Warsaw, Budapest, Brussels,…), which need to be settled
in political negotiations, what ever the final results. In some cases
such an agreement has been reached at the expense of the quality of
the plans finally implemented (e.g. Budapest), but this is all in the
nature of compromise and consensual decision-making. The political
nature of planning is one of the main starting points of the analysis,
and proposal for better governance should strongly take this aspect
into account.
There seems to be more conflicts in cases where the national system
has been under considerable reforms in recent years or even in
recent decades. All those more fragmented and decentralized
institutional contexts are coming from a pre-existent conflictual
political context or difficult history, which can be more or less
exacerbated. Of course, the more partners in the game, the more
possibility for conflict of interest and complexity, and more reluctance
to share power.
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Therefore, there is no easy solution for metropolitan governance and
differentiated models are required. A very interesting notion about
this is the ‘configurations territoriales’ that E Négrier is using in his
book ‘La question métropolitaine (2005). This means taking into
account the full context in which and on which the metropolitan area
territory is implanted, socio-economic, political, functional, but also
cultural and symbolic, when trying to understand metropolitan
governance, and imagining possible solutions and evolution.
A real problem is the general trend we identified about accountability:
it seems more difficult than before to identify who is accountable, in
the multiplicity of public actors involved. This is strongly linked to the
legitimacy of our democracies, and should be integrated in any
proposal for better governance, as of course it is on the level of
discourse and political principle.
On the basis of our case studies here, there are no easy answers or
solutions presenting themselves. In many cases the sub-national,
either regional or local level is blocked or steered by the central
government level in ways that make it difficult for the regions to put
into practice their even most consensually achieved plans and
initiatives, if the national level objects.
The short-term nature of the political ‘cycle’ might also be an obstacle
to a long-term strategic vision that is required for metropolitan
policies. The conflicts, tensions and power struggles may be ongoing
on the national level, but they are played out on the local level.
When it comes to the principles of “White Paper on Governance”,
openness is quite well catered for, but participation less so. In policy
terms coherence is usually lacking, and in many cases sector policies
remain either under-co-ordinated or even mutually conflicting.
Therefore effectiveness of the outcomes is questioned.
In most cases dialogue, bargaining and negotiation remain the
methods and there were no cases where a specific body would have
been put into place for dealing with conflict, including conflicts with
civil society. In the end these become issues for the national
government, and in concrete building cases, of Courts of justice.
The FUA and metropolitan region case studies are summarised in
figure 11.
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The resistance came from two directions = from the suburban self-governmental units (due to loss of competence) and from the
large state-owned companies (mainly Polish State Railways).
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Identification of governance trends in Urban-Rural
areas
... the latter half of this century has witnessed the
most profound shift in city and country relationships.
Pushed by the advances in transportation
technology, new manufacturing and communications
systems, and public sector growth incentives and
pulled by residential preferences, the connection
between city and country side has become closer
and more intimate. Traditional concepts of rural life
versus urban lifestyle are increasingly marginalized.
(Lapping and Furuseth 1999)
No longer can [we] afford to consider land use just a
local town, city or county issue. Rather it is time to
examine regional approaches to land use and growth
management that reflect the interaction of the
several counties, the core city, the many suburbs,
the edge cities, .... The implications for
accommodating population and economic growth, as
well as issues of environmental quality and
competitiveness in the global economy, are profound
(Daniels 1999)

6.1

The rural and urban

The relationship between ‘the rural’ and ‘the urban’ is often viewed
upon from a rather oppositional perspective (Caffyn and Dahlström
2005; Daniels 1999; Lapping and Furuseth 1999). From such a
perspective, the urban is associated with terms as modern,
developed, built-up, administration, political power, but also with
more negative issues such as congestion and deprivation. Its relation
to ‘the rural’ is often seen as imperialistic, as ‘imposing on’. While the
rural is quite commonly linked with the idyllic country-side,
environmental values, agriculture and traditional communities, ‘the
urban’ is seen as inflicting damage to the pure and naturalistic ‘rural’.
Traditional territorial governance modes within urban-rural regions
seemed also to be focusing on such dichotomous conceptions of ‘the
rural’ and ‘the urban’(Daniels 1999; Lapping and Furuseth 1999).
However, in current policy trends there seems to be a shift from such
a dichotomous thinking towards more integrated and embracing
approaches. Although the differences between ‘the rural’ and ‘the
urban’ are of course still existing and specific ‘urban’ pressures on
‘rural’ areas are certainly real (Esparcia and Buciega 2002), the
approaches to solve these problems slowly move away from the
‘oppositional misconceptions’ about what ‘the urban’ and ‘the rural’
are really like today (Caffyn and Dahlström 2005) towards an
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integrated and networked territorial governance approach of urban
and rural relationships. Hence, interaction between the urban and the
rural is of key importance within these new governance trends.
Below an analysis of 8 European cases of territorial governance within
a rural-urban framework is given. This analysis clearly indicates a
shift in governance trends towards a more integrated approach of the
rural-urban relationship as described above. However it also shows
that ‘we are not yet there’. Several cases clearly indicate that
traditional forms of territorial governance within a rural-urban
framework are still present today, often leading to conflict situations.
Besides the (slow) shift towards a more integrated territorial
approach of rural-urban areas, the cases also illustrate other
important trends in regional governance today. This includes, for
example, the shift from traditional forms of government to more
dialogical, cooperative and open forms of governance. This does not
only mean a move away from hierarchical governmental levels
towards a more egalitarian approach in governance, but also to more
open and participative forms of governance that also include nongovernmental actors. Before going into the analysis, first the cases
are introduced.

6.2

Cases

Eight cases formed the basis for this analysis. Each of them is shortly
introduced here.
26.2 The case of Milos - Greece
Within the region of Milos (island), environmental, aesthetic and
biological values are threatened by land use practices. Mining
activities, economic land development interests and tourism seem to
collide with the (EU-initiated) need to protect endangered ecosystems
and species. The need for territorial governance within this specific
sector is high; however there is a clear friction between the interests
of local municipalities (and sub-region) and the central state, which
seems to be allied with the mining-companies in the area.
3.2 The Project to Promote Sustainable Development Processes in the
Pinerolese (PPSP) - Italy
In order to create a shared development strategy for the rural-urban
Pinerolese region, the PPSP was erected to provide a coordinative
framework for these efforts. The Pinerolese region can be
characterized as an economically restructuring region, trying to
overcome the crisis within the traditional industrial sectors of the
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region (mechanics and automotive industry). Hence, the PPSP is a
governance initiative in search of ‘new ways to promote and support
development policies in an area that is close to the high urban
densities of Turin’s metropolitan area, however prevalently has rural
mountain areas’ (Italian case, p. 4)
10.2 The Pla Director del Sistema Costaner (PDUSC) - Spain
The PDUSC is a top-down governmental regulation focused on the
protection of land still not urbanized closer than 500 meters from the
sea in the coastal area of Catalonia. As the urbanization process
within the coastal region of Catalonia is almost arrived at a level of
saturation, the remainder of coastal space has become an important
issue in terms of territorial governance. Issues at hand are
environmental and aesthetic issues, but also ‘the future economical
valuation of the landscape’ (Spanish case, p. 15).
22.2 The South Yorkshire Partnership (SYP) - United Kingdom (region
of England)
Within the framework of territorial governance in the UK, the
development of new Local Strategic Partnerships (LSPs) are
encouraged by ‘numerous central government initiatives’ (English
case, p. 3). These are seen as the key mechanisms for joining up
public services at an authority-wide level and consist of a single nonstatutory, multi-agency body that matches local authority boundaries
and aims to bring together the public, private, voluntary and
community sectors to provide a single, overarching local coordination
framework. The focus of the case is the South-Yorkshire Partnership,
which encloses four municipalities in the proximity of Sheffield.
5.3 The Hanover Region (HR) - Germany
This case illustrates a merger of two formerly independent
administrative units within the German state of Lower Saxony, the
Region of Hanover. As many other agglomerations, the Hanover
Region is affected by internal migration of population with middle or
high income from the central city to its surrounding rural
municipalities. This causes a lot of traffic problems, and also results in
an above average share of low income populations in the region’s
core (city of Hanover). As tax-revenues are distributed by number of
inhabitants, this results in a tax-revenue distribution privileging the
hinterland municipalities. Hence, this was an initiating reason for the
city of Hanover and as well the 21 surrounding municipalities to
consider a merger.
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29.2 The Garigue - Malta
This case is a typical case concerning the collision of economic and
sustainable (and social) values. A large land-development company
bought land within the region that has important environmental,
historic and aesthetic values. However, the company planned to use
the land to build tourism related projects. Local NGOs, farmers,
citizens and municipalities resisted to these plans.
2.1 Leoben - Austria
Leoben is both the name of an old industry and mining region in
Austria as well as the name of the region’s main city. The case
describes a primarily urban strategic planning process which focuses
on urban development. However, the urban planning process also
provides some links to the wider region. As Leoben is ‘the
administrative, cultural and economic centre of the entire province’,
‘an upgrading of the town implicates an upgrading for the rest of the
region’. The urban strategic planning project aims at overcoming the
problems of the mono-sectoral region, such as the overcrowded
secondary sector labour market.
20.1 Gutin Mountains - Romania
The Romanian case focuses on the development of the micro-region
‘Gutin Mountains’. As the region is a relatively densely populated
mountain area with declining industry and mining sectors and high
unemployment rates, ‘a common strategy of socio-economic
development’ was developed in order to increase the region’s
economic performance.

6.3

Analytical Framework

The framework which is used for the integral analysis of the cases
focuses on four key-aspects of political relations within territorial
governance frameworks. First, the overall political context (political
organization and spatial planning framework) of the cases is
described. Second, vertical relations between governmental levels
and between governmental and non-governmental actors are
analyzed. Third, the horizontal relations are described. The final part
will focus on the outcomes of the specific forms of territorial
governance within the regions, in terms of governance successes and
governance failures.
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6.4

6.4.1

Political Context

Political Organization

The political organization of the states which the urban-rural cases
are embedded in range from Federal (Spain, Austria and Germany) to
Unitary (Greece, Malta and UK) and Unitary Decentralized (Italy,
Romania). Governance, within all these cases, is represented as an
ongoing process of incremental changes which seems to include a
slow but gradual shift towards decentralization. Although in all cases
the central state (or sub-central states in federal contexts) still has a
large influence over governance processes within its territory, some
competencies and powers are being distributed towards the subnational, regional and local. Even though change is intrinsic to
governance processes, the last few decades show more significant
changes towards this tendency to decentralize.
However, despite of the trends described above, the traditional
hierarchical pyramid of governance power (i.e. State, Sub-national,
Local) still plays an important role within the cases analyzed.

6.4.2

Spatial Planning

On a level of spatial planning there have also been several
(incremental) changes within the national frameworks of the cases.
These changes are largely related to the decentralization tendencies
in the national political systems4. As ‘common’ government/
governance structures seem to be shifting to more sub-national,
regional and local levels, spatial planning competencies also devolve
along these lines.
This means that competences in the field of spatial planning are
spread out over the various governmental levels within the state. The
relevance of each of these levels differs from case to case, however,
in general one could argue that the central state is providing the
lower levels with a general frame, and the local and sub-national
levels playing a more direct role in not only the design of spatial
plans, but also in the implementation. This is however not always the
case, within the Greek and Maltese cases, the national state remains
dominant. Within the cases that are encapsulated in a federal system,
the federal state also plays an important ‘frame-setting’ role

4

This is however less the case in the contexts of Greece and Malta
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(Catalonia within the Spanish case, or Lower Saxony in the German
case, and Stiermarken within the Austrian case).
6.5

6.5.1

Vertical Relations between
administrative levels

territories,

actors

and

Central State Level

As argued above, the role of the central/federal state is still very
important within the framework of regional territorial governance. It
is the key provider of competencies (and in most cases also funding)
and generates the overall framework for territorial governance and
spatial planning within the lower levels. This does not mean,
however, that the central state always directly influences local and
regional decision-making procedures. In fact, in several cases this is
not the case (German case, Italian case, Austrian case, and
Romanian case). Although the state of course could directly influence
these processes (due to its constituted legal power), in the former
cases it purposefully devolved actual decision-making and
implementation procedures to the sub-national and local authorities.
Within other cases, for example the Greek and UK case, the central
state has a more traditional role in the territorial governance
framework. Here, the central state plays an important decisive role,
whereas the local and regional levels are responsible for the
implementation of the top-down decisions. Hence, the territorial
governance framework in both the Greek case as the UK case is still
rather hierarchical in the sense that the central state decides and the
lower levels execute. The regional level, however, gradually gains
more policy competences, but still has minor competences compared
to the central state.
In general, one could state that the central state is the enabler, the
controller of the devolved decision-making procedures and usually
commands budgetary and legal powers. So far, the role of the state
does not seem to have changed significantly. It still plays its
overarching and facilitating role towards the lower levels, and
provides the necessary resources to them to act.
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6.5.2

Sub-national level: Regional and Local governance

The actual change in the governance system therefore takes place at
different sub-national levels of territorial governance: regional and
the local.
At the regional level, the traditional sub-national layers (such as
provinces, districts or prefectures) more or less continue to play the
same role as they did before. In most cases this level of territorial
governance still is concerned with the larger picture of for example
larger scale infrastructure development or public transportation
issues and provides an overarching framework for the region which
they encapsulate. In terms of the devolution and evolution of powers
and competences to the ‘new’ regional level of governance, they
provided largely coordinative (i.e. the case of Italy and Germany5),
advisory (i.e. Greek case) and financial (most cases) roles. For the
case of South Yorkshire in the United Kingdom this does not apply, in
the sense that a traditional regional structure in England did not exist
before. Hence, from this point of view, the regional structure which is
being created in the English case is actually ‘new’. The central state
within the English case remains dominant with respect to the ‘new’
regional bodies by setting out rather strict guidelines.
Interestingly, in most cases a ‘new’ form of sub-national governance
at this regional level has evolved. This level has gained competences
derived of, particularly, the municipal levels, but also (to a lesser
extent) of other regional levels. Hence larger than the municipal and
(in most cases) smaller than the sub-national, this ‘new’ body of
regional territorial governance provides a strategic tool to integrate
and coordinate regional objectives.

6.5.3

Strong role of the local level

Within these newly founded (sub-)regional governance projects, local
governmental actors also play an important (powerful) role. This is
particularly illustrated by the English and Italian cases. Within the
English case, the four municipalities were actually the most
supportive actors within the development of the South-Yorkshire
partnership. They played an important role in the development of the
institutional framework of the Partnership and mobilized other actors
to join. As it became ‘their’ project, the municipalities gained a rather
5

However, the German case of Hanover is an exception in another way, because it
actually replaced the pre-existing sub-regional level. But in first instance the
Bezirksregierung (the sub-national level) played an enabling role towards the
Hanover Region.
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powerful vote within the partnership. Within the Italian case, the four
Mountain Communities (municipalities) which already shared a
cultural background and a history of close cooperation, played a
similar role. Together with the main city of the region, Pinerolo, these
were the most powerful actors within the PPSP. Within the Austrian
case the project focuses mainly on urban planning processes, wherein
the local also plays a strong role. Within the Romanian case, the 9
mountain communities were the initiating actors.
In figure 12, the vertical relations with respect to regional territorial
planning are outlined.
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Figure 12

Case

PDUSC –
Spain

Milos Greece

Vertical relations with respect to spatial planning

Role of Central
State/ Federal
State

enabling

Catalonia
- strong
Sectoral
policies

Strong
final decision/ &
approval

Role of subnational (ie
province,
department)
Enabling
Territorial Planning

Hanover Germany

South
Yorkshire
- UK

Overarching framework
(national guidance and
supervision)
very powerful

Enabling
Bezirksreg.: enabled
and coordinated the
development of the
Hanover Region

Enabling
Government Offices &
Regional Development
Agencies
advising and lobbying
with central state

PPSP –
Italy

Sets overarching
framework and sectoral
policies

Regional
governments:
coordination
Provinces: develop
and coordinate
regional plans and
funds the PPSP

Garigue,
Malta

Not clear from the case
study report

Not clear from the
case study report

Weak
Implementation

Cooperative &
Coordinative

Cooperative relatively
strong

Region of Hanover:
gained competences
from municipalities and
sub-regional

Implementation and
planning of several
planning themes
(increased competencies)

Development of regional
spatial strategy
lobbies and advises subnational and national
levels
coordination between
municipalities
(however confined by
central state guidelines)

Leoben,
Austria

mainly develops
sectoral plans

Cooperative &
coordinative
The PPSP
- no defined policy
instruments

Municipal level: urban
planning instruments
approve; subnational and
central state level plans
with regards to location
details and territorial
impact

Not clear from the case
study report

Not clear from the case
study report

Regional Management
Not clear from the
case study report

Land (Stiermarken):
enabling & regulative

Gutin
Mountain,
Romania

Enabling; national
strategic framework

Not clear from the
case study report

Conflict

conflict especially
between state and
lower levels

consensus/
dialogue/
cooperation

Cooperative (strong
towards SYP) (weak
compared to central state)
Local authorities
developing local policy
instruments & regulate
spatial development
however following the
(strict) guidelines of the
central state

Strong role,
Bund:
enabling but weak

Relations

dialogue and
cooperation
between subnational levels and
coordination from
central state level

Cooperative, relatively
strong

Enabling
Enabling

implementation of coastal
plans

Enabling/ weak (compared to central state)

Cooperative &
Coordinative
Strong

Role of Municipal
Authorities

Weak
Dialogue

Advice, development planning & approval of
general town plans (see also Greek case study
26.1 in chapter 3 on devolution of powers)

Enabling
Bund: Provides general
Spatial Plan.
framework
Lower Saxony
funding and enables
the HR administration

Role of newly
founded regional
institutions

role not explicitly defined
within this case

County, relatively strong
role
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high autonomy
of Leoben-city
has ‘full competences’ in
urban planning (however
should also consider
regional and national
planning)

Coordination and
cooperation

Not clear from the
case study report
disorganized
boundaries are not
clearly defined,
however no
conflict is
described
role of the local is
most important
within the case

strong role, initiating

largely regulated

actors

context

6.6

Horizontal relations between actors

Within the territorial governance frameworks of the case-studies,
horizontal relations between actors involved within decision-making
processes both formally and informally have important impacts on the
actual outcomes of the governance processes.
Within the case studies, four important categories of actors active in
these (regional) territorial governance projects can be distinguished.
First, and still foremost important, is the involvement of public
(governmental) actors, such as administrative authorities, majors,
political leaders et cetera on all territorial levels (although the
municipal and central state level play a more significant role). On the
other hand, non-governmental actors seem to have a growing
importance within these governance processes. Although growing,
their role is in most cases still a marginal one (advisory, dialogue,
however no formal power within decision making procedures).
The group of non-governmental actors can be divided in experts,
private actors (market), and civil society actors. The next section will
describe these more clearly.

6.6.1

Experts

Interesting to see is the role of the academic community within the
design of regional territorial governance projects and within the
actual (decision-making) governance processes. Universities (such as
in the example of the PPSP in Italy, the case of South Yorkshire in
England) and academic experts often ‘facilitate the interaction and
action of local actors’ (PPSP-Italy, p. 9) by advising these local actors
to coordinate and cooperate their governance efforts within the
region. Although their role has not been described as the very core of
regional governance projects, these experts do play a significant role
in underlining the importance of regional governance within the
region, and consequently, in the establishment of bodies of regional
governance (cases: Hanover-Germany, PPSP-Italy, South-Yorkshire
Partnership-UK). Within the Austrian case of Leoben, the university
(department of Geography) played an important role in ‘establishing
the strategic planning paper’. The role which experts play within the
Romanian case is not clear from the case description.
A critical remark should be made here. As already described above,
territorial governance projects in urban-rural contexts often remain
highly governmental and technocratic. Some cases refer to the term
‘elite-governance’, pointing at the fact that most actors that are
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involved are either from the administrative community or the expert
community. In this sense, actors involved within these territorial
governance projects can be seen to form a bureaucratic, elite
community involved in rather technocratic administrative processes of
governing territories. As the Hanover-case (Germany) illustrates:
‘…[the territorial governance project] is an administrative reform on a
level relatively remote to citizens’ perception who primarily identify
with their immediate environment (municipality)’(Hanover-Germany,
p. 14). It is hence important to be aware of the significance which is
contributed to these ‘experts’, as ‘expert-focused’ territorial
governance projects are in danger of becoming too technocratic and
elite-driven. The case of the South Yorkshire Partnership is illustrative
for this. Within the first ‘designing’ round of the Local Strategic
Partnership (the SYP), the design heavily drew on academic advise
and consultation. However, it was argued that the design had no real
political backbone. Hence a new designing round was developed by
the four municipalities, which more or less came to the same
conclusions, however this time from a political background.

6.6.2

Private, market-based actors

In most of the cases, private sector actors also play a role within
decision making procedures; however, this is a relatively small one.
The role of the private sector is mostly advisory, such as in the UK,
Italian, Austrian, Romanian and Greek cases. In these cases, private
actors contribute to regional governance structures with no real
decisive competences. However, they are quite often formally
involved as advisors and consultants to the (governmental) decisive
actors. Another role which private actors play within territorial
governance procedures is a more conflictual one. One can especially
refer to the role of private landowners in the Greek, Spanish and
Maltese cases. As policies developed or issued by regional governance
agencies focused on changing land-use patterns that were quite
negative towards these private landowners, these resisted to these
policies by appealing to them at the high courts of the countries
involved. Here, their role was quite deconstructive towards the
regional governance initiatives, which were in their eyes rather
governmental and stood not open for their interests.
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6.6.3

Civil society actors

Although a shift from traditional ‘government’ structures to
‘governance’ structures can be distinguished, civil society
involvement in decision-making procedures remains on a rather small
basis. However, regional governance structures within the urban-rural
cases are increasingly opening up for civil society involvement. This is
an ongoing tendency which has now a quite undersized basis, but is
gradually evolving. Especially within the cases that focus upon
sustainability (the Spanish case, the Greek case, the Maltese case),
civil society, in the form of Environmental Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs), is trying to gain access towards primarily
governmental decision-making procedures. In some (conflictual)
cases these NGOs actively try to mobilize the general public in order
to influence decision-making procedures, in other (more harmonious)
cases their role is primarily a consultative and advisory one.
Also non-environmental NGOs are participating within territorial
governance practices in the cases. Their part is often concerned with
advice and public scrutiny of issued policies and decision-making
procedures (German case, English case). Hence, in this sense one
could better speak of openness than of participation of civil society in
territorial governance practices within the urban-rural context.
To summarize, the role of civil society and NGOs is still rather
diminutive and not formally institutionalized in decision-making
procedures. In some cases this seems to be leading to conflict and
resistance towards governmental and political decisions taken without
participation of civil society. In other cases, gradually, civil society is
gaining more influence.

6.6.4

Horizontal Relations

Relations between the various actors within these rural-urban
territorial governance cases range from strongly conflictual (Greek
case; Spanish case) to strongly cooperative (German case, Austrian
case and to a lesser extent the Italian and Romanian cases).
Interesting to notice is that the cases with ‘horizontal’ conflict are
cases in which the central state plays a dominant role (except the UK
case which also has a strong Central State dominance, whereas in the
South Yorkshire Partnership case-study no strong conflict is
described). In those cases in which the central state rather loosely
coordinates and enables regional territorial governance, the main
characteristic of horizontal relations is cooperation and dialogue.
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The focus of regional territorial governance within the cases that are
build upon a consensual dialogical framework (English case, German
case, Italian case and Austrian case) seems to be coordination
through cooperation. The regional governance level is the level at
which all (governmental) stakeholders (and to a far lesser extent
non-governmental stakeholders) are involved in generating shared
views on regional governance (UK, Italy, Germany, Romania). This
has led to the development of consensual and integrated strategic
plans for the regions, which are supported by most (governmental)
stakeholders. Due to central state dominance in the UK, the direct
influence of the South-Yorkshire Partnership (the intra-municipal
governance framework) on territorial policies is relatively low, as: the
state decides and the partnership advises.
Another interesting relation which is particularly present within the
non-conflictual cases is the importance of the local level
(municipalities) within the regional territorial governance structures.
As local level relations seem to be characterized by (often historic)
cooperation and dialogue, and the municipalities involved seem to be
coordinating their efforts, these have a relatively powerful status
within the regional governance framework. In some cases, for
example the Hanover case, the former regional level even withdrew
itself in order to give space to the cooperative municipalities, which
created a new cooperative regional governance framework.
The more conflictual cases of Spain, Greece and Malta differ in
approach. Both the Greek and the Maltese cases have a rather
thematic/ sectoral approach of regional territorial governance and
hence focus on one single problem (which involves the restriction of
specific types of land use, due to environmental values), while the
Spanish case has both thematic (coastal urbanization restrictions)
and cross-sectoral sustainable governance aspects.
An overview of horizontal coordination and integration in the case
studies is provided in figure 13.
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Figure 13

Horizontal Coordination and Integration

Case

Coordination

Integrative policies

PDUSC –Spain

Yes
Regional government

Both sectoral (coastal) as
integrated

Milos - Greece

Yes
Central State

No
(sectoral: environmental
protection)

Yes
Hanover Region Administration

Yes

Yes,
Central State (decisive)
SYP on regional level
(coordination through
cooperation)

Yes
Cross-sectoral Regional Strategic
Development plan

No
Diffused coordination within
PPSP, however mountain
communitities play a small
coordinative role

Yes
Regional Strategy is crosssectoral

Yes
Central State

Not clear from the case study
report

Yes,
through cooperation

Yes

Yes,
Micro-region association

Yes

Hanover -Germany

South Yorkshire - UK

PPSP –Italy

Garigue, Malta
Leoben, Austria
Gutin Mountains, Romania

6.6.5

Mobilization

The mobilization of regional actors which goes beyond the political
mobilization of governmental actors can not really be distinguished
within the cases. Moreover, it is the policy makers themselves which
are mobilizing and are being mobilized. Again, especially the lower
(municipality) governmental levels are most important here. On some
occasions (Spanish case, English case) political leaders try to raise
public interest to their territorial governance efforts, but these are
only marginal efforts. In the Greek case the regional development
company itself (ANETKY) is trying to ‘mobilize the territory’, but is
however only marginally succeeding.
Some NGOs, especially those concerning environmental and
sustainable values also tried to raise public awareness to the issue of
territorial governance, but the general public is rather hard to get for
their ‘regional goals’. NGO mobilization is most clearly present in the
conflictual cases of Greece, Spain and Malta.
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6.7

Participation, Openness and Innovation

Formally, issues of participation and openness are increasingly
important in territorial governance processes in rural-urban regions.
In most of the cases laws on openness and governmental
transparency exist and consultative rounds for non-governmental
actors within decision-making procedures seem to be increasingly
present in most of the cases (except for the Greek case).

An example of participation is that of Leoben in Austria. This case
describes a primarily urban strategic planning process which focuses
on urban development. A core team with scientists and decisionmakers drafted the project design trying to ensure creativity,
flexibility and involvement. All Loeben citizens were invited to a kickoff meeting. In this case a model illustrates the strategic planning
process including an (advisory and interfacing) steering committee,
(thematic) working groups, a citizen's forum, a (neutral) scientific
project team, a local project team, public relation and politics (also
represented in the steering committee).

Another example is that of Hanover where in order to enhance
participation and give a granted communication corridor, the region
has appointed a Regional Agenda 21, being the region’s only standing
participation body. The Agenda 21 representative convenes monthly
meetings, which are open to everybody. Despite the principle of
openness, most participants however are institutions and agenda
representatives from regional municipalities.

Despite some participation among the urban-rural case studies, the
role of public participation within decision making procedures seems
to be rather small. Decision making is still considered to be a
primarily governmental process, where non-governmental actors only
play an advisory role. So, as there seems to be an increasing use of
the ‘language of public participation’ in rural-urban territorial
governance, the effectiveness of public participation still is rather low.
An example of innovative working procedures was reported from the
Spanish case dealing with the Urban Directive of the Coastal System
in Catalonia:
“This plan constitutes the first time that a supramunicipal plan in
Catalonian coast has been made, which means an innovative
approach to the coast land use and littoral protection in Spain.
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Concerning methodology, there was made an effort to improve
cartography available and make it much more detailed. /…/ Although
it is a top-down plan, consensus was built by meetings with town
councils and land owners. During that process, some territorial
conflict arose but the public interest was never abandoned. All the
database collected and the final decision was published on the
Internet.” (Case study report)

6.8

Outcomes

In the more consensual cases the outcomes of the regional territorial
governance efforts are largely related to political cooperation and
coordination within the (somewhat) new regional bodies. In Italy a
common framework (the PPSP) was erected in order to create a
shared development strategy to address issues of environmental,
social, economic and political sustainability in the region. In England,
the new South Yorkshire Partnership had been founded, which
provided the basis for coordination, cooperation, integration and
dialogue in order to develop a ‘sub-regional spatial strategy. The nonstatutory partnership focuses on this ‘shared sub-regional spatial
strategy’ as a way to ‘represent local visions on spatial planning to
external actors [i.e. Central State, Government Offices and Regional
Development Agencies]. In the German case of Hanover, the
development of the Hanover Region administrative level led to a shift
in competences between the various governmental levels involved.
The HR itself gained several competences from the former district
government and municipal planning association; however it also
devolved some of the responsibilities and competences that formerly
belonged to the county administration to the region’s municipalities.
As a consequence, cooperation and coordination between the various
governmental actors (especially between municipalities) in the region
increased. Within the Romanian case, the Association for the
development of the Gutin Mountains region was erected in order to
develop a common regional strategy.
Sustainability in these cases proves to be an important if not key
element of the policies issued by these relatively new regional
governance bodies. Especially in the Italian case, sustainability is
presented as a core element of the coordination and integration of
policy within the region. Also in the German case sustainability seems
to be a key issue. In the English case, sustainability also is an
important element; however, economic development in the former
mining-region is also of key importance. Hence, the strategy is
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‘economic…but sustainable’. The Romanian case focuses less explicit
on sustainability.
The friction between economics and sustainability seems to be central
within the more conflictual cases of Malta, Greece and Spain. As
these cases focus on land-use regulations in specific zones (coastal
zones, Spain), specific environmental issues (biotope protection,
Greece), and in specific land-ownership conflicts (permit conflicts
over land use in environmental and archaeological sites, Malta)
economic actors (owners) are particularly resistant toward
sustainable politics. Within these conflicts, governmental actors often
choose sides. In the Greek case for example, the more powerful
central state is suspected by the local community of favouring the
mining companies on the Island of Milos, whereas local governmental
actors do not explicitly choose side (however do resist the central
authority). However, in the Greek case the central state is being
forced by the European Union (fines) to develop a sustainable policy
within the area. Within the Spanish case, the regional authority
cooperated with environmental NGOs and developed a sustainable
policy for the coastal zones which is conflicting with the economic
interests of land-owners and some (underdeveloped) municipalities.
Decisions within these conflictual cases are mostly taken from a
hierarchical top-down approach. The central state (Greece) or the
sub-national states (Catalonia, Spain) are the responsible actors
here.

6.9

Failures and Successes

It is hard to state if any governance process could be considered
successful or problematic. In order to make such a statement one
should clearly define the angle from upon which the process is being
evaluated. The criteria that are used here to evaluate the governance
success and failures of each of the cases, are: 1. consensus; 2.
stakeholder involvement; 3. the development of ‘negotiated and
shared rules’; 4. a shared spatial vision; 5. integration of territorial
action; 6. consensual decision; 7. implementation.
Viewing the scores of each of the cases on these criteria, two cases
seem to illustrate governance failures (Greece, Malta) and four cases
illustrate governance successes (Spain, Italy, Germany, England).
The scores that are used here are directly derived from the casestudies made by the national experts. This is outlined in figure 14.
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Figure 14
Criteria

‘Good governance’ criteria

Milos,
Greece

PDUSC,
Spain

PPSP,
Italy

Hanover,
Germany

No

Consensus

(however
local
opposition
has
consensus
)

Yes
(however
top-down
driven)

Yes

Yes

SYP,
England
Yes (with
the creation
of subregional
strategy,
however in
general the
central
state has
firm
decisive
powers)

Garigue,
Malta

No

Leoben,
Austria

Yes,

Gutin,
Romania

Yes

Yes

stakeholder
participation

Negotiated
& shared
rules
Common
spatial
vision

No

(however
not all
stakeholde
rs agree:
i.e.
landowner
s who
loose from
these
decisions)

Yes
(However,
participation
is largely
government
al)

(however
the 4
municipaliti
es have a
strong
position
within the
SYP)

Yes
Yes

No

Yes,

Yes,
‘all
interested
parties can
participate’

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Partly

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Partly

Yes

More or
less

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Partly

In an
early

Yes

Integration
of territorial
action

No

(however
still rather
thematic
(coastal
zone
protection)
but with a
tendency
towards
more
integrated
perspectiv
e)

No

Consensual
Decision

Implementation

(central
state
decides
and is not
accounting
for
regional
interests)

Not yet,
(however
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Criteria

Milos,
Greece

PDUSC,
Spain

PPSP,
Italy

Hanover,
Germany

SYP,
England

Garigue,
Malta

Leoben,
Austria

No

not clear
from
case

central
state will
decide
because
of EU fine)

Gutin,
Romania
stage

Yes,
Sustainability

Not yet

Yes

Yes

Yes

(however,
economic
priorities…b
ut
sustainable)

not clear
from case

However, such an evaluation is rather strict and the lines drawn are
relatively hard. For example in the English case, as a common spatial
strategy has been developed by regional cooperation and
coordination, yet the central state sets out the directives and
guidelines in which this vision could be developed. So one could ask,
is this really an example of consensus based, integrated policy
cooperation or is the English framework still based upon top-down
hierarchical governance?
Another criticism is that even the regional governance projects which
are considered ‘successes’ still are rather ‘elite’ in the sense that only
those actors explicitly interested in participating are actually
participating. This means that these governance projects most of the
time remain very ‘governmental’ and ‘technocratic’ since the larger
part of participants are governmental actors or experts. Civil society
and citizen’s cooperation has not really come of the ground yet (some
argue that this has to do with a certain disinterest of the general
public to regional territorial governance projects).

6.10 Governance in the Urban-Rural context
Concluding one could state that territorial regional governance in the
rural-urban context is embedded within a process of incremental
change towards new, more open forms of governance. However, this
does not mean that the goals of ‘good’ governance as described in
the SIR are actually achieved. Especially in the conflictual cases,
which are often steered by traditional hierarchic, closed, top-down
modes of governance (Greek case, Maltese case) the ‘new’ and open
modes of governance are far from the truth.
Also in the more harmonious cases, open and participative modes of
governance have not been achieved yet. Territorial governance within
the rural-urban context still remains a rather governmental process,
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in which in some rare cases other (non-governmental) actors actually
have a real vote. So participation actually comes down to advising
and scrutinizing.
Another issue is that within the regional governance projects
reminiscences of traditional governance structures remain highly
important. In all cases, for example, the traditional role of the central
(or sub-central) state remains very important if not decisive.
However, as several of the cases show, governance practices are
slowly shifting towards the forms which the ESPON 232 project
described as ‘good governance’. Participation, openness and
sustainability are key words which one comes across in all of the
cases. Coordination, cooperation and dialogue are now also words
which have become familiar terms within the context of rural-urban
governance projects. However, as these have become familiar terms,
this does not mean that reminiscences of traditional more
governmental structures are not present. Moreover, traditional
governmental actors remain the most powerful actors within these
processes. It is therefore still rather difficult to speak of ‘true’
governance instead of government.

Figure 15

Conflict-Harmony continuum in the urban-rural case studies
Traditional
closed/
hierarchic/ topdown modes of
governance

Conflict
Garigue,
Malta
Milos - Greece
PDUSC –
Spain
PPSP –Italy
South
Yorkshire - UK
Leoben Austria
Gutin Romania
Hanover Germany
Harmony

government

governance

New
Open,
participative, flat
modes of
governance

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

As illustrated in figure 15 above, the more conflictual cases are
situated near the more traditional hierarchic forms of governance,
while the more harmonious cases seem to be closer towards new
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modes of governance; however, these are still closer to ‘government’
forms of administration than to governance.
Traditional forms denote a strong role of the state, mainly
governmental actors present in decision making processes, with a
top-down hierarchy of State, sub-regional, local.
The urban-rural case studies are summarised in figure 16.
Figure 16

Institution
al context

Regional
level
Relations
state/
region

Summarising on the governance dimensions of the urbanrural case studies

Milos,
Greece

PDUSC,
Spain

PPSP, Italy

Centralized

Federal
(functional)

Unitary
(regionalized)
decentralized

weak

strong meso

strong local

hierarchic

federal state:
soft hierarchy

soft hierarchy/
cooperative

Hanover,
Germany

SYP,
England

Garigue,
Malta

Leoben,
Austria

Gutin,
Romania

federal

Unitary
(partly)
decentralize
d

Centralized

Federal

Unitary
decentralize
d

weak

Not clear
from the
case study
report

strong local,
strong
regional

hierarchic

Not clear
from the
case study
report

Not clear
from the
case study
report

strong local

cooperative

weak

hierarchic

Not clear
from the
case study
report

Relations
region/
local

hierarchy

hierarchy

strong local

cooperation

cooperation

hierarchy

Type

conflictual

conflict
low profile

consensus

consensus

coordinated
by central
state

conflictual

consensus

consensus

national

regional

regional
(national:
sectoral)

regional

national
(regional
filling-in)

national

local
(urban)

regional

yes

yes

yes

weak

yes

yes

Spatial
Plan
Non
governmental
Participation / consultation

weak
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cooperation

7

Territorial Governance trends in intra-city
contexts
...Rather than treating cities and city-regions as
mere subunits of national administrative
systems, ... urban policy has become an
essential political mechanism through which a
profound
institutional
and
geographical
transformation of states has been occurring
(Brenner 2004)
...cities are spaces for the regulation of
conflicts and for developing compromises
between social groups, as well as spaces of
cultural conflicts, and ... because of this they
contribute to the regulation of European
societies as a whole (LeGalès 2002)

7.1

Introduction

Since the 1980s there is a growing attention to the local level
concerning territorial governance. This has in many European states
led to a ‘new institutional dynamics affecting the government of their
cities’ (Jouve 2005). These ‘new’ dynamics were closely related with
perceived changes within the economic and political settings, where
globalization and the end of ‘Fordist state-organization’ were
important focal points. Hence as these processes seemed to be calling
for a revision of the political organization of European states, stories
of decentralization and participation increasingly gained attention of
policy makers (Brenner 2004; Jouve 2005; Salet, Thornley, and
Kreukels 2003). Picked up by policy-makers, these concepts were
employed to restructure territorial governance frameworks within
their national states more broadly focusing on lower levels and
participative structures. To what extent these changing perspectives
have led to significant changes within traditional territorial
governance frameworks has often been questioned (Jessop 1997). It
has been argued that although there might have been some change
within these structures, traditional hierarchies and power-relations
remain to exist. Through an analysis of urban governance trends
within three European cases, this paper aims to shed some empirical
light upon these issues.

7.1.1

Analysis of intra-city governance trends

This paper is written on the basis of the analysis of five intra-city
cases, i.e. Tour et Taxis, Belgium; Jánosíkova Area, Slovakia; Vilnius
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city, Lithuania; Cottonera region, Malta; and Duisburg-Marxloh,
Germany. It focuses on describing governance trends and spatial
policy development within the context of urban territories throughout
Europe, with a special focus on changes in the institutional
frameworks of traditional territorial governance. Although these cases
indicate that ‘shifts in governance’ are clearly present within intra-city
contexts, it is argued here that these changes, although these might
seem radical, are not such a far shot away from traditional territorial
governance structures6. When it comes to urban territorial
governance, vertical relations between the central government,
regional level, and the local level have not shown large changes
within these cases, although some smaller changes are present.
Especially the tendency to integrate public and non-governmental
views within urban territorial governance is notable. Although these
‘civil-society voices’ still have little decisive power, their views and
beliefs increasingly gain possibilities to be heard in decision-making
processes.

7.2

Cases

A synthetic analysis of the five cases is given below, after the cases
are briefly introduced.
21.2 The Residential Area of Jánošíkova, Malacky - Slovakia
This case-study focuses on the development of a residential housing
area in Malacky city. As a territorial plan was created and presented
towards the current inhabitants of the area, these inhabitants were
given voice in the decision making process. Inhabitants disagreed
with the proposed plan on several points, which resulted in the
adaptation of the plan. The case shows the decision making process
and the horizontal and vertical relations of actors and stakeholders
within this process.
6.2 The Site of Tour and Taxis, Brussels - Belgium
The case describes decision-making procedures concerning a vacant
inner city area, Tour and Taxis (T&T), close to the inland port of
Brussels. Due to Brussels’ deindustrialization, the area, which was
furnished as a service-area for the port (including a railway station,
customs office, warehouses), has not been put into use since the
6

It can however be argued that the Slovakian and Lithuanian cases illustrate
significant changes within both the institutional context of, but also the practices
of, territorial governance, since their national frameworks were subjected to
severe changes due to the collapse of the communist system and the focus on
decentralization afterwards.
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1980s. From the 1990s on, several development plans were initiated,
but none of these succeeded. As the surroundings of T&T are densely
populated with generally poor and unemployed working class
immigrants, socio-economic cohesion is also an important aspect of
the case. The T&T site is seen as a first order ‘opportunity site’ for
both public and private interests, however a highly contested terrain
with multiple stakeholders ‘playing out their struggles’. Central within
the case are the decision-making procedures concerning buildingpermits.
5.1 The Duisburg-Marxloh Soziale Stadt program - Germany
This case-study covers the development of the German ‘Socially
Integrated City program’ (SIC), which is closely related to the
European URBAN initiative. Fostering participation and coordination
from as well the government, NGOs and citizens, the program aims to
reduce the widening socio-spatial disparities within cities and
neglected urban areas. In the case of Marxloh, a city quarter of
Duisburg, the decline of the coal and steel industry led to a relatively
high unemployment rate especially within its migrant-population.
Under the SIC program, an urban revitalization project has been
developed within Marxloh in order to regenerate the area.
29.1 The Cottonera region - Malta
The Cottonera is not a single municipality, but an area consisting of
three cities with their own local governments (Cottonera- case study,
p. 7). To generate economic growth in this relatively poor Maltese
area, in 1999, the central government decided to develop a urban
regeneration project for the three-city area. Focusing on attracting
major private sector investments within the Cottonera area, a plan to
redevelop the waterfront of this area was designed. The aim was to
generate a ‘thriving cultural, commercial and recreational area for
tourists and locals’. The case is characterized by strong central
government dominance over the local levels7.
18.2 Vilnius city strategic plan - Lithuania
The development of a municipal strategic plan in Vilnius city is central
in this case. As a post-soviet country, the Lithuanian political
institutional context has experienced significant changes since the
early 1990s. This also has consequences on the level of spatial
planning. This case illustrates that local-level self-government of
municipalities is an important aspect of territorial governance within
7

The author is aware of the fact that this case also fits into the territorial category
‘inter-city’, however during the analysis of the various case studies, the
categorization used by the case-study authors was made decisive.
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Lithuania. Issues of public participation
approaches characterize this case.

7.3

and

integrated

policy

Analytical Framework

The framework used for the integral analysis of the cases focuses on
four key-aspects of political relations within urban governance
frameworks. First, the overall political context (political organization
and spatial planning framework) of the cases is given; second,
vertical relations between governmental levels and between
governmental and non-governmental actors; third, the horizontal
relations. The final part will focus on the outcomes of the specific
forms of territorial governance within the regions, in terms of
successes and failures.

7.4

7.4.1

Political Context

Political Organization

The political organizations of the states which the intra-city cases are
embedded in are federal (the cases of Belgium and Germany),
centralized (Malta) and ‘decentralized unitary’ (cases of Slovakia and
Lithuania). Decentralization tendencies do play an important role
within the cases. Within the German, Slovakian and Lithuanian cases,
decentralization of powers and competences has been especially
important to the local municipal level, while within the Belgium case
the Région Bruxelles Capitale (RBC) (sub-national state) plays a
dominant role. The central government retains a dominant role within
the Maltese case and decentralization tendencies are of lesser
importance here.
Despite of decentralization tendencies within the cases, the central
and sub-national state representatives continue to play important
roles in terms of the provision of the overarching framework,
although the central government (as within most former socialist
countries) within the Slovakian case plays a minor role.
Change is an important element within the national political
frameworks of all of the cases. In this context, the Slovakian and
Lithuanian cases especially stand out. Since the collapse of the
communist system of the early 1990s, Slovakia and Lithuania
experienced significant changes within their political frameworks.
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Shifting from a centrally planned system with a powerful hierarchy
vested within the central government and its authorities,
decentralization became an important characteristic of the system
that evolved after the collapse of the communist system. Although
the central state provides the political (constitutional) framework, the
power of the lower levels is relatively strong. This is because the
political organization of territorial governance within these cases is
vested in principle of ‘self-government’ of lower levels (regional and
local in the Slovakian case local in the Lithuanian case). In the other
two cases (the Belgium and German cases), the sub-national state
representatives still play an (more traditional) important role. Within
the Belgium case the RBC (state) holds almost all decisive powers,
and within the German case, the states developed the overall
guidelines and overarching framework for the SIC funding program.

7.4.2

Spatial Planning

Along the lines of decentralization of competences within the national
institutional frameworks, the spatial planning framework also
changed within the contexts of the case studies. Belgium for instance
has gone through a process of federalisation since the 70s, and
spatial planning was attributed to the regional level since the 80s.
The central state does not have any competence anymore on this
matter. Within the Slovakian context, after the collapse of the
communist system and the erection of the Slovakian state in 1993,
the centralized spatial planning system was changed along the lines
of decentralization and self-government. The redefinition of the
spatial planning system in Slovakia is however still an ongoing and
unfinished process. This is also very much the case within Lithuania.
In the German case the changes appear to be less radical, yet
changes are present. Especially in terms of the institutionalization of
sustainability objectives within the spatial planning framework
(especially since the late 1990s) there have been important changes
within the German system8. The Maltese case seems the most stable
in terms of the spatial planning framework, the central government
remains dominant and top-down hierarchies remain.
The diffusion of competences and powers within the different
institutional frameworks of the cases analyzed cannot easily be
generalized. Within the Slovakian context, the national state authority
plays a role which is far less powerful than the lower sub-national
levels (especially the municipal) and the same goes for the Lithuanian
8

See, amongst others, changes within the Regional Planning Act in 1998 and 2004.
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case. Although the national state within the Belgium context also
plays a minor role, the role of the sub-national state of Brussels is
rather important (hierarchic) with respect to the municipal levels
(although these do play a role). In the Maltese case the central
government plays a role which can be compared to the Belgium RBC.
Within the German case, the role of the state authorities on the subnational level is more important than the national state on a level of
spatial planning and on a project level within the SIC framework
municipal levels play an increasingly significant role.
The role of the central state, although differing from case to case, is
generally one which focuses on providing an overall (constitutive/
legal) framework for the competences and tasks of the lower, subnational levels9. Within the federal systems, the role of the subnational states is also one of ‘frame-setting’, however, their
influences seems to be more direct than those of the central state.

7.5

Vertical relations between
administrative levels

territories,

actors

and

Before going into the synthesis of the analysis of vertical relations
within the case studies, first the vertical relations per case study are
schematically represented.

9

This is also true for the Maltese case, however, here the central state rather
strictly defines competencies of the lower levels and remains to play a dominant
role.
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Political
Framework

Case: Germany - Duisburg
Marxloh
Federal
coordinated by Federal
Ministry for Transport,
Building and Housing sets

Central State
Level

Overarching legal
framework/ funding 1/3rd

joint state ministries of
housing developed ‘Socially
Integrated City’ programme

Sub-National
Levels

Sub-National
State

North RhineWestphalia
co-funding by states/ funds
administered by regional
authority/ states set out
guidelines

Regional Body

Regional
Administration
joint state ministries of
housing developed ‘Socially
Integrated City’ programme

Local
Level

Municipal
Authorities

Duisburg city
cooperation and
coordination

Development
Association
Duisburg
coordinates on
local level

cooperation and
coordination

Civil Society

Relations are focused on dialogue rather than on Hierarchy
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Housing companies;
Schools; Social Welfare
Organizations (churches);
Economic Organizations
(chambers; Trade unions)

funds local
projects

Case: Belgium - Tour & Taxis
Political
Framework

Federal

Central State
Level

No clear role

RBC
decides

Sub-National
Levels

Sub-National
State

Région de BruxellesCapitale
main decision-maker
coordinator, powerful (holds
major competences in spatial

Local
Level

Regional Body

Not applicable here

Municipal
Authorities

Municipalities of
Brussels and
Molenbeek

‘difficult’
hierarchical
relationship;
RBC is main
decision-maker

Building permits; several
spatial competences however
less powerful than RBC

Civil Society

Neighborhood committees
dialogue/ cooperation
La Fonderie (industrial
heritage conservation)
from conflict to dialogue

Relations slowly move from a conflictual situation towards more cooperation (and
coordination); regulated context
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buildingpermits for
projects
protest/
conflict
to dialogue

private
actors
implement

Case: Malta - Cottonera
Political
Framework

Centralized

Central State
Level

Important role
(decisive)
Funds & enables
municipalities

Ministry of Urban
Development & Roads

sole decision-maker of
the Cottonera-project

Sub-National
Levels

no regional bodies
present

Sub-National
State

very weak role
advice

Regional Body

Local
Level

Municipality of
Vittoriosa

no regional bodies
present

Municipality of
Cospicua

Municipality of
Senglea

execution of national policies & smaller local
issues

highly conflictual horizontal
relations between cities
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Case: Lithuania - Vilnius*
Political
Framework

towards decentralized

Central State
Level

Overarching legal
framework

Centralized

main responsible actor for territorial
planning (ministry of Environment)

enables/
provides
overarching
framework

Sub-National
Levels

Sub-National
State

not applicable here

Regional Body

Regional Counties
coordinates, develops and
implements regional territorial plans
steered by central state

Local
Level

Municipality of
Vilnius

Vilnius city

Neighborhoods

administrative competences on
certain terrains

funds/
coordinates

Autonomous; self-government
collects own funding (taxes)
limited self-government on territorial
planning (see national overview)

* Case-study and national overview disagree on level of hierarchy (top-down
or more decentralized), however, central state seems to be influential within
territorial governance processes
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Assigns tasks,
supervises, funds:
regional bodies represent
state on regional levels

a gap exists between
national planning
framework and local
planning in terms of ‘fit’

7.5.1

Central State Level

The Central state continues to play a role within the institutional
framework of territorial governance within the cases. In most cases,
its role is largely related to enabling and funding (German, Belgium,
Slovakian and Lithuanian). Due to the federal context of the Belgium
and German cases, and the highly decentralized context of the
Slovakian case, the central state does not play an important decisive
role within the cases. However, together with the EU, the central
state remains an important ’funding’ actor. Within the Maltese case
the central state, however, plays an explicitly powerful role. In this
case it is the main decision maker within the inter-city Cottonera
project.
Within the federal cases, the traditional role of the central state has
been assumed by the sub-national states (i.e. North Rhine Westphalia
and Région Bruxelles Capitale). Within the Belgium case, the RBC still
plays a rather hierarchic role compared to the municipal authorities.
Within the German case, North-Rhine Westphalia plays an enabling
role in terms of funding, but also sets out (together with the other
states and the federal state) the guidelines for the SIC funding
program. However, on a project level (the decisions taken on the
actual local projects) the municipalities and local actors play decisive
roles.
Within the Slovakian context (and to a lesser extent also the
Lithuanian context), the central state is concerned with an ongoing
process of devolving its competences to lower, de-central levels.
Regional bodies as well as municipalities gain competencies from the
national state, which gives them sufficient power to ‘self-govern’.
However, financial decentralization has not come of the ground yet.

7.5.2

Sub-national level: Regional and Local Governance

Within the federal cases, the role of the regional/ sub-national is
being played by the state level (i.e. RBC and NRW) as described
within the central state section above. A different role for ‘other’
regional authorities is not present within these cases. Within the
Belgium case, most coordination is top-down, from the RBC state
upon local projects (building permits). Within the German case, the
coordination of the SIC funding program is through cooperation
between the German states and the federal state. The local
embedding of projects funded by this SIC program is achieved
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through cooperation on the local level (between civil society and local
governmental actors)10.
Within the Slovakian case, the sub-national/ regional level does also
play a role within territorial governance, however not on the local/
municipal levels. As competencies of territorial governance are
distributed amongst the territorial governance levels in a
‘complementing’ way, there is no overlap of powers. Hence, the
municipality is self-governing and fully autonomous within its own
territory, as the regional bodies and districts are self-governing on
regional issues. Within the Lithuanian context this is also the case.
However, here, the regional body is much more ‘a puppet of the
national state’ than an independent self-governing authority.
Opposite, the municipal level is seen as fully-autonomous concerning
territorial governance in the urban context.
7.5.3

Role of the local

In three cases (German case, Slovakian case and to a somewhat
lesser extent the Lithuanian case) the role of local governmental
actors is relatively strong. Within the German case, funding and
general guidelines are forwarded from the national and sub-national
levels, however the filling in and the specification of the program in
the local context rests in the hands of local authorities. In order to do
so a new agency (The Development Association Duisburg) was
erected. Under its guidance, a conference uniting governmental, civil
society and some private partners cooperated in order to develop
local projects on the basis of SIC funding. Within the Slovakian case,
a territorial plan for the area of Jánosíkova within the city of Malacky
was developed on the basis of dialogue with all involved stakeholders.
The municipal authority however had the final say.
In Figure 17, the vertical relations with respect to regional territorial
planning are outlined.

10

Although only governmental actors can decide
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Figure 17

Vertical relations with respect to spatial planning in the
intra-city cases
Role of the
central/
federal state

Case

Role of the
sub-national
state

Role of the
regional
level
Cooperative &
Coordinative
based on
principles of
territorial selfgovernance;
Development of
regional
territorial plans

Weak;

Jánosíkova Slovakia

Tour et Taxis
- Belgium

Role of
municipal
authorities
Cooperative &
Coordinative
based on
principles of
territorial selfgovernance;
Development of
municipal plans

Relations

Complementing;
(no formal
overlap of
competences)
cooperative

Overarching
framework;
funding

not applicable
here

Strong;

Less strong

Conflictual;

Weak;

Decisive power
lies within the
RBC; which is
the main
coordinator

Several spatial
competences,
however less
powerful than the
RBC

however, slowly
moving towards
cooperation
strongly
regulated context

Overarching
legal framework

not applicable
here

Enabling;

MarxlohDuisburg Germany

‘Bund’ is for 1/3rd
responsible for
funding
Federal ministry
for Transport
Building and
Housing
coordinates the
SIC program and
sets out the
general
guidelines
(together with
states)

Cooperative &
Coordinative

Enabling;
States cooperate
and contribute to
a relatively large
part of the
funding
Set out
guidelines for
SIC together
with Bund

not applicable
here

Enabling

Vilnius Lithuania

Cottonera Malta

7.6

funds and
supervises the
regional level;
has a less strong
authority over
municipal level
Strong &
decisive
the central state
has the final say

rather weak,
not applicable
here

not applicable
here

the regional body
can be seen as a
‘straw man’ of
the state
authority

not applicable
here

set up
Development
Duisburg
Association (on
the basis of the
SIC program) in
dialogue with
civil society.
the DDA is the
main coordinator
at the local level
Cooperative &
Coordinative
based on
principles of
territorial selfgovernance;
Development of
municipal plans

Cooperative and
Dialogue
relations are
focused on
dialogue rather
than on hierarchy

Cooperative and
Dialogue
relations are
focused on
dialogue rather
than on hierarchy

weak

top-down

only play an
advisory role

the central state
decides

Horizontal relations between actors

Horizontal relations between actors, both governmental as nongovernmental play an important role during decision-making
procedures within the cases. Although in all cases there seems to be
a tendency to integrate stakeholders and participants within decision
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making procedures, their role is largely informal in terms of direct
influence. Hence, power still rests with primarily governmental actors.
This is most obvious in the cases of Jánosíkova, Slovakia; Cottornera,
Malta; and Tour et Taxis, Belgium. Although public participation has
in the case of Slovakia and Belgium been constitutionally formalized
within territorial governance procedures, the effects of participation
however remain relatively low, since these structures do not have
formal power. So participation in these two cases is more a formal
procedure rather than a way to powerfully influence decision making
procedures.
In the German case, public participation is a bit more integrated
within decision-making procedures, although still, governmental
actors have far more decisive powers. Within this case, the Duisburg
Development Association (the local level agency which focuses on
developing projects within the national SIC framework) focuses to
involve all non-governmental stakeholders in a formal body where
these can develop project ideas and bring forward important issues.
However, the body has no formal decisive power and hence focuses
on informal (network like) structures in order to influence the ‘real’
governmental decision-makers.
7.6.1

Governmental actors

Hence, the role of governmental actors in all five cases remains
significant. Especially the municipal level (in the cases of Jánískova,
Vilnius and Duisburg-Marxloh) is highly important. In these cases
municipal authorities are the final decisive powers (concerning the
local projects). Central state, districts and regions only play an
enabling role.
Within the more conflictual cases of Tour and Taxis and Cottonera,
the role of the state (Belgium: the sub-national level RBC; in Malta:
the central state) is most important. Based on a hierarchic
institutional context, the RBC is the decisive power when it comes to
issuing building permits within the region. Although to a certain
extent open for dialogue with the municipal level and nongovernmental actors, power remains in the hands of the state. Within
the Maltese case, the central government is quite firmly pulling the
strings of territorial governance, even on local levels.
In the other three cases, the role of the central, and sub-national
state is less relevant, although it provides the overarching framework
for the lower governmental levels to act.
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7.6.2

Residents and neighbourhood committees

Although non-governmental actors might formally have little power,
informally a specific type of actors is of significant importance within
the cases. Although more clear within the Slovakian, Lithuanian and
Belgium case, this is also true for the German case. Within the
Slovakian and Belgium case, inhabitants and neighbourhood
organizations play an important role in protesting against plans which
potentially affect their situations in a negative sense. By openly
contesting the plans issued (or in the Slovakian case: petitioning
against plans), these have a significant influence on the course of
decision-making procedures11.
Within the German context, inhabitants do play a much more positive
role, since these are asked (together with other non-governmental
stakeholders) to issue ideas for projects in their direct environment
(neighborhood). Immigrant populations got special attention within
this case, but also indigenous inhabitants play an important role.
Beneath the horizontal relations within the cases are illustrated
schematically.

11

within the Maltese case the role of inhabitants is not explicitly described within
the case-study
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Horizontal relations
Slovakia - Jánosíkova

Municipality
Malacky

Central State

Stakeholders
try to influence/
petition against
(conflict)

affirms

inhabitants
owners
professional organizations
experts

formalized participation
processes focusing on
dialogue to harmonize
relations (discussion
meetings)

decides

Territorial
plan

Horizontal relations
Marxloh, Duisburg - Germany
small amount of
funding

Municipal Authority

Civil Society/
Stakeholders

Supervisory Board
strategic
decisions
delivers
members to

delivers
members to

Duisburg
Development
Association
decides upon projects
& executes strategic
decisions
Quarter Board
mainly governmental
members from
municipality
develops
project ideas
(no formal)
influence

Quarter Conference
non-governmental actors
citizens
NGOs
other stakeholders

informal network: dialogue,
cooperation & coordination

Governmental power
remains relatively
large

guidelines and
funding
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Central State & subnational state

Horizontal relations
Tour et Taxis - Belgium

try to influence RBC
(sometimes conflictual)

State level
RBC

Municipalities
Brussels &
Molenbeek

decides

Civil Society &
Stakeholders
Inhabitants
Industrial conservation
group
NGOs
neighborhood committees

Building
permits
implement/ build

private investors
Projects

weak relation
advice

Horizontal Relations
Malta - Cottonera

Central State

Municipalities

NGOs

weak relation
advice

conflictual relations
between municipalities
defines framework
and decides upon
projects

Vittoriosa

Cospicua

Senglea

Private Sector
implements projects

Horizontal Relations
Lithuania - Vilnius
Central State

Regional body

Municipalities

NGOs
Private Sector

Horizontal relations are not explicitly described within the
case study, hence it is difficult to visualize such relations here
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Other stakeholders

7.6.3

Mobilization, Coordination and Integration

Within the case studies one could distinguish two types of
mobilization. The first has a more negative undertone and focuses on
contesting and resisting policies which are imposed upon citizens,
house-owners and other stakeholders, and rather negatively affect
them. This type of mobilization is especially present within the
conflictual case of Belgium, but also in the Slovakian case. In both
cases, inhabitants protested to policies which would negatively affect
their neighbourhoods.
A more positive mobilization is present within the Duisburg-Marxloh
and the Vilnius case. Within the German case, governmental actors
tried to create a basis for public identification of urban (regeneration)
policies, by involving inhabitants, migrants and other stakeholders to
participate in decision-making procedures. This resulted in the
participation of over 70 actors in the quarter conference, which
focused on issuing project ideas and other important issues for the
Development agency to elaborate upon. Within the case of Vilnius,
civil society interaction also formed the basis of the development of
an urban plan. Through consultative meetings and creative methods,
civil society, inhabitants and other stakeholders were stimulated to be
involved in the process.
There was only a small amount of involvement of civil society within
the Maltese case.
Horizontal relations within the five cases are rather coordinated.
Within the German case the Duisburg Development Association is the
coordinating body which integrates both governmental decisionmakers as civil-society and inhabitant actors (consultation). Within
the Belgium case, the RBC plays a powerful coordinative role. The
Slovakian case is characterized by municipal coordination as is the
Lithuanian case. Within the Maltese case the central state is the main
coordinator.
Most of the projects within the cases are related to integrated policy
packages, although in the Slovakian (housing) and Belgium case
(regeneration) sectoral policies are also important. Figure 18 shows
coordination and integration within the cases.
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Figure 18

Coordination and Integration in the intra-city cases

Case

Coordination

Duisburg-Marxloh,
Germany

Yes
coordination by the Duisburg
Development Association

Tour et Taxis, Belgium

Yes
regulated coordination by the
state (RBC)

Jánosíkova, Slovakia

Yes
Malacky municipal authority

Cottonera, Malta

Yes
Central state

Vilnius, Lithuania

Yes
Vilnius municipal authority

7.7

Integration
Yes,
urban renewal, local economic
development, housing;
environmental policies
Not on federal state level, very
sectoral approaches by state
ministries there
No integration at T&T level
Integration on other levels:
contrat de quartier: social
economic environmental
integration of policies
Sectoral (housing-plans)
Integrated (municipal masterplan)
Yes
although there are three
separated projects, these
integrate several policy sectors to
achieve economic and cultural
development within the region
Yes
‘the territorial plan involves
integrated policies’

Participation, Openness and Innovation

Within all cases, except for the Maltese case, the policy-issues of
participation and openness are increasingly integrated in territorial
governance procedures. Within the cases of Duisburg-Marxloh and
Janosíkova and to a lesser extent the Tours et Taxis case,
participation and openness issues are even formalized within policydevelopment procedures.
The Duisburg-Marxloh project is considered especially benefiting from
active and interested local politicians and citizens and long traditions
and multiple participation possibilities:
“The Socially Integrative City” implements an innovative approach of
governance, aiming to include everybody and aiming to build a
societal consensus (in the programme area)… The degree and the
value of integrating citizens into local programme decisions generate
varying conclusions by the assessing sources. While in a study on the
political culture in Marxloh different stakeholders judge the degree of
public participation low, legal bodies exceed their participation
obligations by far. In the course of many years of experience with the
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programme, it has developed a good climate for participation, in
which stakeholders from the codetermination bodies, the programme
offices and non governmental organisations offer a large range of
possibilities for citizens to take part in discussions and join project
working groups. As part of the latter, citizens are able to influence
single step decisions within projects they support”.

In the ‘Tour and Taxis’ case in Belgium, the obligation for public
authorities to inform and consult the population and to take into
account the result of this consultation is considered innovative. In
addition the informal aspects of the process are considered
innovative.

Another example of innovation is the Slovak case study of the
Residential Area Janosikova, Malacky. Here an innovative mechanism
related to participation was used: meeting system which had the dual
function of information sharing and generating new ideas and
impulses from the participants.

However, despite these innovative attempts non-governmental actors
have not gained more decisive powers within policy development
procedures, as formal decisions are still taken by governmental
actors. Non-governmental actors do, in most cases, have the
opportunity to appeal against decisions taken by governmental
actors, but have no formal power to ‘have a decisive-say’ in policydevelopment procedures.
Another remark that should be made here is that despite of
governmental efforts to increase public participation and openness in
policy development procedures, the general public remains highly
disinterested in (regional) territorial governance. This also has
consequences for the levels and contents of public participation,
which amongst inhabitants is rather low. Public participation is
therefore most of the times an effort of coordinated organizations,
NGO’s and committees (which is especially clear in the Belgium and
German cases).
When referring to innovative and interesting practices of territorial
governance, in most cases, mechanisms for openness and
participation are seen as most important. The integration of public
participation and openness into formal policy-making institutions (and
laws) are most significant here.
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Within the Maltese case of the Cottonera area, no forms of public
participation openness and innovation are described.

7.8

Outcomes

The issues and outcomes of the intra-city governance procedures
described within the cases are rather diverse. In order to come to
some general conclusions about the outcomes of intra-city
governance procedures, the cases will first be presented on a ‘caseby-case’ basis.

7.8.1

The Lithuanian case

The slogan “Vilnius - capital of Lithuania, the most modern city in
central and eastern Europe, an international centre of politics,
business, science and culture” characterizes the highly ambitious
vision behind the development of the urban strategic plan for Vilnius
city. Through a ‘well planned, open and honorable [?!] decisionmaking process’ a long term integrated spatial plan for the city was
developed. Citizens, NGOs, private actors as well as governmental
decision-makers were involved in the development of the plan. The
final decision, however, was taken by the Vilnius city council.

7.8.2

The German case

The general focus of intra-city territorial governance within the
Duisburg-Marxloh case is on governance, participation, and
activation. The national expert describes the case as being successful
in terms of participation and the focus on governance instead of
government. Co-determination and co-thinking of civil-society during
decision-making procedures, and the developing of new policy-ideas
and issues by local stakeholders really improved the legitimacy of the
project. However 93% of stakeholders involved feel that since the
start of the program in Germany, the social situation in quarters
funded by the program has declined or remained unaltered. This
shows that problems of urban renewal lie deeper. They cannot solely
be solved with the help of governance or urban renewal programs but
are influenced by national economic and city-wide segregation
development. A comment that should be made here also is that
participation within the project still is ‘socially selective’ in the sense
that only a small amount of the migrant population participates within
the project.
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Overall, the national expert considers the case successful due to the
development of integrated policy packages, the integration and
participation of non-governmental stakeholders and the long-term
focus of the project.

7.8.3

The Belgian case

The decision that was taken by the RBC state on building permits for
the Tour et Taxis area was actually a negative one. Permits were
refused, although more recently on some other projects permits were
granted. The decision taken was actually a top-down one, although
local actors actually supported this decision. Hence, slowly, territorial
governance within the area moves towards a more consensual
approach. Since a general and integrated vision for the area still
lacks, sustainable policies are also not really present within the T&T
case. Economic development prevails over sustainable values.
Although the T&T site was identified by the RBC as a ‘pole of
opportunities’, actual implementation (by mainly private actors) has
not significantly come of the ground yet.

7.8.4

The Maltese case

Within the Maltese case, the central Maltese state developed a policy
for the redevelopment of the Cottonera area. The three cities within
this area had a rather diminutive role within this process. Although
there were some options for dialogue, the central state took the final
decision, without much consultation of the local authorities and civil
society. Private parties could sign in on each of these three projects
and the implementation of the projects now rests in their hands.

7.8.5

The Slovakian case

A territorial plan for the city of Malacky concerning the development
of the Jánosíkova area was approved by the municipal authority of
Malacky. The city of Malacky also consulted non-governmental
stakeholders in meetings before approving the plans. As a traditional
territorial plan, the focus was as well on policy integration as upon
specific sectors. For the Jánosíkova area this particular sector was
housing. Within the plan, sustainability was one of the elements that
had to be integrated. Although the actual implementation of projects
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based on this document has not come of the ground yet, private
actors will possibly start the implementation on a short notice.
Avoiding the issue of making general statements on the basis of the
outcomes as presented above, the focus here is on governance
failures and successes within the cases. This will be done on the basis
of the criteria of ‘good governance’ as established in the SIR. The
scoring on each of these criteria will be based upon the description of
the national experts within the case studies and is dependent upon
their evaluation of the cases.

7.9

Governance in an intra-city context

Territorial governance in intra-city contexts is highly diversified within
the five cases which stood at the basis of this analysis (see figure
19). It is therefore rather difficult to derive general statements from
this analysis. However, there are several characteristics within the
intra-city governance processes that seem to be present in all cases.
First, there is the attention for non-governmental participation and
influence within decision-making processes. Non-governmental actors
seem to be increasingly present within urban governance processes,
although these might have no formal powers or competences. As
their presence is growing one might expect their influence to do the
same.
Another ‘shared’ characteristic is that the intra-city governance
procedures seem to be rather coordinated. In the German case the
newly erected DDA was the main coordinative body on the local level,
as the municipal authority of Malacky was the main coordinator within
the Slovakian case. The same goes for the Vilius municipal authority
in the Lithuanian case. Within the Belgium context, processes on the
local level (concerning building-permits in the T&T area) were
coordinated by the RBC state. Within the Maltese case the central
state was the main coordinator.
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7.10 Conclusion
It remains difficult to answer the questions raised within the
introduction of this project. Has there been significant change within
territorial governance structures in the context of these five European
cases? Surely, some change are present, the focus on participation of
the non-governmental sector is exemplary for this. Decentralization
tendencies seem also to be increasingly present within the cases (see
figure 20). But still, are these changes significant? Does this mean a
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real move away from traditional territorial governance structures?
Avoiding to give a direct and final answer to these questions, this
paper argues that the process of territorial governance shows some
trends towards the tendencies described. As change is almost
intrinsic to governance processes, this process is not expected to stop
here, or come to a full and final end-state. Rather territorial
governance is a process with an open-end, which now seems to move
towards processes of decentralization and participation.
The intra-city case studies are summarised in figure 21.
Figure 20

Centralised-Decentralised continuum in the intra-city case
studies
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X
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8

Governance trends

In this final chapter we seek to summarise the most prevalent trends
in territorial governance, as they appear from the case study
synthesis. The chapter begins with a section discussing the headings
around which the case studies have been compiled; vertical and
horizontal relations, public participation, openness and outcomes, and
degree of innovation and interesting practices in the cases. Thereafter
follows a section concluding on the European policy impacts of the
case study areas. Following the themes emerging from the White
Paper on Governance, tentative conclusions on trends of good
governance generated from the case study analysis are then
addressed. Finally, a section on qualitative territorial impact
assessment closes the chapter.
Apart from the final section, concrete examples from the case studies
will not be given in this chapter. Instead, we make references to the
individual case studies by using the identification number for each
case study (see figure 4), and by indicating in which chapter more
information on the particular case(s) can be found.

8.1

Vertical relations,
regionalisation

decentralisation,

devolution,

and

Devolution, decentralisation and regionalisation are all themes clearly
emerging as important trends in the cases. ‘Vertical relations’
between public authorities are still however predominant, as much of
the cases still describe more traditional policy processes of seeking to
accommodate different interests between these. Even in the more
‘innovative’ governance forms, the arbitrator often remains the
central government level. It can thus be summarised that even in the
more network-based governance models (e.g. the cross-border
initiatives) there is an important role for the national central
government level. Whilst the driving forces of trans-national and
cross-border co-operation may be local municipalities, public
authorities on local and regional level, as well as (increasingly) the
local and regional business community, central government remains
the final guarantor and facilitator, as well as having a role in conflict
resolution. In fact there are very few cases where conflict resolution
seems to be otherwise catered for; rather, the national government,
and in the end the courts, are referred to here.
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In the trans-national and cross-border cases (chapter 2) some
interesting tensions relating to the nature of vertical relations
emerged. Whilst great expectations relate to bottom-up, networkbased, flexible cross-border and trans-national initiatives, there are
still a number of traditional government issues, requiring solutions in
the vertical scale. Central government has a role in implementation in
case studies 13.1 and 14.2, has an indirect role in (27.1) and (1.1)
(supervisory in the first, more central in the second). In case 12.2 the
central committee has observer status. Only in case 17.2 is it argued
that central government is without any role.
In terms of the financial resources required, the reliance on European
funding is a central factor, as is the need for national financial
support. Yet in the future the commitment of local authorities and in
particular business representatives and private sources of financing
are also seen as increasingly required. This can be achieved only if
the benefits are more tangible than the promotion of co-operation
and networking. In very few cases is this point made, although there
are some exceptions (e.g. case studies 1.1, 14.2 and 28.2).
The Finnish-Swedish cross-border case (14.2, chapter 2) may be of
relevance for other cross-border regions seeking to solve the legal
conundrums associated with cross-border territorial collaboration.
This collaboration has resulted in a cross-border spatial plan for the
centre of the twin city area.
There is certain path-dependence when it comes to vertical relations
and the development of cross-border practice. In terms of the coordination efforts involved in the cross-border cases, there is a lot of
intangible “social capital” that is created and that, whilst difficult to
identify in quantifiable terms, is seen as central for the future success
of these initiatives and to the possibility of creating innovative forms
of co-operation, both vertically and horizontally. (See e.g. case study
1.1, chapter 2). This also relates to the correspondence between
national and cross-border forms of governance. If the national
governance model is centralized and top-down, it is very difficult to
foster cross-border initiatives that would be otherwise. The
administrative culture is therefore an aspect that needs to be born in
mind.
Whilst voluntary co-operative initiatives are necessary in order to
develop metropolitan planning initiatives and create a shared
vision of which direction the region wants to develop into, it is clear
that there in most cases is still need for national support. In many
cases national policy sets the context and provides the preconditions
within which a bottom-up urban policy initiative can act.
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The case studies confirm the importance of the role of the state and
the central government, which is always installing the framework
and regulative context in which the other actors will find their
places. Also, it is often at national level (government and/or
parliament) that final agreement, on policies or spatial plans have
to be given. This agreement is needed for reasons of accountability,
but also for reasons of traditional and persistent hierarchy, and/or
because the national state is usually still in control of budget and
allocations of resources. It is also necessary for the State actors to
decide, when, due to conflict, other actors cannot come to a
decision. The mediating role of the central government is visible in
the case studies in this sense, as the central role has the potential
role as arbitrator even in cases where this is not its main
responsibility.
Nevertheless, there is an important evolution if we consider the
different ways a national State can play its role. This role can be quite
differentiated, depending on the possibilities offered by the
institutional framework, the political context, as well as depending on
their utilisation of the tools and instruments such as spatial planning
framework, delimitation of metropolitan areas, transfer of financial
capacities and transfer of normative capacities. Here the role has
been relatively stable, with the exception of countries having gone
through main constitutional changes (e.g. Belgium) or transition
processes (e.g. the post-Cold War changes). What has perhaps
evolved more is the role of the sub-national levels of public
authorities; regional and local/municipal.
The central government level usually has the role of setting the
broader strategic guidelines and institutional frameworks, as well as
financing major infrastructure developments. However, in many such
cases private sector actors and regional mobilisation is becoming
more important.
Regional level seems to be important in all of the cases. In some
cases the central focus of the study lies on a process of
decentralisation and empowering of the regional level (see e.g. cases
21.1, 15.1, 15.2, 4.1, 9.1, 18.1, 18.2 and 17.1). Most often
implementing bodies of the state policy or plan are found at regional
level.
In all of the national case studies the local level governmental
actors are involved in one way or another consulting or supporting a
national programme or organisation, participating in a planning
process or implementing a national programme. Local level
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involvement can also be strong, as in the example of the France
“Pays” policy case (4.1).
In general, one could state that the central government and state
representatives have a role as the enabler, the controller of the
devolved decision-making procedures, as well as in most cases in
having the final budgetary and legal powers. So far, the role of the
state actors does not seem to have changed significantly. They still
play an overarching and facilitating role towards the lower levels, and
provide the necessary resources to them to act. It seems however
that the actual change in the governance system takes place at the
sub-national levels of territorial governance: the regional and local.
Interestingly, in most cases a ‘new’ form of sub-national governance
at the regional level has evolved. This level has gained competences
derived particularly from the municipal level, but also (to a less
significant extent) from other sub-national levels, or from the national
level. This ‘new’ body of regional territorial governance provides a
strategic tool to integrate and coordinate regional objectives.
Within these newly founded regional governance projects, local
government actors also play an important and powerful role and local
authorities can have important vertical relationships within the
framework of such new regional governance projects (see e.g. case
17.1 in chapter 4).
In the intra-city cases the Central state continues to play a role
within the institutional framework of territorial governance, with a
role mostly relating to enabling and funding. Within the federal cases,
the traditional role of the central state has been assumed by the subnational states.
Autonomous regions provide a case apart precisely due to their
relative autonomy that may include major competences, financing
and negotiating powers. Strong regional collaboration with powerful
local authorities regarding the development of a strategic plan is
exemplified by a case from Barcelona (10.1) (chapter 4). There are
also examples of non-public actors involved in vertical relationships,
e.g. the case of strategic waste management in England (22.1)
(chapter 4).
Changing vertical relations involve the shifting of power and
competences between actors and/or geographical levels. This can
result in complicated situations with uncertainties regarding the
allocation of responsibility and subsequently accountability. A
particularly complicated case in this respect is that of devolution of
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powers, regionalisation and spatial planning in Greece (26.1) (chapter
4).

8.2

Horizontal relations,
coordination

‘multi-channel’

and

territorial

Here we conclude on the ways in which the various actors (including
public, private, civil society etc.) are present in the policy processes
seeking to launch or implement a more integrated policy
methodology, new plan or similar. What are the possibilities and
limitations in terms of achieving coordination or integration? More
integrated territorial approaches are often set as a goal, but many of
the challenges of sector coordination and increased horizontal
integration make this problematic. Here we seek to identify examples
amongst the cases where this has been achieved, as well as asking
what have been the reasons and effects.
At least four important categories of actors in territorial governance
can be distinguished. First, and still foremost important, is the
involvement of public, mainly governmental, actors e.g. authorities,
agencies, mayors, political leaders and such forth on all territorial
levels. The second type of actor is the different types of nongovernmental actors, which seem to have a growing importance and
indicate a shift from government towards governance. Despite their
increasing importance, the non-governmental actors still have a more
limited role, relating mainly to advisory functions or the promotion of
dialogue. This latter group of actors can, in turn be divided into
experts, private actors (or the market) and civil society actors, see
figure 22.
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Horizontal relations in governance process are particularly noticeable
among the ‘regional’, polycentric and urban networks case
studies (chapter 4). This is only to be expected since these
geographical categories take the shape of ‘regional’ as being below
national level but above the local level and, hence, many horizontal
actors are present already among the public institutions.
Collaboration between different local authorities are therefore
commonly at the heart of horizontal relations, but they also include
collaboration between other actors horizontally as well as vertically
with levels that are geographically above or below that of the region.
The case studies exemplify fairly well established, as well as more
recent initiatives of territorial integration. Several cases describe new
ways of working regarding spatial planning and development
involving increased horizontal collaboration, including greater
participation of different actors and some also making references to
polycentricity. (See e.g. cases 12.1, 22.2 and 28.1 in chapter 4).
Despite the indications that there are cases illustrating shifts towards
governance, it is worth pointing out that in some cases the
implementation of the spatial plans or other horizontal collaborations
is still to come. The shift from government toward governance is
clearly a slow process that takes time. It is too early to provide an
evaluative assessment of whether cases are success stories in terms
of good governance or not.
Cross-border initiatives typically provide examples of horizontal
collaboration with regards to cooperation between local authorities on
both sides of a border (see. e.g. case 1.1 in chapter 2). These cases
often also include other types of actors at other geographical levels.
Cross-border initiatives remain predominately organised through
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working groups and similar, which could potentially have positive
repercussions on horizontal integration.
Also urban-rural cases tend to have horizontal relations between
local authorities, in addition to other types of horizontal and vertical
relations. We distinguished between more consensus-based and more
conflictual cases in our analysis (e.g. chapter 5 on metropolitan
regions) and here it seemed as if it was among the non-conflictual
cases, where the local level within the territorial structures was most
important. Local level relations appear to be characterised by
cooperation and dialogue and the municipalities involved seem to be
coordinating their efforts. Perhaps it could be labelled coordination
through cooperation. The municipalities have relatively powerful
status within the regional governance framework. In these cases the
central state authorities rather loosely coordinate and enable regional
territorial governance. This governance approach facilitates the
development of consensual and integrated strategic plans for the
regions which are supported by most stakeholders.
The more conflictual cases have a rather thematic or sectoral
approach of regional territorial governance and focus on a single
problem. The central state seems to play an important role in the
cases that are conflictual. (See e.g. case 29.2 in chapter 6.)
Horizontal relations in governance processes at the levels of FUAs,
metropolitan regions and intra-city cases can also build on
collaboration between local authorities at the same geographical
level, but in these cases there are also likely to be examples of
horizontal integration of other types of actors within an administrative
area. (See e.g. case 7.2 in chapter 5.)
In the intra-city cases, horizontal relations between actors, both
governmental and non-governmental play an important role during
decision-making procedures. Although non-governmental actors
might formally have little power, informally a specific type of actors is
of significant importance within the cases; inhabitants and
neighbourhood organisations. By openly contesting plans, either
through protests and/or petitions, civil society actors can have a
significant influence on the course of decision-making procedures.
(See e.g. 6.2, 18.2 and 21.2 in chapter 7) There is also an example
where citizens play a much more positive role, when they, along with
other non-governmental stakeholders, are asked to issue ideas for
projects in their neighbourhood (5.1, chapter 7).
To sum up and reconnect with the introductory questions, information
from the case studies indicates that there are many possibilities to
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achieve more integrated territorial approaches and by so doing
improved horizontal governance. As several cases illustrate, there are
good examples to use as inspiration. Dialogue and broad involvement
of different actors seem to be an important means to promote such
achievements. Territorial integration is likely to be both time and
resource-intensive and some of the examples relate to collaboration
that has been going on for many years. Apart from lack of financial
and human capital resources, other barriers can be the presence of
strong conflictual elements such as competing interests for land use
and particular national, regional and/or local cultures in policymaking.

8.3

Concluding on governance and public participation,
openness and innovative and interesting governance
practices

As outlined on good governance in the previous reports of ESPON
232, it has been assumed in the White paper on Governance that the
quality, relevance and effectiveness of EU policies depend on
ensuring wide participation throughout the policy chain – from
conception to implementation. Improved participation is likely to
create more confidence in the end result and in the institutions which
deliver policies. Participation crucially depends on central
governments following an inclusive approach when developing and
implementing EU policies, but also on regional and local authorities
within their competences and areas of responsibilities. Here we have
sought to identify whether this is the case and if so, provide some
examples. Also, we have sought to identify policy initiatives that are
relevant in this context and asked whether all participation is of equal
value, a goal in itself.
The case studies revealed relatively little new in terms of public
participation, openness and innovative practices of governance. Is
interactive and participatory planning still an ideal that is attempted
through traditional methods? Are there any successes among the
case studies regarding these important governance features? What
sort of tools and practices have been used to stimulate participation
and openness? The factors of participation, openness and innovation
are in many cases interrelated. In this chapter we highlight the most
important examples under separate headings beginning with public
participation, followed by openness and finishing with innovative
practices.
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8.3.1

Public participation

Based on the information from the case studies, it is clear that the
issue of public participation overall is still fairly limited although there
are progressive examples. In many cases public participation is
discussed regarding a wide range of actors that represent many
aspects of society apart from government at national, regional or
local levels. It is clear that the most common type of public
participation regards organised actors and often on the public side
such as agencies. Other types of organisations or institutions that are
fairly widespread in those case studies where more focus on
participation is reported include universities, trade unions,
professional associations of experts, business and commercial
interests. There are also some examples of participation from NGOs
and interest groups such as environmentalists. Very rarely are
individual non-organised citizens involved and as is typical to social
movements more generally, participation is socially selective and
those that are active tend not to be the most disenfranchised (as
already noted also in chapter 5.4). One could argue that, in terms of
participation, it is a sliding scale where the best represented
organisations and actors are government representatives at different
levels, followed by other organised stakeholders and in very few
cases individual non-organised citizens.
Participation is most commonly referred to in terms of consultation.
Consultation is, with regards to the specific issues dealt with in the
case studies, sometimes a statutory requirement, for example in
Finland, France, Hungary, Belgium and Malta. Other cases report that
participation in the activities described in the case studies is
voluntary, for example in Slovakia and Spain. The fact that
consultation is not statutory does not necessarily mean that it is
limited or unimportant. Participation can be a politically strong factor
in decision making even when voluntary, as reported in case 10.1 in
chapter 4.
One way of increasing participation is through partnerships. This way
of working relates to organised actors, but it implies a broader
participation as compared to the situation when only government at
different levels takes part. Partnership arrangements are increasingly
common in spatial planning across Europe and there are several
examples of this way of working among the case studies. In the
preparation of planning or development strategies or plans,
partnerships are important players in many cases, e.g. case 28.2 in
chapter 2, cases 16.1, 17.1, 19.2 and 22.2 in chapter 4 and cases 7.1
and 19.1 in chapter 5.
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In many cases limited participation is identified as a problem and
there are several examples of attempts to increase participation and
to boost public awareness and debate. This is done in various ways,
including workshops supported by consultants in partnership-building,
kick-off meetings where citizens are invited to attend the beginning of
a planning process, round table meetings and thematic working group
meetings, the setting up of a quick release fund to enable activation
of citizens and youth organisations particularly aiming at involving
young people in discussing a regional development plan. See e.g.
case 4.1 in chapter 3, cases 3.1 and 16.1 in chapter 4, case 9.2 in
chapter 5, case 2.1 in chapter 6 and case and cases 5.1 and 18.2 in
chapter 7.
However, despite many attempts at increasing participation, the
overall pattern is that participation aims have only been partly
reached to date. The most important role is still played by public
actors, and particularly government bodies at various geographical
levels. In terms of other interests, the organised interests are clearly
more involved than individual citizens. Among the organised
interests, the importance of different actors varies between the
different types of cases. For those dealing mainly with regional
strategic plans or visions, it tends to be business organisations,
universities and other stakeholders in the region such as construction
companies. Among the NGOs, there are also examples of active
environmentalist groups. In other cases, particularly dealing with
urban matters, it can be environmental groups or support groups of
social matters such as associations looking after the interest of the
elderly population.
The governance processes would gain from a greater participation of
civil society. Several case studies highlight that particularly
marginalised groups are poorly represented in terms of participation.
However, there are also examples of ‘missing’ public actors in the
governance processes. In at least two of the case studies it was
argued that the national governments ought to be involved in the
processes (See cases 10.1 in chapter 4 and 1.2 in chapter 5).

8.3.2

Openness

The mechanisms or instruments for openness in the case studies
encompassed legislation, consultation processes, websites, hearings
and mediation on services, open meetings, media, proactive
campaign work, inquiries, seminars and conferences.
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Most of these mechanisms were used in the transnational and crossborder cases (e.g. case 23.2 in chapter 2). In the national cases most
of the mechanisms were considered to be known and used by the
stakeholders even though the results were generally not seen as a
success (e.g. case 21.1 in chapter 3). Considering the regional
polycentric cases, about two thirds reported about openness (e.g
case 10.1 in chapter 4). In those cases, several different mechanisms
are used to improve openness. Overall, however, one must say that
the case studies show disappointingly little activity in this matter.
Also among the the FUA and metropolitan cases is there a trend to
promote openness, e.g. in cases 1.2 and 7.2 (chapter 5).
Nevertheless, in most cases the information flow is one-way and not
really interactive; rather, information is ‘made available’. Only a few
urban-rural case studies mention any mechanisms for openness, and
these mainly refer to the dissemination of information in newspapers,
and on web pages. All of the intra-city cases refer to consultation
processes and some also to mechanisms for openness (e.g. case 5.1
in chapter 7).
Despite good practices and increasing attention to the issue of
openness, there is still a lot to be done in this matter if openness is
perceived as a broader issue than simply meeting certain regulative
minimum standards.

8.3.3

Innovative and interesting mechanisms

The innovative mechanisms or tools in the case studies were often
related to participation processes (e.g. case 21.1 in chapter 3). In
some cases they refer also to plans, planning models, marketing tools
or other working practices. In some cases the very object of the case
study was seen as an innovation in its national context because it
related to a new way of working (e.g. cases 3.1, 19.2 and 22.1 in
chapter 4), Sometimes the cases were even an official pilot (e.g. case
17.1 in chapter 4).
Among the trans-national and cross-border cases, it was
summarised that as long as the initiatives are public-sector led, they
also tend to remain embedded in innovation within this sector. There
are however also attempts at promoting innovation more broadly and
developing innovative tools that can be of benefit for the wider
regional community, including the business and R&D sectors (e.g.
case 12.2 in chapter 2). Cross-border initiatives in spatial planning
are in themselves important, with great potential for working also in
the future as channels of information, exchange of experience and
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learning. They can be used as ‘laboratories’ through which transnational ideas can be channelled and tested.
Information and
marketing tools and working practice are also referred to as
dimensions where innovations can be found. For example a network
where actors from the local, regional and national level have set up a
service for official information- and marketing activities (case 12.2 in
chapter 2).
Among the ‘regional’, polycentric, urban network cases
examples of innovative tools or mechanisms that all are related to the
ways of cooperation are mentioned (e.g. cases 10.1 and 15.1 in
chapter 4). In the Spanish case of the strategic plan for the
metropolitan coast of Barcelona, several features were considered
innovative. Among the FUA and metropolitan cases a few examples of
innovation are mentioned. They are usually related to the
introduction of an integrated metropolitan planning level or model
(e.g. case 27.2). Considering the urban-rural cases, there was
limited information regarding innovative practice, but some examples
were given. One case reported from a new type of plan, at supramunicipal level, and also innovative use of maps (10.2 in chapter 6).
Among the intra-city cases there were also few examples of
innovation reported. One such case described an innovative
mechanism related to a new kind of participation mechanism: A
meeting system which had the dual function of information sharing
and generating new ideas and impulses from the participants (case
21.2 in chapter 7). In another case (6.2 in chapter 7) was regarded
innovative in relation to the consultation process.

8.4

European policy impacts

The following section discusses in brief some of the findings from the
case study analysis regarding the question of whether there are
indications of European policies and initiatives of spatial or territorial
relevance having an impact on forms of territorial governance
practice. Special attention is paid to the ESDP, sustainability, Interreg
and Open Method of Coordination.

8.4.1

ESDP

Of particular relevance when addressing European policy impacts is
the inclusion of ESDP and matters such as polycentricity and urbanrural interaction, either implicitly or explicitly. It seems as if many of
the successful cases of increased collaboration resulting in joint
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spatial development plans or visions are generated through a
pragmatic need for closer functionally based co-operation and
interaction in regions covering increasingly large geographical areas.
Collaboration across administrative borders and involving different
types of actions is one way to address the problems with this
geographical expansion of functionality. Such collaboration may not
first and foremost stem from the ESDP documents themselves, rather
it has in many cases grown out of a bottom-up need to cooperate.
This is hardly surprising, since the work with the ESDP is in itself a
long process involving actors and organisation within spatial planning
well aware of the pressing policy needs in their own territory. Hence,
it can be summarised that both bottom-up and top-down policy and
practice is visible in many of the different case studies.
Examples of ESDP applications can be found in several cases, not
least in new member states that are former centrally planned
countries (see e.g. 13.1 in chapter 2, 11.1, 18.1 and 21.1 in chapter
3) In these cases the development of national spatial plans or other
spatial planning strategies have made use of a number of the
characteristics from the ESDP such as polycentricity, urban-rural
dimensions and attempts to balance social, economic and
environmental development. This is part of the adjustment to the
prevalent policy discourse and practice in European spatial planning
and therefore it is hardly surprising adjustments to the ESDP thinking
have been major influences in these countries.
One of the most common ways in which Europeanisation impacts
upon territorial policy is through the methodological inspiration and
learning related to thinking about the ways in which different
territorial levels of governance are to work with spatial and territorial
planning issues. The emergence of spatial plans and strategic regional
plans, where common visions are outlined, in turn influenced by
European ideas such as those of ESDP is thus an important influence
here. This may even be the case where no formal competence exists
in spatial planning area (e.g. case 17.2 in chapter 2).
Developments in line with the ESDP may also appear in cases where
no explicit reference to the perspective in mentioned such as in case
4.1 (chapter 3), 12.1 (chapter 4) where, e.g. increased urban-rural
collaboration is promoted, case 19.2 (chapter 4) aiming towards
greater polycentricity and case 22.2 (chapter 4) where the ESDP
including both the themes of polycentricity and urban-rural
integration were mentioned in the background research for the
strategic vision, but without mentioning the ESDP in the final
document. .Other European policies have also played a role for the
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governance process, e.g. increased collaboration in relation to
Objective 1 that was decisive for the establishment of the horizontal
collaboration between the local authorities in case 22.2 in the first
instance.

8.4.2

Sustainability

The issue of sustainability is highlighted in several case studies,
including a couple where particularly environmental sustainability
forms the core of the case study (e.g. case 9.1 in chapter 3 and 22.1
in chapter 4). In these cases national strategies have been developed
in line with the Brownfield Regeneration Strategy of August 2005 and
EU directives aimed at a more sustainable approach to the
management of waste respectively. European directives on waste
management are also seen as important drivers in case 19.1 (chapter
5). Sustainability is also a significant factor in case study 5.3 (chapter
6) where Agenda 21 plays an important role.

8.4.3

Interreg

One of the most powerful tools for integrating European spatial policy
ideas and policy thinking as a trans-national process of creating a
shared understanding of spatial development into the national,
regional and local territorial planning is provided by Interreg. This is
partly related to the historical background of the current Interreg
programming period and ESDP. The guidelines for the INTERREG III
Programme (2000-2006) were published in 2000, and thus the
themes introduced in the ESDP document of 1999 were quite timely
and central to spatial development themes and objectives across
Europe. The Interreg guidelines thus made direct reference to the
ESDP, stating for example that Strand B proposals (involving transnational cooperation) should take account of Community policy
priorities such as the TENs and the recommendations for territorial
development of the European Spatial Development Perspective
(ESDP). Policy co-ordination and the objective of horizontal inclusion
of territorial integration has thus often been inherent in the regulative
framework. (Relationship between Interreg and ESDP is analysed
more closely in ESPON 2.3.1 project. It has equally been addressed in
ESPON 2.2.1, i.e. Territorial Effects of the Structural Funds.)
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8.4.4

Open Method of Co-ordination

The Open method of Co-ordination was investigated in all the case
studies, as the interview guide included questions on this, but it soon
became obvious that this is a non-issue in the territorial policy and
spatial planning fields. As such this seems also supported by the
national overviews, where the topic seemed for the time being remain
implemented mainly in labour and employment policy sectors (e.g.
Ireland, Hungary, Latvia, Norway, Sweden, Finland), in some cases in
connection with policies addressing social inclusion (e.g Spain).

8.5

Trends of good governance from the case studies

The five dimensions of good governance as identified in the WPG,
openness, participation, accountability, effectiveness and coherence
will be dealt with below. Since openness and participation are already
addressed above, these will only be mentioned briefly in this section.
However, the remaining three dimensions are analysed somewhat
more in depth.

8.5.1

Openness

In most cases national legislation sets the parameters for openness,
but the issue is not otherwise specifically addressed. There are
websites, public meetings etc. referred to as tools for improving
openness, but in many cases information is often seen more as a
one-way flow, an issue of ‘informing the public’, rather than
communicating with it. This is also linked to the issue of participation,
as the minimum standard of openness is often dealt with through
legislation and as such seems to be better catered for in more
traditional forms of government (legal guarantees for access to public
information and transparent decision-making etc.), whilst the issue of
participation is a separate issue, also more linked to the degree of
public interest.

8.5.2

Participation

Participation is often not very actively promoted. Neither is it the case
that more innovative (in the sense of new) forms of governance are
necessarily more inclusive or better at supporting and promoting
participation. In fact, in some cases the opposite seems to be the
case, as the governmental initiatives and those involving local
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authorities for instance are often bound by legal and formal
regulations to take this issue into account, where as the new forms of
governance, whilst being more inclusive in the sense of being
partnership-based, do not necessarily have the same obligation for
participatory mechanisms.
In participatory terms, scale may be of particular significance, at least
in the cross-border and intra-city cases. It is easier to promote
participation and raise interest in initiatives which are more locally
based, whilst the trans-national scale makes this naturally more
difficult.

8.5.3

Accountability

The various forms of national, regional and local governance reflect
very different ambitions and aims, as well as traditions when it comes
to accountability. In many cases the clarity of roles and division of
responsibilities, which is at the very heart of the traditional model of
government, with representative democracy and administrative
accountability, is much more difficult to ensure in the new
governance models emerging across Europe today. This is the case in
public-private partnership (PPP) models, informal and multi-level
associations and movements, where the whole idea has in many
cases been to provide alternatives to the previous models of
government, which have been perceived as overly hierarchical and
inflexible models of government. There are a number of New Public
management inspired examples of governance, which seek to address
accountability in a less hierarchical and less transparent form, but
doe not manage to settle the issue, as accountability still seems to be
bound to the traditional forms of government.
One of the questions of interest here is: can accountability be shared?
If so, by which means and principles, especially in light of the need to
maintain transparency of the system? Accountability seems to rest
either with the regional councils or assemblies (when directly elected)
or the local authorities (when regional level does not have a directly
elected accountable body). In some cases there is no pooling of
responsibility, rather the local authorities participating in the spatial
planning collaboration schemes each hold the accountability for their
own area. In some cases (particularly those with a tradition of
centralised unitary government, new Member States in particular),
accountability rests ultimately with the national level.
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8.5.4

Effectiveness

As outlined in the White Paper on governance, effectiveness has to do
with both effectiveness of policy delivery and the appropriateness of
measures implemented, i.e. policies must be “effective and timely,
delivering what is needed on the basis of clear objectives, an
evaluation of future impact and, where available, of past experience”
(White Paper on Governance, 10). This entails both appropriate
information about the needs of the regions and localities in question
in the sense of strategic foresight etc. and the existence of a system
that ensures effective policy delivery. The clearer the strategy to be
implemented, the easier it is to deliver policy interventions and
measures in an effective way.
Clear strategic visions and plans that were in many cases part of the
case study context are tools by which effectiveness can be improved.
They are often prepared and structured in a thematic fashion, and in
organisational terms around working group structures. This can be a
factor that contributes to maintaining the sector-divisions intact and
not ensuring policy coherence by better sector co-ordination. Some
themes that we conclude upon here are interlinked. A real problem is
the general trend identified in the cases regarding accountability: the
more ‘new governance’ is introduced, the more difficult it is to
identify who, amongst the various actors involved, is accountable in
the final instance. This has repercussions also on policy coherence,
which tends to be seen as lacking, with sector policies remaining
either under-co-ordinated or even mutually conflicting. Therefore
effectiveness of the outcomes is questioned.
Policy effectiveness is improved by a long-term focus and potential
obstacles to effectiveness thus include the absence of such a longterm perspective. This can relate to the uncertainty about funding, as
well as long-termism in planning. Many new governance models
emerge first as projects or connected to projects, which entails the
usual problems of project culture (difficulties in project management,
short-term strategies, conflicting or competing policy objectives,
inefficient over-laps etc.). It was also argued that though political
support and commitment allows for accountability, it also entails
shorter time-perspectives and here the challenges lies. Essentially
long-term strategic issues such as spatial and territorial development
do not fit very well into an election-cycle timeframe.
Our focus has been both
well as the effectiveness
have been interested in
focus on process, rather

on policy delivery and its effectiveness, as
of decision-making. At the same time we
governance, which necessitates a strong
than (only) outcome, i.e. it may be more
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relevant to ask how policies are developed, implemented and
monitored, rather than asking what is the policy content. Here we can
also conclude that the tension between the issues of conflictuality and
effectiveness in terms of arriving at a decision (despite the process of
how one gets there) is of essence.

8.5.5

Coherence

In the White paper on governance, coherence is articulated as both
an issue of clarity of single policies and of coherence across policies,
relating also to co-ordination and integration of interventions across
sectors. In some cases we have been only looking at one sector, i.e.
planning or territorial development, but in many cases these have
entailed policy tools and practices that necessarily include many
sector measures. In some cases (waste management and transport
for instance) different sector interests have come to play in a more
direct fashion.
Coherence is also connected to the way in which broader policy-level
themes and objectives (e.g. those incorporated in the ESDP,
territorial cohesion, sustainability, Lisbon and Gothenburg themes
etc.) are integrated into territorial initiatives. We will deal with some
of these below (chapter 8.6).
Here the theme of territorial integration is central, as it was assumed
that better policy coherence in a territorial context can only be
achieved through a better co-ordination of different sector policies
with a territorial impact. The synthesis analysis here provides multiple
examples of such processes of improving coherence, mainly on the
regional and sub-national levels, but also in some cases on the
national level. One way in which better co-ordination and policy
coherence is achieved is through the development of ‘national spatial
development perspectives’, ‘comprehensive plans’, ‘plans for
territorial development’ etc., which are actively consolidated with
other existing spatial plans and visions. This is attempted through
territorial pacts, in some cases taking contractual forms, in others
more voluntary. In many cases, however, this degree of integration
remains limited.

8.6

Qualitative territorial impact assessment

As outlined previously (e.g. in the TIR), the main challenge with a
territorial impact assessment of governance is connected to the fact
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that whilst impact assessment seeks to provide cognitive base in the
form of evaluative information on how policies impact on different
types of organisation, territorial scales etc., governance is not a
policy, rather a means of developing, implementing, evaluating and
assessing policies. It refers to the style and form of the policy cycle
from agenda-setting to ex post assessment, and thus is of major
relevance to policy, but cannot be assessed through the same
methodology as policies can /for the simple reason that the financial
and budgetary inputs and outputs are not distinguishable). Thus the
model developed for instance in the ESPON TIA Manual, developed as
part of ESPON project 3.1 „Integrated Tools for European Spatial
Development“ by Friedrich Schindegger & Gabriele Tatzberger
(Österreischisches Institut für Raumplanung, (ÖIR) does not really
suit our purposes here.
Most of the dimensions of the ESPON TIA-model have been addressed
in the questions posed in the case studies (see appendix for the
template for case studies). We have thus addressed issues relating to
governance form, impact, success, references to past and future,
relevance of different territorial interventions and effects where
identified, policy goals referred to (e.g. Polycentric spatial
development, Cohesion – in economic terms, as well as social and
territorial). Equally we have investigated the various applied
meanings of ‘spatial/territorial’ and the territorial dimension.
Whilst it is not methodologically possible to undertake a TIA exercise
based on governance, due to the nature of governance, as well as the
type of material that these types of qualitative case studies contain,
we have sought to give indications of best practice and good
examples. One of the selection criteria that the case studies should
include some elements of innovative mechanisms , processes or
tools, which makes the TIA approach difficult, as impacts are not yet
there to be assessed. In terms of good governance and quantitative
indicators, part of WP5 addresses this question, though only in terms
of coincidence (of certain characteristics as measured in selected
indicators), rather than as causalities.
We have however sought to highlight good examples of governance
mechanisms and practices (see figures 1-8 below), which in turn
could be used in order to promote ‘good governance’ and by so doing
potentially contribute to better policy effectiveness.

For the purposes of providing an analytical synthesis, we have
summarised one example per governance dimension investigated and
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per type of region. In most cases there were a number of examples
to choose from and here we sought to select different types of
examples, as well as referring to as many case studies as possible,
for reasons of geographical balance and coverage. In extremely few
cases there were no best practices given in the case study material.
Underneath each figure we summarise the key aspects of the ‘best
practice’.

Figure 23

Vertical dimension

Dimension of
analysis

Type of case study region

Vertical: Multilevel relations,
and
decentralisation,
devolution, and
regionalization

Trans-national, cross-border
The Finnish case (14.2) is an example of developing for the
first time a spatial plan in a cross-border trans-national
context, which has necessitated a national level
investigation into how to ensure that this can take place in
a legally appropriate and sustainable manner.

Type of ‘best
practice’, WHY
seen as good
example / source
of inspiration?

Potential legal
repercussions on
constitutional status
of cross-border
entities in planning

National
An example of strong involvement of local level can be
found in the France “Pays” policy case (4.1). “Pays” is
defined by the law as a territory of certain cohesiveness in
terms of geographical, cultural, economic and social
components. On this basis the local authorities can gather
to propose a local development project, which must be
elaborated with the concerned actors.

Local involvement
and mobilisation

Regional
In the Västra Götaland Region case (17.1), the mobilisation
of the 49 local councils lead to formalised local authority
associations and to decentralisation of powers to the
regional level that was initiated by delegations of local
authorities, which took the initiative to the national level
and thus set in motion a process that later became a pilot
test of regional governance. Here the responsibility for
regional development has been transferred from the state
at the regional level (the County Administrative Board) to
the directly elected regional council.
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Local mobilisation as
a source of
inspiration, national
level pilot part of the
regional experiments
on-going across
Europe.

Dimension of
analysis

Type of case study region

Type of ‘best
practice’, WHY
seen as good
example / source
of inspiration?

FUAs and metropolitan regions
The case study of the strategic plan of the metropolitan
coast of Barcelona (10.1) is an example where a strong
region collaborates with strong local authorities. The region
is an administrative unit with high autonomy, major
competences, financing and negotiating powers. The local
level with 27 municipalities plays a major role.

Strategic plan where
strong local and
regional autonomy is
non-exclusive.

Urban-rural
Within these newly founded (sub-)regional governance
projects, local governmental actors play an important role
(e.g. Italian, English and Austrian cases).

Local level as a driver
of development of an
institutional
framework of a
regional Partnership
and as a mobilising
actor.

Intra-city
In the German case of Duisburg-Marxloh (5.1), the
Development Association (the local level agency focuses on
developing projects within the national SIC framework)
seeks to involve all non-governmental stakeholders in a
formal body where these can develop project ideas and
bring forward important issues.

The emergence of
new actors with
informal facilitator
roles

In the vertical case study examples, ‘best practice’ or inspirational examples are in
most cases connected to the emergence of new forms for local and regional
mobilisation and involvement and ways in which the local and regional levels can
exert influence. In most cases good examples are given, where formal roles are
less central as compared to informal ones, though potential constitutional
repercussions of cross-border entities are also referred to.
Figure 24

Horizontal dimension

Dimension of
analysis

Type of case study region

Type of ‘best
practice’, WHY seen
as good example /
source of
inspiration?

Horizontal:

Trans-national, cross-border

‘Multichannel’,
Territorial
coordination

In the Atlantic Arc (1.1) case, the horizontal dimension of the
initiative reveals a strong potential to horizontal integration,
e.g. through the services and projected creation of a
collective transport company and a global GIS framework.
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Horizontal collaboration
as a driver of further
functional co-operation
and improved policy
coherence

Dimension of
analysis

Type of case study region

Type of ‘best
practice’, WHY seen
as good example /
source of
inspiration?

National
In the Lithuanian case (18.1), the planning document is in
itself an integrating factor, as it guides the overall spatial
development and it is also cross-sectoral. All national sector
policies are integrated into the Comprehensive Plan.

The introduction of
spatial planning
documents aiming at
an integrated territorial
policy approach,
integrating policy
interventions and
potentially enabling
better cross-sector coordination (or at least
making visible the
necessity for such an
integrated approach)

Regional
The Regional Structure Plan (RSP) is the central pillar of the
spatial planning policy of the KAN case study in the
Netherlands (28.1). It integrates regional plans in the other
policy areas and provides the framework for the
implementation of regional projects such as sites for housing
construction, business parks, infrastructure, ‘green’ areas
and recreation projects.

Regional structural plan
as a tool of providing
an integrated territorial
planning approach.

FUAs and metropolitan regions
"Network city Glattal" in Switzerland (7.2), is a case of eight
autonomous communities working in a metropolitan strategic
co-operation in greater Zurich, organised as a regional
association: "glow.dasGlattal", which is a community of
interest.

New forms of voluntary
co-operation involving
both public and private
actors as a basis of new
types of ‘communities
of interest’

Urban-rural
In a number of the cases interesting examples of a pro-active
and facilitator role of the academic community was referred
to, e.g. Hanover-Germany 5.3, PPSP-Italy 3.2, SouthYorkshire Partnership-UK 22.2. Within the Austrian case of
Leoben (2.1), the university (department of Geography) also
played an important role in establishing the strategic
planning document.

Utilisation of expertise
and local/regional
knowledge resources
for spatial planning

Intra-city
Whilst traditionally the role of neighbourhood associations is
strong in the intra-city context in the form of protesting
against plans, there are also examples of more pro-active
and positive roles, as in the German case of MarxlohDuisburg (5.1), where inhabitants are asked (together with
other non-governmental stakeholders) to issue ideas for
projects in their direct environment (neighbourhood).
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Active utilisation of
local inhabitants as a
source of new ideas for
local planning,
particularly seeking to
integrate immigrant
groups by providing
them with a more
active role here.

‘Best practice examples relating to the horizontal relations are often related to
spatial planning processes, where cross-sector interaction is promoted and more
coherent policy packages are developed as a consequence. Actor perspective is
relevant through the involvement of experts and citizens in spatial planning
processes and by so doing promoting new communities of interest and better
integrated spatial policy approaches.
Figure 25

Public participation

Dimension of
analysis

Type of case study region

Type of ‘best
practice’, WHY
seen as good
example / source
of inspiration?

Governance
and public
participation

Transnational and cross-border
Where participation is most actively addressed, is usually
through national legislative processes requiring participation.
Thus is the Finnish case study (14.2), the participation and
impact assessment of the På Gränsen –Rajalla detail plan is
based on national legislation defining as ’interested parties’
residents, landowners, customs authorities, the regional
environmental authorities, road administrations, regional and
local museums, county administrative boards, neighbouring
municipalities, border authorities, all the branches of local
government (education, culture, social and health issues
etc.), as well as a variety of local voluntary associations and
organisations (neighbourhood associations, birdwatchers
etc.)

Broad definition of
stakeholders, who
are to have a formal
role in participation

National
Also in national cases focus is on formal roles of participation,
as in the French case (4.1), where the co-operative
instrument "Conseil de développement" is a body which is
compulsory to create the framework of a "Pays" (an
administrative entity). The legal requirement is only to
contact it to inform its members on the project and on the
way it is implemented. The body by itself and its basic role
are statutory, but the real mechanism depends on local
actors and to what extent these are mobilised. The final
result is not binding. The new method seeks to involve also
non-public actors.

Non-binding
participation
processes seeking to
mobilise local actors,
involvement of nonpublic actors

Regional
In the case of Calatino Sud Simeto (3.1) in Italy,
development policies have shifted from a top-down and
centralised process to a local, bottom-up model. Civil society
participation is one of the main objectives and considered
central to both the decision making and implementation
phases.
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Decentralisation of
development policies

Dimension of
analysis

Type of case study region

Type of ‘best
practice’, WHY
seen as good
example / source
of inspiration?

FUA and metropolitan regions
The case of Greater Dublin (19.1) is an example of
partnership-building between the public and private sectors,
in urban regeneration and local development. Bodies such as
the National Trust, the Dublin Civic Trust, the Irish Business
and Employers’ Confederation (IBEC), and the Construction
Industry Federation are involved, as are professional bodies,
such as the Irish Planning Institute and the Royal Town
Planning Institute (RTPI). Almost half the members of the
Advisory Committee of the DTO are from the nongovernmental sector, such as the IBEC, Earthwatch, the
Dublin Cycling Campaign and the RTPI. The Strategic Policy
Committees contained within each local authority also have a
significant number of members from outside the Authority.

Active partnershipbuilding and
involvement of the
non-governmental
sector in the
advisory committee

Urban-rural
There seems to be an increasing use of the ‘language of
public participation’ in rural-urban territorial governance, the
effectiveness of public participation still is rather low.

A gradual discursive
shift – little in the
way of concrete
examples?

Intra-city
In the Trøndelag common regional development plan in
Norway (16.1), a special attempt was made to reach out to
and involve young people in the region. Two youth
conferences discussing the regional development plan were
held.

New ways of
engaging the public
– e.g. involving the
youth

‘Best practice’ within promoting public participation is connected to both the more
inclusive definition of ‘interested stakeholders’ and to the processes of participation.
In general there seems to be a gradual discursive shift going on towards placing
more value on participation, though in some cases (e.g. urban-rural) there is still
little more than anecdotal evidence of this.
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Figure 26

Openness

Dimension of
analysis

Type of case study region

Type of ‘best practice’,
WHY seen as good
example / source of
inspiration?

Openness

Transnational and cross-border
The Luxembourg case (23.2) represents an example of a
cross-border case in which diversified mechanisms for
openness are used. In addition to website, structured
meetings of local executive authorities are used, a
monthly letter is published and a map of the transborder agglomeration was published and sent to schools.
Moreover, a special agency for the management of
openness was created.

Utisiling a variety of
information and
communication tools, as
well as involving new types
of actors, e.g. informing
schools

National
As regards to national cases in the Slovakian case
(21.1), there is presented a mechanism to involve actors
which should be involved but are not participating
(Slovak Spatial Development Perspective 2001). All
relevant actors were addressed directly and the rest of
actors can submit their suggestions or objections on the
base of the information about preparation published,
over the processing period and about prepared proposals
become public in mass media on the national field of
activity and on the official web page of the ministry.

Formal ‘information’
activities and possible public
consultation

Regional
Considering the regional polycentric cases, the strategic
plan for the metropolitan coast of Barcelona in Spain
(10.1) seems to be a proactive case for openness.
Several different mechanisms are used to improve
openness, including a website, meetings, weekly
informative bulletin, enquiries and interview.
Furthermore, a communication plan (with marketing
material) was made to give much more publicity to the
results and to enforce the lobby goals.

Active information strategy
with both formal and
informal activities

FUA and metropolitan regions
The association "glow.dasGlattal" (7.2) attaches great
importance to a concerted information policy. With an
own internet homepage and a periodical press coverage
it intends to inform the public and to strengthen the
spirit of a "regional identity".
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Active information activities
as a means of strengthening
regional identity

Dimension of
analysis

Type of case study region

Type of ‘best practice’,
WHY seen as good
example / source of
inspiration?

Urban-rural
In Hannover region case (5.3) participation and
communication has been promoted through the creation
of a Regional Agenda 21, which is the region’s only
standing participation body. The Agenda 21
representative invites for agenda meetings once a
month. The meetings are open to everybody, though
most participants are institutions and agenda
representatives from regional municipalities.

Utilisation/creation of new
communication forum

Intra-city
In the German Duisburg-Marxloh intra-city case (5.1),
the programme regularly issues press information in
order to inform the public. The programme provides a
well located public programme office acting as an agency
for safeguarding openness in terms of good governance.
A public programme office (Stadtteilbüros) acts as the
agency for safeguarding openness The office informs
about current transport and construction projects,
programmes and plans, but also asks specified target
groups, e.g. seniors, women, teenagers or children for
their opinions regarding future development of the city
quarter.

More targeted and varied
communication and
information activities,
seeking to create
communication as close to
the citizens as possible and
engaging different
population groups.

In relation to ‘openness’, most ‘best practice’ seems to be connected to the informal
ways in which the public and different stakeholder groups are informed (utilisation
of a variety of information and communication tools, as well as involving new types
of actors in deliberation), though also more formal processes are sometimes
referred to (e.g. hearings and consultations).
Figure 27

Innovative/interesting mechanisms

Dimension of
analysis

Type of case study region

Type of ‘best practice’,
WHY seen as good
example / source of
inspiration?

Innovative/int
eresting
mechanism,
tools or
practices

Transnational and cross-border
In the Slovenian Schengen case (8.1) study, the
introduction of pilot region can be taken as a ‘best
practice’ , as “Pomurje is a pilot region selected for
research and concrete policy measures, support and
training” (Case study 8.1, p. 4)
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Experimenting and learning
with regional pilots

Dimension of
analysis

Type of case study region

Type of ‘best practice’,
WHY seen as good
example / source of
inspiration?

Regional
Within the Slovakian case (21.2) new elements of
governance were found in which the meeting system
and independent experts (academic and regional) were
used so that it contributed successfully to the new
spatial development perspective.

Utilisation of external
experts as a resource

FUA and metropolitan regions
The introduction of an integrated metropolitan
planning level or model is considered innovative in the
Warsaw (FUA) case (27.2). In the extended Warsaw
area has been made an attempt to integrate the public
transport system in Warsaw area through the joined
takeover of Warsaw Commuter Lines by the local
authorities (‘self-governments’).

New distribution of
responsibility contributing to
the empowerment of the
conglomeration of
metropolitan local
authorities.

Urban-rural
The Spanish case dealing with Urban Directive of the
Coastal System in Catalonia (10.2), found an
innovative mechanism related to the new type of plan.
For the first time a supramunicipal plan in Catalonian
coast has been made, which means an innovative
approach to the coast land use and littoral protection
in Spain. There was i.e. made an effort to improve
cartography available and make it much more
detailed. Although it is a top-down plan, consensus
was built by meetings with town councils and land
owners.

New plan for sub-national
regional level in coastal
management

Intra-city
In the German intra-city case of Duisburg-Marxloh
(5.1) ‘The Socially Integrative City’ implements an
innovative approach of governance, aiming to include
everybody and aiming to build a societal consensus. In
the course of many years of experience with the
programme, it has developed a good climate for
participation, in which stakeholders from the
codetermination bodies, the programme offices and
non governmental organisations offer a large range of
possibilities for citizens to take part in discussions and
join project working groups.

Project working groups as a
means of building a societal
consensus and dialogue

Depending on how innovation is defined, it can be found as an under-lying crosscutting theme across the different topics addressed in this section. In some cases
‘innovation’ in the case study context (be it territorial, regional, local or national) is
specifically addressed however. The ‘best practice’ here seems to fall under the
three main categories that each represents types of organisational and social
innovation:
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•
•
•

Experimenting and learning with regional/national/local pilots (e.g. pilots in
division of responsibility, empowering the regional or local level)
Promoting policy learning through new spatial policy ideas (e.g.
specialisation, polycentricity)
Reform of structures, planning instruments and methods (e.g. working
group-based organisational mode, new thematic plans)

Figure 28

Accountability

Dimension of analysis

Type of case study region

Accountability

Trans-national / cross-border

Examples of cases

In the cross-border cases accountability is
usually relatively clear, remaining in the hands
of the local entities making up the co-operation,
e.g. the case of ARKO (17.2)

where levels of
responsibility are
clarified by the new
initiatives and
governance practices

Type of ‘best practice’,
WHY seen as good
example / source of
inspiration?

Clarity of responsibility and
distribution of tasks for
each level of governance
follows the national model
(i.e. local autonomy and
accountability carried
through in the cross-border
context)

Regional
The Hedmark County (16.2) is formed by the

Pilot where new distribution

politically accountable elected regional council
and the administrative county administration in
line with the ‘enhetsfylke’ pilot model. Unitary
governance arrangements coordinating the
regional administrative tasks of the county
councils (fylkeskommune) and offices of the
regional state representatives (fylkesmenn)
have been set up in this context.

of powers and
responsibilities are being
tested. The initiative
increases effectiveness and
regional autonomy.

FUA/Metropolitan
Lahti (14.1) is an example of co-ordinated inter-

An example of new type of

municipal plan, during the process of which a
working group was established, consisting of
planners from each municipality and a
representative
from
Päijät-Häme
regional
council

cooperation within planning
context.
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Dimension of analysis

Type of case study region

Type of ‘best practice’,
WHY seen as good
example / source of
inspiration?

Urban-rural
The

development

of

new

Local

Strategic

Partnerships is encouraged in the South
Yorkshire case (22.2) (LSPs) are encouraged in
the as key mechanisms for joining up public
services at an authority-wide level and consist
of a single non-statutory, multi-agency body
that matches local authority boundaries and
aims to bring together the public, private,
voluntary and community sectors to provide a
single,
overarching
local
coordination
framework. The South-Yorkshire Partnership
encloses four municipalities in the proximity of
Sheffield.

Joined-up planning,
Partnership organised for
providing a single,
overarching local
coordination framework.

Accountability refers to the clarity of division of roles and responsibilities and the
‘best practice’ identified can be divided into the following three main types:
• Experimenting and learning with regional/national/local pilots (e.g. learning
from the way in which accountability is ensured nationally and putting this
into practice in a cross-border context, strengthening regional autonomy)
• Promoting new types of co-operation in planning (involving new actors and
organisations and re-drawing boundaries in their tasks)
• Reform of planning instruments and methods (e.g. joined up and better coordinated planning processes)
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Figure 29

Effectiveness

Dimension of analysis

Type of case study region

Effectiveness

Trans-national / cross- border cases

Effectiveness is analysed
in relation to the set
objectives, both in terms
of effective policy
delivery and the
appropriateness of
measures implemented.

Via Baltica (13.1) is a case where the meso
level
involves
the
co-ordination
and
administration of the project, transnational
co-operation covering the whole zone,
common
marketing
activities
and
cooperation between different actors in the
Baltic Sea Region.

Type of ‘best practice’,
WHY seen as good
example / source of
inspiration?

One of the main
contributions of the
initiative has been the
positive impact on
integration of actors and
sectors within spatial
planning, enhancing
effectiveness.

National
In the Lithuanian case (18.1), the planning
document is in itself an integrating factor, as
it guides the overall spatial development and
it is also cross-sectoral. All national sector
policies
are
integrated
into
the
Comprehensive Plan.

Effective in the way it
integrates different sectors.

Regional
PEL, the Strategic plan for metropolitan coast
of Barcelona (10.1) is a voluntary agreement
made by 27 municipalities along the coast.
The non-mandatory plan has as its goal to
define common development strategies and
interact
more
efficiently
with
sectoral
institutions, especially the National Ministries
responsible for coastal management, road
and
rail
infrastructures,
and
regional
institutes responsible for environmental
management.

Effective in the way it
integrates different sectors.

FUA/Metropolitan
Within Pla Territorial Metropolità de Barcelona
(PTMB) case study (10.3) a metropolitan
master plan is established to cover issues
such as natural protection, networks of
transport infrastructures and urban growth.
The spatial planning context is multi-level,
with the national level having a role in
sectoral, as well as strategic and mandatory
planning and the regional level has a
territorial planning, strategic and mandatory
role. The role of the local/municipal level is in
urban mandatory) planning, mandatory.
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Effective in the way it
integrates different sectors.

Dimension of analysis

Type of case study region

Type of ‘best practice’,
WHY seen as good
example / source of
inspiration?

Urban-rural
The strategic planning process of Leoben
(2.1) urban initiative, serves as a good
practice example of the urban-regional
cooperation, where a more long-term
perceptive is employed. The process called
“Creating the Future” is a general framework
of actions that includes forms of democratic
participation as well as dynamic and creative
elements. By developing short and long-term
objectives, “Creating the Future” attempts to
up-grade the image of this town and to
accord Leoben national and international
prestige.

A more long-term strategic
planning approach.

Intra-city
Duisburg: The “Socially Integrative City” case

The case comprises

(5.1) successful due to the development of
integrated policy packages, the integration
and
participation
of
non-governmental
stakeholders and the long-term focus of the
project.

integrated policy packages
and has a long-term focus.

The ‘best practice’ identified in relation to improved policy effectiveness is in most
cases of two types: it either promoted cross-sectoral and cross-thematic integration
and co-ordination and by so doing contributes to improved effectiveness, or the
inspirational aspects are related to a more long-term planning perspective.
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Figure 30

Coherence

Dimension of analysis

Type of case study region

Coherence

Trans-national / cross-border

Coherence is connected
to the way in which
broader policy-level
themes and objectives
(e.g. those incorporated
in the ESDP, territorial
cohesion, sustainability,
Lisbon and Gothenburg
themes etc.) are
integrated into territorial
initiatives. TIA and other
impact assessment
practices are also means
in achieving better
coherence.

The Slovenian trans-national case (8.1) has enabled
the Governmental Office for Local Self-Government
and Regional Policy, with the assistance of the
University
of
Ljubljana
and
the
Regional
Development Agency Mura, to intensively study and
analyze the factors influencing socio-economic
change and spatial planning requirements on the
regional level after Slovenia’s accession to the EU,
where special changes have been consider: the new
Schengen border regime, improved transportation
networks and declining industries.

Type of ‘best
practice’, WHY seen
as good example /
source of
inspiration?

An example of utilising
expertise and academic
community as a
resource in order to
formulate more
‘evidence based’ spatial
policy and by so doing
improving policy
coherence

National
In the Slovakian case (21.1), during KURS 2001
creation, new elements of governance were found in
relation to the meeting system, where independent
experts were used. The ESDP document was also
analyzed during the process. All policy options were
analyzed and simultaneously they were evaluated
from a view of their applicability and ability to be
up-to-date under the conditions in the Slovak
Republic. By so doing, the policy options are
selected, which can have an application also for
KURS 2001 processing.

An example of utilizing
expertise to improve
coherence of this
national planning
process with the
objectives of the ESDP

Regional
The Triangle area in Denmark (12.1): In 1997 the 8

The initiative has a

municipalities
agreed
upon
“The
Planning
Perspective for The Triangle Area 1996-2008”. This
planning perspective was inspired by the ideas
presented in The National Planning Report 1997,
where
the
Ministry
of
the
Environment
recommended
the
creation
of
sub-national
polycentric urban networks – along the lines of the
ESDP-document that was launched three months
after the Danish National Planning Report. The
participating municipalities considered the document
as 'political binding' - although formally it was not.

strong link to the ESDP,
though at the same
time pre-dating the
ESDP document.

FUA/Metropolitan
The more sustainable management of waste in the
Dublin region (19.1) could be characterised as the
prudent management of the urban ecosystem – one
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The initiative is on the
line with one of the
ESDP principles

Dimension of analysis

Type of case study region

Type of ‘best
practice’, WHY seen
as good example /
source of
inspiration?

of the policy aims of the ESDP.

Urban-rural
Universities in the example of the PPSP in Italy

An example where

(3.2), ‘facilitate the interaction and action of local
actors’ (PPSP-Italy, p. 9) by advising these local
actors to coordinate their governance efforts within
the region. These experts play a role in underlining
the importance of regional governance within the
region, and consequently, in the establishment of
bodies of regional governance

experts and academics
play a significant role.

Intra-city
Vilnius city strategic plan 2002-2012 (18.2): The

An example which is in

Lisbon strategy, ESDP, EU Regional policy, EU
transport corridors – IX B; EU structural and
cohesion funds strategies, “Eurocities” best practises
for development strategies where taken into account

the line with many EU
strategies.

Policy coherence is most often promoted through a more evidence-based approach,
where academic or other professional expertise is more actively utilised as a means
to improve coherence of interventions, or through a more conscious and targeted
integration of policy interventions within the context of broader EU strategies of
relevance for spatial and planning and territorial policy (e.g. Lisbon agenda or
ESDP)
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Appendix
Appendix 1: analytical framework
ESPON 232 : Case studies analytical framework
Ref Country;

Type of territory
Name of the case study

1 : context

Type of territory
Geographical (metropolitan
area FUA, transnational,
national, … (cf matrix )
And physical (rural, urban,
coastal, …)
Type of political and
institutional framework
Federal
Unitary :Regionalised
Decentralised
centralized
Regime maintenance
Or incremental change
Or rapid change
Spatial planning framework
Strategic (level),mandatory
(level)
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2: Vertical relations (territories and actors) during processes of public decision making in
the case study (coherence, accountability, subsidiarity)
see V1 and V2
A: Vertical multi-level (of territories) relations of governance (“MLG”) (V1)
B: Decentralisation, devolution, regionalisation (V2)

Federalism,
Unitary :
Decentralisation,
Regionalisation,
devolution, …
Dynamic of the process
(maintenance, incremental
changes, radical changes),

Resources (Finances) :
Who decides the
allocation ?
Who controls the
allocation ?

Level of territories

Central (or federal) state

Subnational
X (‘regional’ or federated))

A role ?
Formal ?
Informal ? (mainly ?)

A role ?
Formal ?
Informal ? (Mainly ?)
Involvment ?
(No, Yes strong, Yes a bit)
Autonomy ?
Competences (no, yes a bit,
yes a lot)
Finances (no, yes a bit, yes a
lot)
Negotiating power (no, yes a
bit, yes a lot) ? (with ?)

Y (Local)

A role ?
Formal ?
Informal ? (Mainly ?)
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Involvment (No, Yes strong,
Yes a bit)
Autonomy ?
Competences (no, yes a bit,
yes a lot)
Finances (no, yes a bit, yes a
lot)
Negotiating power (no, yes a
bit, yes a lot) ? (with ?)

Relations between levels
Central (federal)/subnational
(federated)x

Central (federal)/subnational
y

Subnational / subnational

Regulated and /or
contractual ?
hierarchy, cooperation,
coordination, OMC,
conflictual …
Overlap or competition of
competences
Negotiations : needed to
reach objectives ?
Regulated and/ or contractual
hierarchy, cooperation,
coordination, OMC,
conflictual …
Overlap or competition of
competences
Negotiations : needed to
reach objectives ?
Regulated and/or contractual
hierarchy, cooperation,
coordination, OMC,
conflictual …
Overlap or competition of
competences
Negotiations : needed to
reach objectives ?

Are non public actors
involved ?
If yes, which kind (private
sector /economic interest,
NGOs, organised group, non
organised citizens)
h
i
Between territorial levels,
are they cooperating ?
Or dialogue, or
coordination, or conflict ?
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In which way

Conflict
Are there mechanisms to
deal with conflicts ?
Formal ?
Informal ?
A main actor ?
Possibility to contest the
decision ?
Accountability
Is there one identified actor
responsible/
accountable

If yes, which one ?
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3: Horizontal relations (actors) during processes of public decision-making in the case
study (effectiveness, coherence, accountability, openness)
see HI
A: Horizontal “multi-channel” relations between actors, governmental and non-governmental
(civil society, private sector), (H1)
Actors involved
Which kind of role
(manager, investor,
protestor, …

Involved in which
way ?
(formal, informal ?)

Involved with wich
kind of tool ?
(institutional
structures, legal
constituted
partnership,
established lobby
organisations…
or ad hoc group,
informal meetings…)

Kind of (type)

Why ?

v
w
z
Specific actors to
mention ? (due to
specific policy)
Actors appearing for
the first time ?
Actors which should
be involved but are
not ?

c
d
Actors mobilizing
the territory ?
(protest group,
political leader,
planner…)

Which kind ? (type)

How ?(project,
spatial vision, ?)

e
f
Governance

Actors coordinating
their efforts ?
new mode of
governance in the
way the actors are
involved ?

Decision

Possibilities for non
governmental actors
to influence public
decisions ?
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Which part in the
decision making
process ?

Is there one actor
which has the final
say about the
decision ?
Conflict

Are there
mechanisms to deal
with conflicts ?
Formal ?
Informal ?
A main actor ?
Possibility to
contest the
decision ?

accountability

Is there one
identified actor
responsible/
accountable

If yes, which one ?
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4 Integration, coordination (territories)
see H2
(horizontal and vertical) Relations among territories; coordination of territorially based
policies, multisectoral or integrated policies approaches

Relations among the
territories involved ?
…
z/x/y
x/x
x/y
yy

integrated policies,
coordination, cooperation,
dialogue, conflict

Due to which type of factors ?
(institutions, culture…)

Do some
municipalities have
specific relations
(close)
Coordination

Is there coordination in general
Is there coordination
concerning spatial planning for
the area ? (statutory or not)
If not, possible explanation ?

integration

Is there territorial integration of
policies,
Or policy packages
If yes, which kind ?
What about conflict resolution.
(formal or informal
mechanisms, main actor… ?)
What about accountability (one
actor responsible ?)

Thematic approach ?

If yes, are all the territories
concerned involved in the
decision making process

If yes

If yes, in which way (which
process/cooperation,
partnership, ..
n
m
Specifically, is there
supramunicipal cooperation for
planning ?
What about conflict resolution.
(formal or informal
mechanisms, main actor… ?)
What about accountability (one
actor responsible ?)
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For Which actors (public,
private, …)

If no

Is it a decision from top
hierarchical level, which has to
be implemented by subnational
level ?
How is it going on, are there
protest ?
What about conflict resolution.
(formal or informal
mechanisms, main actor… ?)
What about accountability (one
actor responsible ?)
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5 Participation, openness
A: Public (non-governmental) participation in the processes of decision-making,
and the implementation of decisions
Are there specific
mechanisms or
instruments to involve
civil society or private
sector in the decision
making process,

If yes, what kind ? (
consultation, public
inquiries, … ?)

Statutory ?

Binding results ?

Kind of (type)

Why ?

g
h
Or/and in its
implementation

Effectiveness ?

Significant and
representative
number of people
participating ?
Demands taken into
account when
making decision ?
Actors involved in
the implementation ?
Possibilities for non
governmental actors
to influence public
decision thanks to
participation process
or participation is
just a formality ?
which part has the
participation process
in the decision
making process ?

participation

Who is
participating ?
Which interest are
best represented ?
Are interest groups
easy to identify
(lobbies ?)
Are (some) actors
coordinating their
efforts ?
Actors appearing for
the first time ?
Actors which should
be involved but are
not ?
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i
j
Actors mobilizing the
territory ? (protest
group, political
leader, planner…)

Which kind ?
(type)

k
l
B: Openness
Is there a mechanism or instrument for
openness ?
If yes, What type ? (agencies for
information, law on administrative
transparency, …
Are they known by the stakeholders ?
Can they be used by them ?
If yes, were they used by them ?
If yes, with which results ?
Is information accessible to the general
public ?
Is there communication with the general
public ?
Existence of mechanism to involve actors
(socio economic profile if possible) which
should be involved but are not
participating ?
Existence of ressources (financial, human)
made available to those mechanism ?
Have specific agencies been created for
the management of a policy, including
openness to the public ?
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How ?(project, spatial
vision, ?)

6 Innovative and/ or interesting tools, practices and mechanisms

Are interesting tools or mechanism or
practices of governance used ?
What is it ?
Which level of public power are involved ?

In which way ? (partnership, cooperation,

Which territories are involved ?
Which actors are involved ? (experts ?,
NGO ?, …)

In which way are they involved ?

Do you think this is innovative ?
Why ?
What were the objectives of the
governance process ?
Could they be achieved with the tool,
mechanism, practice presented ?
Conflict ; how was it dealt with ?
To which asepct of territorial capital does
this governance process contribute ?:
Social ?
Intellectual ?
Political ?
Material ?
What kind of ressources does it need ?
(human, legislative, finance, ….)
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7 Outcomes/ effectiveness
(policies, strategies, partly refer to matrix ‘integrated policies’):
decisions and implementation

Decision :
Was it possible to reach a decision ?
If yes
How was it reached ? (process) :
A top down decision ?or more bottom-up
(local actors active and influent in the
elaboration of the decision ?
Who took the final decision ?
The decision : what kind ?
Short term, sectoral ?or
Plurisectoral approach, middle or long
term vision ?
What about the sustainability of the
policy/strategy/decision taken ?
Is it facing protest ?
Was it possible to elaborate integrated
policy package and/or spatial vision ?
Was there any integrated planning or
territorial policy coordination
Was there a capacity to ‘integrate and
shape (local) interest … and to represent
them to external actors ?
What was developed in relation to spatial
planning ?
Is it helping EU territorial cohesion ?
What relations are there to EU strategies,
rules, policies, fundings, …
What relationship to ESDP in particular ?
If no decision could be taken, what is a
possible explanation,
What are the consequences ?
Implementation :
What decision on implementation was
taken ?
Which interests were best taken into
account ?
Which interest were the least taken into
account ?
Who is in charge of implementation ?
Are there specific mode of governance ?
Which group(s) benefit more from the
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implementation
Which group(s) loose more from the
implementation ?
Who is financing the implementation ?
Who is controlling the allocation of
ressources ?
Are there new problems arising from the
implementation ?
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8: Governance problems (ref part III)
Based on interviews with expert, what is
the general understanding of the case ?
(success ? problems ? …)
Do you agree with that understanding ?
It is an example of sucessfull (territorial )
governance,
or is it a problematic case ?
More concretally,
Was it possible to reach a consensus ?on
which basis ?
Was it possible to agree on the
contribution of each partner/stakeholder ?
Could they achieve ‘negotiated and shared
rules’ ?
Was it possible to achieve an integration
of the territorial action ? (sectors, actors,
instruments, level…..)
Was it possible to reach a common spatial
vision for the area of the study ?
Was it possible to go on with
implementation ?

.

If no consensual decision could be
reached, what solution, if any, was found ?
What were the main aspects of the (new)
mode of territorial governance ?
What were the main changes leading to the
new territorial governance in the policy
design and application phases ?
How old are these changes ?
What degree of relationship do they have
with ESDP and/ or mainstream EU policies
What about the ‘rapport de force’ ?
(balance of power and power struggle) :
were there obvious winners and loosers
from the decision taken ?
Which group(s) benefitted from
implementation ?
Which group(s) loosed from
implementation ?

.

Were there obstacles or barriers to use
governance practices and tools
(consensus, cooperation, partnership,
oppenness…)

Considering the processes and outcomes
of governance, what were the main
weakness and strenghts ?
Strenght

Weakness
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opportunities

threats

Was the balance of this SWOT changing
over time ?
What about possible future development ?

9 : links with EU and ESDP :
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